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THE COVIDS OF OUR CLIMATE

transformation of the biological immune systems
of individuals on a large scale but a transformation of economic, energy, and technological
systems and their governance on a large scale.
Finally, we need to expand our political and moral
imaginations beyond infectious disease alone and
see pandemics as large commons, whose carrying
capacity is often perilous and tragic, but some-

[Global warming] is bound to effect economic and

times also offers promise and the possibility of a

political stability and to change our coastlines and our

better aftermath in a political morality of greater

lives, but it could also be the making of a new world—

justice, equality, recognition, and diversity. The

one worth getting excited about all over again.
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—Lyall Watson1

will require undertaking a much more concerted

A year ago the focus of the world’s attention

“adaptive governance” in the cognate realms of

abruptly shifted as a new and dire infectious
disease spread rapidly through the human population. Both our public and our private lives
were reshaped by a condition we have learned
to call “pandemic.” We are still trying to take the
full measure of what is happening and its significance beyond the immediate existential crises
of dislocation, deprivation, suffering, and death.
As Marilynne Robinson recently wrote, we can
control and eventually prevent the novel coronavirus, “but a decline in hope and purpose is a crisis
of civilization requiring reflection and generous
care for the good of the whole society and its place
in the world. We have been given the grounds and
opportunity to do some very basic thinking.”2 This
essay joins that search for significance based on
the following observations.
First, the history and root meaning of pandemic
is fundamentally political and moral, not medical,
in that it refers to our interdependent, relational,
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covid pandemic and the climate pandemic each
and far-reaching process of what might be called
public health and ecology than we have heretofore
been willing to countenance.
Old rules of liberalism and capitalism seem malleable in war-like efforts to bring the surging
spread of Covid-19 under control before it is
too late, and an unthinkable number of deaths
become inevitable. Notions of socialistic government financing that recently were ideologically
taboo—like spending trillions in federal funds
to save small businesses from going under, to
cushion the dire consequences of lost paychecks,
and to protect vulnerable populations from eviction and hunger—are now within reach. Similar
unthinkable thoughts—such as massive federal
funding of infrastructure projects, including renewable energy systems—are on the rise in ecological governance and climate action, as well.
Adaptive climate governance goes beyond Green
New Deals, however, and will require much more

and common lot.

far-reaching efforts. It must strive not only to limit

Moreover, climate change is no less a global pan-

systems of ownership, subsidies that impede sus-

demic (a natural limit that requires common

tainable innovations, and outmoded approaches

action and carries common consequences) than

to land and water use regulation. Notions of effi-

Covid-19. Both are warning signs of something

ciency and profitability will have to be recalculated

fundamentally broken about the current relation-

using new metrics. Unjust subsidies and ecologi-

ship between humanity and the natural world.

cally harmful and perverse market incentives will

The effects of global climate pandemic are more

be recalibrated and will aim capital investment at

complex, insidious, and challenging than those of

green targets. Current technological productive

the spiky virus. The remedy for climate pandemic

practices now standard will have to be altered

will not be pharmaceutical but political—not the

in many economic sectors, including extraction,

greenhouse gas pollution, but also to transform
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manufacturing, construction, transportation, and

an almost unthinkable circumstance, who knew

agriculture. The Farm Bill will be seen for what

what it felt like to be there and remembered the

it is, a keystone law of the land, and given the

many people around her who died before their

serious attention it demands. Urban planning

time. I never thought that I would join her ranks

will be reconceived and rejuvenated. That is what

and be among those who would fall—would be

adaptation means. It is not business as usual.

thrown—into pandemic time. It is still ongoing
and too close, but it feels to me like the moment

PANDEMIC COMMONS

Acknowledging the promise as well as the peril
contained in the covid and climate pandemics is
all well and good. However, like William Butler
Yeats in “The Second Coming,” we wonder “what
rough beast / its hour come round at last” is
coming toward us. There are two critical tasks that
will test the mettle of both health and ecological
governance in the world that lies—and looms—
ahead. Whether our governance will be able to
fulfill them and thereby keep hope for the human

Yeats sees when he wakes, just before a major
swerve in our history collectively, and our biographies personally, is about to begin.
Some of what I have just said is commonplace
and quotidian right now. We all are inundated with images, talk, emotion, and sometimes
grief and loss—as my grandmother was when
she watched perhaps as many as 100 million
lives erased by disease worldwide, just after the
“Great War” (World War I) already had taken 20
million. The somewhat new perspective I offer

future alive remains to be seen. Shorn of their em-

here is that Covid-19 is not the only pandemic we

bellishments and specific detail, I would describe

are living through, and tragic as it is, the impact

these critical tasks as follows. Governance must

and legacy of the covid pandemic will pale in com-

provide, first, the adaptative maintenance of the

parison with that of the climate pandemic. Two

psycho-social determinants of good health; and,

rough beasts are slouching toward us, not just

second, the adaptive maintenance of the eco-eco-

one; indeed, both have arrived—one in 2020; the

nomic determinants of temperate (or at least tem-

other around 1970—but the harm they promise

pered) climate. In other words, governance must

has been belatedly and ineptly adapted to in both

maintain the integrity and functioning of the

cases. Perhaps I should say responded to, because

biochemical systems of our living bodies and the

adaptation in the proper sense of the term has not

geo-physical systems of our living planet.

truly even begun for either one. Michael Pollen

Climate change is no less a global
pandemic... than Covid-19. Both
are warning signs of something
fundamentally broken about the
current relationship between
humanity and the natural world.

sees an interesting political opportunity hiding
in this negligence: “Are we willing to address
the many vulnerabilities that the novel coronavirus has so dramatically exposed? It’s not hard
to imagine a coherent and powerful new politics
organized around precisely that principle.”3
The years 2020 and 2021 will be forever associated with Covid-19, even though so much else of
historical significance was happening at the same

Everyone surely realizes that Covid-19 is the most
dangerous and massive global infectious disease
pandemic the Earth has undergone in over a
century. Everyone today will have a story to tell

time—mass refugee migration, authoritarian political regimes installed in influential nations,
megafires, drought, massive ice melts, forest and
biodiversity loss, the graphs of virtually every deleterious condition showing an abrupt, steep spike

for the rest of their lives, just as my grandmother,

upward—a “hockey stick” slashing all of us. For

who lived through the influenza pandemic of

most people, pandemic is associated with wide-

1918, had a story that I listened to with rapt at-

spread infectious disease, like an epidemic, only

tention. I saw her as a quaint figure, a survivor of

larger in scale, scope, and deadly impact. We
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tend to see a pandemic as nothing but a global

by an authoritarian, anti-democratic form of po-

outbreak of something dangerous, menacing,

litical rule exhibiting a leadership style that caters

and in need of steps taken to protect ourselves

to libertarianism and denounces at every turn all

from it and to prevent the harm that it may do to

forms of collectivism—like America under former

us. A pandemic is something the World Health

President Trump and Brazil under perhaps soon-

Organization declares.

to-be-former President Bolsonaro. (I say lead-

This is not exactly wrong, but it is not the full
range of important ideas and values—even positive values—that etymology suggests. Pandemic

lectivism of mass politics is at the foundation of
inegalitarian, authoritarian regimes.)

comes from the Latin pandemus and from the

Democracy, when looked at as one manifesta-

Greek pandemos, meaning “pertaining to all

tion of an underlying pandemic condition, can

people; public, common.” It is comprised of pan

be defined as a set of political institutions and

(all) and dēmos (people), from which the term de-

rules in common that brings equality of rights,

mocracy also derives.

recognition, and respect for persons. Democracy

Disease and democracy find common ground in a
pandemic. Both require action based on a sense of
common purpose; pandemic in this sense is a political and moral ally in the defense of health and
nature. What is not an instance of pandemic is the
lack of community and common purpose, as exemplified by the highly competitive, transactional
society we have become with its strongly valued
notion of possessive individualism. Historian
Jackson Lears provides an important perspective on such ideological transformations that are
killing pandemos in the United States:
By 2016 the concept of ‘liberal democracy,’
once bright with promise, had dulled into a
neoliberal politics that was neither liberal nor
democratic.… the meritocratic focus on individual striving has…[undermined] any notion
of the common good. Even during a pandemic, the notion that we are all in this together
remains hazy, and the public interest continues to be defined as the sum of myriad private
interests.4

is a pandemic of liberation and empowerment
for all. Democratic government is government
of the people, by the people, and for the people,
as Lincoln said. Each one of the prepositions in
this proposition is essential. And each is pertinent
to the meaning of pandemic, too, especially for
the people. It connotes a good pandemic, a good
common condition; a bad one, as we know, is very
much against the people.
In sum, to call something a pandemic can point
to a common threat, but it can also point to a
common good. With this conceptual framework in
mind, then, what shall we make of the pandemic
condition that is global climate change? It is pandemic insofar as it is anthropogenic, collectively
man-made; an artificing of nature, so to speak.
Climate change is a shorthand for large-scale
human interference in the functioning of several
planetary systems. Climate change is a pandemic
of stressing, through global human economic activity, the bio-geo-chemical and physical systems
of the Earth into phases of transformation that,
by all indications now, will be severely deleteri-

It is our embrace of individualistic self-determi-

ous to current patterns of life on Earth, includ-

nation and freedom of choice that leads many

ing our own.

to ignore and resist public health measures to
abate the community spread of Covid-19, such as
wearing facial coverings and refraining from congregating in large groups.

6   BRUCE JENNINGS

ership “style” here because in practice the col-

I believe that it is very important right now to
discuss the common thing of Covid-19 and the
common thing of climate change in the light of
adaptive health and ecological governance. Thus

The irony is that the spread of disease is fostered

far, in the domain of climate governance, adapta-

by this individualistic lack of common sense (or

tion has taken a back seat to mitigation, and I will

sense of what it is we have in common), as well as

say more about this conceptual distinction below.5
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Nonetheless, I think the distinctive features of ad-

to limit infection on a scale involving approxi-

aptation—especially its scope and transformative

mately 300 million people makes coercive means

possibilities in the governance and regulation of

of enforcement very limited. Information, per-

the political economy in the twenty-first century—

suasion, and voluntary compliance based on fear,

will make it increasingly important in both the

trust, and reasonable self-interest (concern for

domains of public health and climate action.

self and family) and solidarity (concern for others)

My review cannot possibly do justice to these two
enormous fields of adaptive health governance
and adaptive climate governance in a brief space.
But I hope that beginning to sketch a comparative
approach to public health and ecological governance can indicate how they might positively supplement and complement one another. Along with
social justice, pluralism, and equality in race relations—to which they are directly related—health
and climate are the most important public policy
and governance issues for the foreseeable future.
Donald Trump ended up as a failed, one-term
president largely because he ignored and even
denied both, wasting precious lives and time. And
he tragically encouraged millions of people to do
likewise. When social justice, improving health,
and limiting climate change converge within law,
policy, and social action, then we have a winning
combination, even in a highly partisan political
culture. It is such convergence that adaptive governance seeks.
ADAPTIVE PUBLIC HEALTH GOVERNANCE

Covid-19 is teaching us the stern lesson that economic goals and public health goals can be at
odds, at least in the short run, which now may
be defined as about two years. Measures to limit
the spread of the disease and the loss of life have
brought economic activity to its knees in many
of the richest countries in the world. Social distancing induces economic coma, while premature
economic reopening opens the doors not only to
paying customers but also to community spread of
the virus followed by intolerably high numbers of
hospitalizations and deaths. There are analogues
of this conundrum in the tension between effective response to climate change and capitalism’s
preferred structural model of economic growth.6

are the tools of pandemic adaptation and control.
These come from public health adaptation planning and implementation infrastructure, which
broke down and largely failed in the United States
in 2020. To understand why, we need to consider
the cultural and ideological context within which
adaptation governance in public health, understood as a discourse of persuasion, must operate.
Public health inevitably involves both politics
and ethics. Public health is political in that it uses
power to achieve population health goals. It is
ethical in that it appeals to rational authority and
popular legitimacy to justify its use of power in
the pursuit of health. Power becomes authority
if it is supported by the goodness of the ends it
pursues and by the rightness of the means it uses
to pursue them. Power has legitimacy if it enjoys
popular consent and acceptability. Appeal to objective scientific knowledge alone is important,
but it does not provide public health with authority and legitimacy all by itself.
The Covid-19 pandemic has taught us that turning
public health power into public health authority and legitimacy is essential. But we have also
learned how difficult it is to do this when public
trust has been eroded. Americans have paid a
high price for their lack of interest and investment in public health institutions over the years.
And we are paying now for the recent, apparently
deliberate efforts of some to undermine trust in
public health further, precisely when we need it
the most. Now that public health efforts involving behavioral control are supplemented by a
population immunization effort, some pressure
on the behavioral side may be reduced. But not
soon, if the vaccination effort is delayed in various
ways. Large discrepancies between the number
of vaccine doses manufactured and the number
actually injected does not bode well so far. Nor

Public health governance has coercive power at its

does the emergence of new strains of the virus

disposal, but the behavioral compliance required

that may lessen the effectiveness of currently
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available vaccines. On the other hand, Iago-like

If persuasion is at the center of adaptive health

advisors and officials are no longer in charge in

governance, then one of the most interesting

the White House.

lessons learned thus far is that successfully per-

The public health adaptation response to Covid19 has been largely based on a grasp of past experience concerning the biological–social nexus of
infectious disease. We were fortunate in the sense
that SARS-CoV-2 so far has turned out not to be
significantly different in its biology from other
types of coronavirus. Therefore, we could apply
the same techniques of behavioral change to
limit its spread that have worked with air-borne
infections in the past. But, as I have noted, while
measures such as widespread social distancing, testing, contact tracing and quarantine after
testing, travel restrictions, and limiting in-person
commercial and face-to-face social activities are
very effective in controlling infection, they are
also very disruptive and burdensome emotionally
and economically.
It did not help successful pandemic adaption,
then, to have social media and presidential rhetoric confer symbolic and political, even psycho-sexual, meaning on opposition to adaptive
public health precautionary measures. With all
the ways available to protest and express disagreement, there was no inherent reason why
coming closely together in mass gatherings and

suading a majority, or even a supermajority,
of the population is not sufficient to control the
surge of community infection. Rates of infection
vary greatly, but at an RO rate of 1.1, one thousand infected persons who are non-compliant can
induce twenty-five thousand or more new cases
over a period of sixty days.7 Covid-19 has been
given a RO range of 1.5 to 3.5, which is more infectious than influenza but much less than measles.8
Today, some countries have brought the infection rate below 1.0, but recently new strains have
emerged that are more readily transmitted than
the initial strain identified at the beginning of
2020. In January 2021, there were thirteen states
in the United States where the infection rate was
1.1 or more.9
There really is no such thing as an entirely private
action that has consequences only for oneself
here. The risks imposed on others by an individual’s non-compliant behavior are serious, widespread, and distributed from the point of initial
contact exponentially, so that any notion of voluntary consent on the part of those exposed cannot
be appealed to in order to justify the non-compliant behavior.

refusal to wear face coverings should turn into

Under such conditions, one wonders how viable

the preferred means of exercising one’s right to

an adaptation strategy depending upon persua-

freedom of speech and assembly.

sion and voluntary compliance can be. Will it

To call something a pandemic can
point to a common threat, but it
can also point to a common good.

require a much higher level of strict behavioral control over a large population to contain a
serious health pandemic like Covid-19, at least
until pandemic immunity in the population is
achieved through vaccination? And what about
a deleterious pandemic like climate change, for

This was not an accident. To focus on face coverings and social distancing for resistance and ridicule is less an exercise of constitutional rights than
a rejection of public health and governmental au-
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which there will be no equivalent of vaccination
and planetary immunity? When new rules are set,
how forceful will the crackdown on non-compliant behavior need to be?

thority as such. Thus, public health adaptive gov-

Why did adaptive health governance in the United

ernance in the United States has had to contend

States perform so poorly? I suggest some of the

with both the virus’s attack on health and a con-

reasons below. And what about next time? Will it

certed political attack on the legitimacy and au-

be Keystone Kops or well-informed and judicious

thority of pandemic adaptation governance itself.

leadership inspiring trust? And there will be a
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next time, and a time after that. Zoonotic disease
is a global sword of Damocles waiting to descend.
Thousands of viral types are being exposed to
naïve and rapacious human contact and stand
poised for an evolutionary leap into our own
bodies and lives.10
There was inadequate pandemic preparedness
planning at all levels of government at the beginning of 2020. Despite investments made in
the health care system in other ways, the United
States was not prepared for the rapid surge in hospital utilization in certain regions that took place
in April 2020. We could not deploy in a timely

program of financial relief. There is endless talk
about a return to normal, but permanent business
and employment losses are widely expected.

We need to see pandemics as
large commons, whose carrying
capacity is often perilous and
tragic, but sometimes also offering
promise and the possibility of
a better aftermath in a political
morality of greater justice,
equality, recognition, and diversity.

manner adequate intensive care equipment,
medical and nursing staff, protective equipment
and other supplies. There was a very high death
rate in some places. Staff and family members
suffered the stress of explicit triage measures and
patient isolation.

There were competing ideological messages
and public confusion. Mistrust of public health
experts was working in tandem with the fact that
many people had begun to mistrust their own po-

There was precipitous and inconsistent decision-making by political leadership. This was an
unfortunate combination. Projections based on
models shocked the government into imposing
drastic measures of lockdown. Sensing political
backlash, the White House and conservative media
began to make light of the disease and to deflect
blame and undermine scientific public health messaging. The Republican party’s political strategy of
deflecting blame backfired during the presidential
election, when inaction and denial by the White
House became the focal point of Democratic party
opposition and ultimately allowed Democrats to

litical and moral intuitions. Presidential messaging was misleading and counterproductive from a
public health point of view. Another conflict narrative of health versus civil liberty began to surround the wearing of masks, displacing an earlier
narrative of solidarity and mutual responsibility.
Public mask wearing or mask avoidance became
the symbol of an underlying identity politics.
Political interests became increasingly dominant
and pressured the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention to spin the public guidance it
released. Meanwhile, state lawmakers filed lawsuits to block the authority of governors to make

regain control of the White House and Congress.

social distancing mandatory rather than adviso-

Widespread

motivated tactics of this sort.

economic

distress

complicated

the public perception of how best to respond
to Covid-19. Were public health experts insufficiently attentive to the social harm being done
by containment measures? A conflict narrative of
health versus livelihood began to gain traction.

ry. Tremendous effort has gone into ideologically

The pandemic has induced social distancing
fatigue. It has also revealed a pronounced lack of
resilience, multiple complex system failures, and
poor intergovernmental coordination. Highly

There was inequitable economic loss and impact,

unequal distribution of wealth in a country pro-

just as there were racial and ethnic disparities in

duces a very large number of people with little to

rates of morbidity and mortality. Federal govern-

no savings to fall back on. The prolonged economic

ment financial assistance programs were parsi-

downturn necessitated by Covid-19 has exhausted

monious and time limited. Subsequent political

financial, social, and psychological reserves. The

polarization has led to what may turn out to be a

pandemic has also revealed other vulnerabilities,

disastrous delay in a larger scale and longer term

including: the neglect of the safety and quality of
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long-term care facilities, which resulted in high

from a carbon-based to a renewable fuel energy

mortality rates; the precarity of rental housing for

system—is well underway.13

low-income families, who now face eviction for
not being able to pay their rent; the functioning
of the public school system as a de facto structure
of childcare support with no public social service
backup; and finally, the vulnerability to hunger
revealed by the longest food distribution lines
seen since the Great Depression of the 1930s.
ADAPTIVE CLIMATE GOVERNANCE

Climate action is a grassroots social movement.
Climate governance is a legal and regulatory authoritative exercise of power. And the interplay of
power, authority, legitimacy, and trust is essentially the same in the political morality of climate
governance (a type of ecological governance) as
in public health governance. Climate action and
climate governance each have two components.
One is the mitigation of deleterious climate
change, mainly by curtailing its cause: human activities that add carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases to Earth’s atmosphere. The other
component is adaptation that involves changing

The problem is not that mitigation has failed but
that it has come too late. Its focus on the longer
term was perhaps a drawback as well as an advantage. As the years, then decades, plodded on,
it seemed to many as if society still had plenty of
time to turn things around. If we had the will,
there would be a way. And we would get the will
when fear got our attention. Well, either climate
change was moving faster and with more stealth
than we expected (it was), or we were more obtuse
than we realized (we were).

What is not an instance
of pandemic is the lack of
community and common purpose,
as exemplified by a highly
competitive, transactional society
we have become with its strongly
valued notion of possessive
individualism.

human activity in ways designed to accommodate
anticipated large-scale and interlocking shifts in
bio-geophysical and ecological systems. This in-

Given where we are today—as compared to where

volves facilitating transformation and innovation

we were in 1988, 1998, or even 2008—mitigation

in political and economic institutions and practic-

alone will not suffice. Both mitigation and adap-

es. It also requires widespread alterations in col-

tation measures will be crucially important in the

lective and individual behavior.

twenty-first century and will require developing

The terms mitigation and adaptation have been
with us from the very beginning of the international climate change governance era in the
1990s.11 But for the next two decades, mitigation
of greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere was
the watchword, and adaptation was relatively
neglected. Nonetheless, ecological and climate
governance encompass both mitigation and adaptation and should coordinate them. However,
coordination of the essential preventive and pre-

ning—a task that the world, and especially the
United States, is behind in doing. Going forward,
a visible, sustained, adequately funded commitment to adaptation planning and public engagement will be necessary. We must recognize the
potential contribution that climate adaptation
planning can make to a more participatory ecological democracy—and to a more just, egalitarian
political morality to inform it.

cautionary functions of mitigation and the ame-

A combination of mitigation and adaptation mea-

liorating and responsive functions of adaptation

sures are still required in agricultural practices,

has been managed poorly. Today, there is a dis-

land-use planning, initiatives to curb biodiversi-

cernable pivot toward adaptation, but not because

ty loss, freshwater conservation, net-zero build-

mitigation efforts have failed. The single most

ing design, mass transportation, and the like.

important component of mitigation—transition

Indeed, in these areas, there is not really a bright

12
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a complex apparatus of governance and plan-
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line between mitigation and adaptation. The

Muir, this. It must plan for differential impacts

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change tried

in various areas and for large-scale changes in

to draw it by assuming that natural systems like

biodiversity and human migration patterns, ren-

coral reefs, polar icecaps, rainforests, and arbore-

dering the geographically bordered nation-state

al forests have suffered permanent degradation,

a problematic unit of planning, governance, and

and so a strategy of adaptation to reduce harm—
rather than the preventive and restorative measures of mitigation—was the only action open to
us. But many of the focal points of adaptation that
I mentioned above are cultural and technological
systems, not natural or ecological ones. The difficulty of transitioning away from them comes from
the financial, legal, and attitudinal attachments to

social control.
Adaptation planning is closely tied not only to environmental law and governance, but to economic
production and distribution, and to cultural and
social imaginaries or worldviews. The practice of
climate change adaptation presses upon us the
question of not only how adaptation is accom-

the status quo and the concomitant institutional

plished, but also what should be accomplished

obstacles to change, not from natural necessity

through it. What does successful adaptation look

that cannot be overcome.

like? It dares to ask—in an aspirational but not

Climate change mitigation has been conceptualized so that it fits under pre-existing frameworks
of environmental regulation.14 While still politically and ideological controversial, mitigation is not
a regulatory anomaly, which is a good thing pragmatically. It is driven by scientific expertise and
reliance on judicial and administrative reason,
rather than by ideological, campaign finance
attuned legislative discourse.15 Yet precisely for
that reason, mitigation has been vulnerable to
legal opposition and regulatory requirements that
have slowed it to a snail’s pace.16

utopian vein and even assuming reduced material standards of living—what kind of society, what
kind of landscape and watershed, what kind of
living world do we want to inhabit and have as
our companion? What kind of pandemos do we
want to be our common home? In which kind
of commons can we best flourish and dwell? If
climate adaptation governance is conceptualized
and conducted narrowly, as a matter of technical
expertise, then it is likely that only the “how questions” will get attention. But if it is conceptualized
more broadly as a civic practice, as a matter of inclusive participatory democracy, then the “should

By contrast, climate change adaptation cuts

questions” may receive concerted attention as

across all kinds of regulatory and jurisdictional

well. If they do, then the equity and democratic

categories and is more flexible and open meth-

legitimacy of the activity of adaptation—or the

odologically. Adaptation planning brings climate

lack thereof—will be made explicit.

science, ecology, and conservation biology into
contact with public health and similarly oriented
perspectives and movements in cognate fields,
such as disaster planning, adaptive environmental management, land-use planning, and property
law. It draws orientation from social epidemiology, community-based participatory research, deliberative planning, and management science.17 It
may have to draw upon technological innovation
and deliberate ecosystemic management that will

The infrastructure of adaptation planning necessarily will be diverse and localized.18 And this, in
turn, is determined by how a dynamic planetary
transformation such as climate change manifests
itself. In light of this, the dialogic activity of participatory planning, from which a guiding plan
emerges on a given scale, becomes all the more
important. Real estate development interests,
corporate lobbyists, and environmental activists

go against the grain of many established tenets

must not be the only people who show up and

of conservation management. Note the reference

take ongoing part. Adaptive planning in this key

in the IPCC definition to “adjustment in natural

requires the coordination of many groups, dis-

systems” and the willingness to “exploit beneficial

ciplines, and interests and draws on numerous

opportunities.” More Gifford Pinchot than John

bodies of knowledge and expertise.
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What the coming future requires of us, when you

us in, not all pandemic conditions bring people

come right down to it, is pandemic governance as

together. Some pit us against each other—as an-

well as the governance of pandemics. We need to

tagonistic individuals, as groups at odds—into an

find within us a capability to adapt, in far more

association of sharp elbows. But other pandemics

than a Darwinian sense, not only in the negative

have the potential to transform competition into

sense of avoiding harm, but also in the positive

care, the upper hand into the helping hand. How

sense of bringing to bear in our lives together a

can the hard and often melancholy work of adap-

commons of civic and scientific learning under-

tation be turned into an occasion for the growth

girding democratic ecological citizenship and responsibility. Adaptation should be a widespread
condition of inclusive parity of voice and reasonable (evidence-based) deliberation and debate.
Scholars of social adaptation have argued that:
An adaptable society is characterized by
awareness of diverse values, appreciation
and understanding of specific and variable
vulnerabilities to impacts, and acceptance
of some loss through change. The ability to
adapt is determined in part by the availability of technology and the capacity for learning
but fundamentally by the ethics of the treatment of vulnerable people and places within
societal decision-making structures.19
The discourse of climate adaptation will be
grounded and specific—about solar arrays and
wind turbines, water diversion, easements,
zoning, dredging and ponding, air quality, solid
waste disposal, sustainable farming, property
value reassessment, and the local tax base. Behind
all that and ultimately vivifying it, however, will
be the conversation about what kind of pandemics we want to live in and what kind we don’t.

Some [pandemics] pit us against
each other...[and pull us] into
an association of sharp elbows.
But other pandemics have the
potential to transform competition
into care, the upper hand into the
helping hand.
Pandemics are commons that, in one way or
another, pull everyone into a skein of mutual and
reciprocal causes and effects. But though they pull
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of solidarity? How can solidarity and the political imagination of just and mutual recognition be
turned into a force that can support and legitimize
health and climate adaptation governance? When
we can find the answers to those questions, just
and effective climate change adaptation will be
within our grasp. It could be something we could
get excited about all over again.

Bruce Jennings is Senior Fellow at the Center for
Humans and Nature and Editor-in-Chief of Minding
Nature. His recent books include Ecological
Governance (West Virginia University Press, 2016) and
Liberty and the Ecological Crisis: Freedom on a Finite
Planet, edited with Christopher Orr and Kaitlin Kish
(Routledge, 2019).
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Guerrilla Beauty
TREBBE JOHNSON

W

hen the levees breached and New Orleans
waters started surging under the front door of
their home, Delores Ossevaito and her husband

didn’t have time to grab anything except their two dogs before
dashing outside, unmooring their boat, and jumping in. For
four days and nights, as the detritus of Hurricane Katrina
slurped around them, they had nothing to eat and no idea what
was going to happen to them once the waters receded. It was
tough, Ossevaito told a reporter. Then she added, “It was fun
sleeping in the boat, though, because we could look out and
look at all the stars.”1 How extraordinary that a person could
be seized with wonder while floating on a city-wide cesspool
of waste, death, and loss; that she could, in fact, label any part

happiness, we’ll lose our credibility as a suffering person, along
with the expressions of sympathy that accompany it.
But those instants of capture by rapture aren’t wrong or rude
or selfish, they’re medicine from the ineffable. They remind
us that our human sensibility is so much quirkier and more
complex than we assume. Moments of beauty jog our consciousness into that old truth we knew as children—that we
are, each of us, endowed with a mysterious, easily accessible,
and intimate connection with this world, and that magic can
pop up and amaze us at any time. Grabbing the beauty that
shoots through brokenness and taking the risk to pass it on just
might save the Earth—or at least our life on Earth.

of that experience as “fun” and admit that a gift of stars and a

The scale of awareness about the immediacy of climate change

rocking boat for a bed had helped.

has tipped. A study by the Yale Program on Climate Change

Moments of beauty, awe, gratitude, or grace can pierce even
the most tragic of circumstances, offering the unthinkable
proposition that relief, if not imminent, is at least imaginable.
Sometimes, when those moments do occur, the inclination is
to try to shove them away. We dismiss them as inappropriate,
as though grief and grief alone has the right to claim this stage

Communication in 2018 found that 49 percent of the public
was certain that global warming is a threat, up from 37 percent
just three years earlier.2 Regularly now we witness our planet
burning, flooding, drying up, melting, and sinking as human
beings desperately seek refuge. Climate change is massive,
unpredictable, and immune to nothing. It is invisible itself,
though its manifestations show up all too graphically as the

in our life and must be allowed right now its full, uninterrupted

ruined places that once were homes and habitats. All over the

soliloquy. We fear that by permitting ourselves that brief ascent

world it’s happening, everywhere different, everywhere unpre-

to delight, we are being disloyal to other suffering people. Or

ventable, and all we know is that those treasured, reliable ele-

we worry that by falling, even for a moment, into the arms of

ments that used to compose our own particular seasons have
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been let loose, like wild deer fleeing a forest as the whapping

wonder while those experts—including, perhaps, ourselves—

blades of a helicopter shadow overhead. We hope it won’t be

are working out more enduring solutions. We need temporal,

too bad where we live. We desperately hope our children will

intangible gifts we can grasp as we’re filling out yet another

still have some refuge of nature to play in and marvel at. And

FEMA form, staring out the window at the thick black skyscape

when we consider the lives, the ecology, the very meaning of

of a wildfire, or turning on fans and music throughout the

“nature” that our grandchildren will inherit, well, that’s some-

house to muffle the thumps of gas fracking. We need actions

thing we can hardly bear to do. Even the most stubborn op-

we can take at any time without having to consult an expert,

timists, who hoped a warmer climate might mean something

volunteer for a charity, write a check, or mobilize other people.

pleasant like orange groves in Vermont, are worried now. We

We need something that doesn’t cost a cent and that anyone

recognize, too, that climate change is not just about a long

of any race or religion or politics can do at any time, no matter

spate of really bad weather. It’s also about homelessness, the

how young or old, able or disabled. We need actions that will

collapse of cities, disease, mass migrations of desperate people,

offer a dose of courage, a conviction that change is possible,

the demise of millions of animals and plants, hoarding, fear,

and the motivation to pass that moment of kindness, beauty,

and anxiety. We have much to mourn.

or awe along to others, even if these actions don’t have a direct

The Australian philosopher and activist Glenn Albrecht coined

impact on the huge physical reality pressing down on us.

a term, solastalgia, for this particular brand of geographical

I’m talking about ushering in a shift in practice along the lines of

mourning: the pain one feels when the place one lives in and

the Keep America Beautiful program. Founded in 1953, this ini-

loves is under assault. He also defines it as “the homesickness

tiative made Americans aware of all the careless ways in which

you feel when you’re still at home.” The pain of solastalgia is

they were in the habit of letting go of the stuff they were finished

likely to afflict just about every human on Earth within the

with and no longer wanted. Keep America Beautiful reports that

next decades because of climate change and other ecological
crises. How, then, will we cope? How will we prepare? What

people’s behavior has shifted significantly, and that littering decreased by 61 percent between 1968 and 2009.3 In considering

kinds of thinking and behavior can we patch together to help

how we live and even thrive on a challenged planet, I’m also

us manage? I’m not talking about driving less, writing a check

talking about a shift in perspective, like the one that’s flipped

to save the polar bears, or converting your home to solar

thinking on same-sex marriage. A poll conducted by NBC News

energy. I mean: How will you, how will I, how will any of us not

and the Wall Street Journal in March 2015 showed that 60

just survive, but live in a way that generates some modicum

percent of Americans favored marriage between people of the

of meaning, compassion, and creativity in the midst of hard

same sex, whereas just twelve years earlier, only 33 percent

times? How will we preserve not just our sanity but our sense

of those who answered that question considered gay marriage

of wonder, generosity, and creativity in the midst of chaos and

acceptable.4 In that relatively short time—considering the stag-

loss? Where will we find the inner, personal motivation to keep

nant pace of racial equality—the formerly odd and uncomfort-

taking the actions we believe in, even if we doubt that they’ll

able had morphed into the perfectly logical and unremarkable.

make one whit of difference to the fate of the Earth or even our

Something like that needs to happen to the way we respond to

own community? Will we ever laugh again? Will we love? How,

the places and situations that are filling us with solastalgia, pow-

in other words, will we thrive?

erlessness, and despair. A moment of finding and making beauty

When I consider an immense and complex problem, I tend
to assume that any solution must be equally immense and
complex. This solution, whatever it ends up being, is likely to

can soothe the mind, bring a little joy to someone else, exercise
creative faculties for other solutions, and remind us that we are
not, after all, powerless to change our circumstances.

be in somebody else’s hands. I may have an opinion of what

On Christmas night the year I was twenty-six, my mother was

ought to happen, but I consider myself powerless to affect it in

diagnosed with advanced lung cancer. In the four months that

any way. If I try to imagine the solving process, I picture a team

scraped along between our discovery of her illness and her

of people with impressive resumes, frowning and debating

death, I used will power, work, and a lot of scotch to medicate

as they draw up blueprints. I picture the process as strategic,

a grief so deep it felt like my own metastasizing tumor. During

expensive, and involving months, maybe years, of work. Yet

the week, I lived and worked in New York City, and on week-

massive, complex problems also require small and simple solu-

ends I took the train to Connecticut to help my younger brother

tions. They demand actions and responses that will preserve,

take care of our mother. One gray late Sunday afternoon, as the

and even nurture, our sanity, our humanity, and our sense of

train back to Grand Central stopped briefly at one of the towns
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A RadJoy Bird made for a gas fracking site in Pennsylvania

along Long Island Sound, I caught a glimpse out the window of

be grasped and cherished, for they bring grace and a brief but

the shoreline beyond the station. Waves were crashing against

urgently needed caress. They are gifts you can accept with grat-

the rocks and sliding back to sea. Back and forth they went, in

itude, as Delores Ossevaito did, and be beholden to no one in

and out, in and out, because they were waves and unstoppable.

particular. Even in the midst of crisis, the moon rises at night,

The sight of them, the awareness that they cared nothing for

birds sing in the morning, and wildflowers bloom in the midst

human sorrow and would continue their rhythmic mission no
matter what I or my mother lived through, sliced right through
my sorrow. I knew at that moment that I would survive, survive
even this, and also that there would be more grief at some
future time in my life and I would survive that, too, because
the waves would keep doing what they had to do. Many times
since then I have called upon those waves to get me through a

of rubble. Those birds will sing anyway, and the flowers will
bloom—but anyone who takes a moment both to notice this
wonder and to relish it as well is doubly rewarded. When I’m
broken open to the depths of my being, my defenses fall. When
I am helpless, scared, on edge, barely able to stand, then I’m
also no longer capable of dashing through my ordinary routes
and preoccupations while scarcely noticing anything that’s not

difficult time, and they have never failed me.

of immediate relevance to my agenda. My familiar territory,

When such moments of rapture seize us in the midst of suffer-

way of perceiving gone with it. Those moments of beauty, if

ing and despair, they do not eradicate sorrow. But they are to

I’m open to them, remind me that something else is possible,
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emotional as well as physical, has collapsed into rubble, my old
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that beauty exists in the world and that it can arise, even for

later regret, like cutting too close to a car whose highway be-

me, even now. “There is a crack in everything,” Leonard Cohen

havior affronts us. In a traumatized person the whole tripartite

sang. “That’s how the light gets in.”

system goes out of whack. The prefrontal cortex and the anteri-

Of course, I’m not proposing that we gather the family and head
out to ogle a sunset the color of tropical fruits and pretend it’s
unrelated to the calamity of wildfires burning half a continent
away. This is not about feeling good when another Appalachian
mountain has been leveled by a coal corporation or telling
yourself that, well, there must be some tigers still living somewhere when you hear that the last white rhino has been killed.
To open to beauty is not to deny the enormity of the problems
that plague us, nor is it to lounge about in a smiley fugue state
while the world around us shudders. The beauty we need does
not deceive us. It doesn’t whitewash dark reality; it just pierces
that darkness with a bright shaft of wonder. Nor is an instant of
beauty an augur from some higher realm that things are about
to change and go our way. It will decidedly not replace the many
actions that will be ever more vital to live and survive and make
change. It can and should, however, fit into and accompany any
of those actions, whether they are political, educational, artistic,
legal, domestic, or social. Practical actions change circumstances; beauty changes the way we bear up for those actions.

Moments of beauty jog our consciousness
into that old truth we knew as children—
that we are, each of us, endowed with a
mysterious, easily accessible, and intimate
connection with this world.

or cingulate cortex become underactive, while the fear response
amps up.5 A person who was already having trouble coping
gets confused, disoriented, and edgy. The depth and breadth of
what must somehow be dealt with seem so vast that anything
else in the world—including people—that isn’t immediately relatable to your own distress and its possible relief can look like
mere annoyance that must be tolerated, not engaged. Tempers
flare. Patience wears thin, especially when the emergency situation keeps demanding attention and effort and enduring long
lines, food and gas shortages, and difficult living conditions. A
woman whose little beachside home on the Florida coast was
destroyed by Hurricane Irma in 2017 told me that she and her
friends referred to the mental condition they found themselves
suffering as “Hurricane Brain.” In those weeks after the storm,
she would walk into a grocery store only to discover that she
had no idea what she ought to buy. Every time she returned
to the site of her house, she would pick through the scattered
debris without any sense of what was worth saving and what
she really ought to start thinking of as scrap.
Yet if calamity stuns the senses and triggers outbursts, it also
compels some people to act with courage and compassion.
In the spring of 2019, for example, a young Kansas woman
purchased every last pair of shoes from a local Payless store
that was going out of business and donated them to people in
Nebraska who had lost their homes and farms to the spring
floods. When Hurricane Harvey left many Houstonians homeless, a man who owned a chain of mattress stores turned his
showrooms into shelters for those needing a place to stay. After

If it takes effort for me to accept that light can momentarily
illuminate the dark, it takes more effort still to risk sowing
some light of my own into the dark places around me. Suffering
paralyzes. Disaster, when it grabs us personally, upends our
ability to think rationally and act sensibly. In fact, in times of
stress, the actual physiology of the brain undergoes a change.
Ordinarily, the prefrontal cortex, located behind the forehead
and responsible for planning, rational thought, and problem
solving, and the anterior cingulate cortex, which is deeper in
the brain and moderates strong emotions, work well together.
Another part of the brain, the amygdala, deeper still within the
skull, is sometimes called “the fear center.” Its job is to determine what in our environment is a threat and to warn us away

Hurricane Sandy doused the power grid in New York City,
young people trooped up and down flights of stairs in their
apartment buildings, checking on elderly neighbors. The news
media can be relied upon to ferret out these stories of courage
and self-sacrifice, not only because they tell us that there’s light
in the darkness, but also because they imbue us with a spark of
hope or intention that we, too, will demonstrate efficacious acts
of beauty in hard times. Writing in Forbes magazine, Jean Case
argues that such instances of compassion and generosity give
all of us reason to believe that Americans will behave compassionately as ecological crises mount.6 They indicate that people
aren’t as divided as we think, that humans are very inventive,
and that both the public and private sectors will respond.

from it. If the three functions are in sync, as they normally are,

In the thick of an emergency it is the stuff of survival that people

they steady us and prevent us from reacting in harmful ways

need: food, water, medicine, clothes, a place to sleep. As the

when our emotions are on edge. If they’re not, we do things we

crisis itself begins to fade and survivors start to patch together
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the components of a new life, acts of beauty—and beautiful

then stayed to share his own experiences with post-traumatic

acts—can have a profound impact. When former residents

stress. The ash is the medicine, Abella realized one day as she

of the Coffey Park section of Santa Rosa, California, spotted

picked up a chunk of charred gray pine. She added chunks of

a Christmas tree splashing its colored lights over a patch of

cinder to the paint and pastels as a medium for the artworks.

charred ground littered with the remains of burnt trees and
burnt houses, they got excited. Then they got motivated. The
battery-lit tree that Tricia Woods and her family had put up
on what had been their front lawn before the entire community was consumed by wildfire three months earlier instantly
became a beacon of stubborn determination to prevail. Soon
other former neighbors were putting up trees of their own.
Some added fanciful touches, such as a sign leaning against a
charred mailbox directing Santa Claus to the family’s temporary home. A twelve-year-old girl did a dance around the tree

Massive, complex problems also require
small and simple solutions. They demand
actions and responses that will preserve,
and even nurture, our sanity, our humanity,
and our sense of wonder while those
experts—including, perhaps, ourselves—
are working out more enduring solutions.

her family trimmed.
At the Za’atari Refugee Camp in Jordan making beauty has
become not just an occasional response to a grim situation but a
survival tool. Artist Joel Bergner (a.k.a. Joel Artista) works with
residents of all ages to transform this second-largest refugee
camp in the world, current home to around one hundred thousand displaced Syrians, into an exuberant practice of defiance
against despair. Under his guidance, the residents have turned
a dusty, plantless environment into a kind of makeshift fantasy
land, with large, brilliantly colored murals on walls, in washrooms, and on tents. Painted baby strollers, wheelbarrows, and
tools keep whimsy and creativity on the move. Artista and his
team also teach non-violent communication and lead conversations with the youth about what they miss about their home

In 2019, Iceland held a funeral for a glacier. The former
Okjökull is now simply a mountain called Ok, since scientists
have bisected it from the second part of its name, which means
glacier in Icelandic. To mark the passing of this important
natural feature, which once spanned twenty-four square miles,
Iceland’s prime minister, along with other officials, scientists,
and members of the public, climbed the bare, stony slopes to
a place where a bronze plaque had been affixed to a rock. The
plaque contained information about the glacier and a message
written by author Andri Snaer Magnason to future generations: “This monument is to acknowledge what is happening
and what needs to be done. Only you know if we did it.”

country and what they want for their own future.7

A ceremony for a land form that is no more, seasonal festivity

Directly addressing grief over the loss of home or even a revered

think of these combinations of defiant art making and madcap

feature of an entire homeland can also be an act of beauty.
After the Valley Fire in Northern California in 2015, artist Sage
Abella offered art classes to help people cope with the losses.
Her goal was to encourage people to express their experience
of both the burned land around them and the emotional landscape within. The classes were loosely organized, and people
could come and go at any time, a schedule easy on those who
were so traumatized they often found it hard to concentrate.
And yet the invitation to tune in to their individual reality
and, in their own way, express it proved strong medicine. One
woman was so distraught at first that she sat sobbing while
others painted. Finally she picked up a piece of paper and went
into the garden, where she devoted her attention to trying to
recreate the color of a rare lotus that had bloomed in her own

where it’s least expected, art in and for a bleak place—you could
confrontation of despair as “guerrilla beauty.” The Spanish
term guerrilla warfare refers to a kind of fighting, like that in
Nicaragua and El Salvador during the 1980s, when small, independent groups of local combatants launched quick, stealthy
attacks against large, institutionalized armies. Guerrilla beauty
likewise aims at making bold, often anonymous strikes in order
to reclaim territory in hostile hands. In this case, however, the
enemy is not the military but an environmental siege, as well
as the human neglect, denial, and helplessness that so often
accompany it. Like guerrilla warriors, purveyors of guerrilla beauty tend to consist of a casual alliance of untrained but
dedicated agents. Unlike guerrilla warriors, their aim is not to
destroy but to create—wherever and whenever they can.

garden just before the fire. A woman who barely spoke made

As we brace for the ramifications of climate change and ask

a painting eight feet high. A war veteran from San Francisco

ourselves how we will cope, we must also begin the practice of

filled his truck with art supplies and brought them to the class,

bringing guerrilla beauty more deliberately into our daily lives.
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We will need to deliver these spontaneous, good-for-noth-

Any ordinary day offers an opportunity. You stop and listen

ing-measurable acts in order to pierce gloom and worry with

to all the sounds you can hear right then and there without

color, connection, acceptance, and joy, both for ourselves and

judging good and bad. You decide to pause every few steps on

for others. Although it may seem at first contradictory, even

a walk through a place you know well and at each stop pick

absurd, to suggest that cultivating beauty in hard times is an

something beautiful to acknowledge. You tie ribbons on an

act of survival, just the opposite is true. In times of stress and

ash or piñon tree that’s been killed by insect predation. You

grief, it is common to feel that I’m bricked up behind a great

visit a place that’s been cut down or paved over and spend

wall of isolation, helplessness, and a future that will drag on

some time there, getting to know it as it is now. You meditate

and on without relief. I feel isolated, sure that the depth of my

or sing, kiss the ground or let your tears fall to the ground as

suffering can never be understood. And yet, when I dare to

you stand before a gas fracking or coal mining site. You bow

push just a little way through that seemingly impenetrable wall

your head to the dead animals you pass on the highway. You

of enisled misery, I discover that it is permeable. The problem

let a friend know how much you appreciate her. You inhale,

itself doesn’t budge, but a soft, fragrant breeze of possibility

exhale, take, give, take, give. Sometimes you’re not sure

wafts in. Suddenly I am, yes, still in the grip of sorrow but also

whether you’re giving or taking.

able to grasp and bestow a larger consciousness that is full of
surprises. I am, in a sense, empowered, for I see that there is
something I can do, not just in the future, but right now, in this
very minute. I may not be able to change the course of events,
at least not immediately, but I can dramatically change the

Guerrilla beauty, like other expressions of compassion and
creative collaboration, has been shown to shift feelings and
motivate actions in givers and receivers alike. A 2008 study
by Michael Norton and colleagues at Harvard Business School

course of a moment.

found that of all the people who received bonuses at a Boston-

To open to beauty is not to deny the
enormity of the problems that plague us,
nor is it to lounge about in a smiley fugue
state while the world around us shudders.
The beauty we need does not deceive us.
It doesn’t whitewash dark reality; it just
pierces that darkness with a bright shaft
of wonder.

who had spent their money on others rather than those who

based company, those who reported feeling happier were those
had spent it on themselves.9 Beautiful acts also tend to stimulate further beautiful acts, as is evinced in the ways homeless
neighbors of Coffey Park transformed their cindered lawns
into a festive park, as if the burnt lands themselves were reinvigorated by a new kind of beauty that in turn invigorated the
humans who grieved them. Studies suggest that acts of generosity inspire others in ways that may never be evident to the
first giver, a kind of “pay it forward” ripple effect. Moreover,
in his 2016 study Stanford University psychologist Jamil Zaki
showed that empathy—and by extension the actions that arise
from it—is not a fixed trait that one is born with but is actually

If receiving beauty is an inhalation, an absorption of some

more like a muscle that we can strengthen with practice. Zaki’s

slim but impactful instance of grace that I take into myself,

team of researchers gave participants a one dollar “bonus” in

then giving beauty is an exhalation, a form I express outward

addition to the fee they received for completing the study and

into the world. Making something whimsical, symbolic,

asked them to look over a list of charitable organizations and

public, or deeply personal out of chaos, brokenness, and

decide if they would like to contribute to any of them. Those

sadness is how I and my companion guerrilla beautifiers shift

who believed that other people had contributed generously

reality in a way we can immediately feel. Both the offering

tended to make higher donations themselves. “We find that

itself and the making of it make the difference. Together they

people imitate not only the particulars of positive actions,

defy destruction, powerlessness, and despair. Subtly but poi-

but also the spirit underlying them,” Zaki said. “This implies

gnantly they inform me that I am still, despite everything, an

that kindness itself is contagious, and that that it can cascade

agent of my life in the world and an influencer of the lives

across people, taking on new forms along the way.”10 This spirit

of others. Both the act and the action meet deconstruction-

of positive action inspired a group of young student activists

ist Jacques Derrida’s definition of the gift: “the extraordi-

in Colorado at the annual Global Earth Exchange sponsored

nary, the unusual, the strange, the extravagant, the absurd,

by the organization I founded, Radical Joy for Hard Times,

the mad.”8 And it doesn’t take a crisis to begin the practice.

a day when people are invited to go to “wounded places”
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and make gifts of beauty for them. For several years, Naropa

passivity, that to “accept” current circumstances in any way

University faculty member Christi Strickland took her students

is to capitulate to everything that’s wrong. There are those,

to Boulder’s Valmont Coal Plant to reflect on the impact of coal

too—including those who would not consider themselves reli-

in the United States, to find some beauty around the gargantu-

gious—who feel that opening up to appreciation, surprise, play,

an plant, and then to make a bird out of found materials. One

or even humor in a scene of ugliness and loss is somehow akin

year the group was in the midst of their event when a coal train

to sacrilege or just morally off-kilter.

came chugging through, stopping a line of cars. The students
realized that the mood of appreciation and creativity they were
bringing to the plant that day differed greatly from the protest
about coal-fired power plants many of them had attended
angrily just a few weeks earlier. They started walking among

However, survival—and what I call “thrival”—depends both on
working for change in the future and taking right action in the
present. On one level, your entire body and your mind as best
as it’s able are taking in the total picture of your predicament.

the cars, waving and smiling at people, who responded in kind.

You’ve got a desperate situation, and you can’t pretend other-

Beauty alone won’t save the Earth, of course. Action is crucial

upon what kind of person you are, you may be trying to bring

and must include legislative, educational, judicial, agricultural,
spiritual, and many other kinds of responses. The making of
beauty, however, can be part of any other branch of redress
for the Earth’s great problems. We must make our communities as lovely and welcoming as possible, even when they are
faltering under the assaults of climate change and other ecological challenges. We must offer funeral ceremonies for decapitated mountains, the sick soil of brownfields, and vanishing bats and honeybees. We must teach our children to look
up from the glowing screens of their devices into the night sky
and delight in even a few pale stars piercing the bleach of city
lights. Instead of avoiding clearcut forests, we must visit them
and reflect awhile on the decades of their growth and the mere
seconds of our use of the products for which they’ve been sacrificed. We must develop active compassion and beautiful acts
for people who are suffering, even when those people adhere to
religious or political beliefs different from our own. We must
take time within the framework of our passionate activism to
share the stories of what the river or canyon or historic neighborhood means to those of us who are working so hard to save
it. We must appreciate one another whenever we can, not just
inwardly but with words. And we must seek the beauty of the

wise. Of course, you want things to be different and, depending
that difference into form through protest, volunteering, prayer,
art, or counseling. Or you may be going to a movie to forget it
all. At the same time, embedded in each and every moment of
the larger reality like seeds in the ground of a vast field, are
opportunities for those “extraordinary, unusual, strange” giftacts. Rather than making beauty as a way to forget a hard predicament, we do so as a way of acknowledging that predicament
and the deep affect it has on our lives, as well as reminding
ourselves that we wield some power over it. We make beauty
in the moment in order to bear up for the hour or day or week.
Having done so, we feel renewed energy to continue with other
expressions of activism and a revitalized sense of camaraderie
with the people we’re working beside.
Some people want to know how they can create the kind of
beauty that will replace grief. It’s not possible, of course.
Beauty and generosity cannot overcome the pervasive sense of
loss and sorrow we feel for our living Earth. But if we are open
to the possibility of giving and receiving such simple offerings
of bounty, a feeling of astonishment will often shoot through us
like a bolt of lightning illuminating a dark sky and throwing a
sudden, brief reveal of a world that, though it may fade quickly

natural world many times every day, no matter where we are—

back to black, has imprinted itself on our consciousness by the

and whenever we find it, we have absolutely got to pause for a

very fact that it did, indeed, shoot and illumine.

moment to drink in the gift it’s offering.

In October 2010, six months after BP’s Deep Water Horizon rig

When I’ve suggested to people that beauty just might save

exploded and began spewing oil into the Gulf of Mexico, and

the Earth, I often encounter raised eyebrows or even guffaws.

three months after the well had been capped, Radical Joy for

Environmental activists tell me that focusing on beauty when

Hard Times organized an event called Gulf Coast Rising, invit-

a gigantic chemical plant is going up on the banks of the river

ing people in areas hit by the oil spill to devote a day to giving

where they used to kayak is a waste of time and energy. They

beauty and generosity to friends and to the land and water of

want to fight, and their passion tells them that the chemical

the Gulf. In Alabama, a group of friends gathered for dinner and

make-up of a fighting attitude must vaporize any tendencies

storytelling. At the annual Voodoo Festival in New Orleans, the

toward sorrow or love. Others believe that calling attention

renowned Treme Brass Band dedicated a song to Gulf Coast

to beauty, given and received, in bad situations is a form of

Rising and entreated the audience to raise their arms aloft in
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solidarity. In Florida, a woman drummed and sang for endangered oysters. I drove out to Grand Isle with my collaborator on
the project, Margaret Saizan of Baton Rouge, for our event. The
southern shore of this long, pencil-shaped island just south of
the Louisiana mainland faces the open water of the Gulf, so it
was directly in line of the surge of oil and the chemical dispersants meant to break it up. The fishing businesses of families
on the island had been destroyed, and vast numbers of wildlife
had died from the oil that greased their feathers, clogged their
digestive tracts, and spurted through their blowholes.

In 2019, Iceland held a funeral for a
glacier.... A ceremony for a land form that
is no more, seasonal festivity where it’s least
expected, art in and for a bleak place—you
could think of these combinations of defiant
art making and madcap confrontation of
despair as “guerrilla beauty.”
But on that October morning, to an eye unhindered by the
brain’s knowledge of what had occurred, the day was beautiful.
The sun was shining, and the water was midnight blue. Before
us, over the seawall, the Gulf gave no indication that a full-scale
emergency had rolled in for weeks, although in the bayous off
to the west we could see enormous clawed vehicles getting
on with the beach clean-up. We turned inland and began our
project. Over the years Margaret and her friends had created
several labyrinths in public places, and our plan was to make a
large one here in the sand and fill it with birdseed as a gift for
the wildlife.
We were just finishing when we noticed that a pod of dolphins
had swum up no more than fifteen feet from the seawall. We
hopped out of the labyrinth and dashed over to watch. The dolphins dove and rose, dove and rose, stitching together water
and air with those arcing leaps called “porpoising.” Our first,
shared reaction was utter delight. Those dolphins seemed
nothing less than a visitation, a gift, a token of life and possibility at a dark time. For a few minutes we stood together on
the wall exulting as we watched them. Soon, though, a cloud of
foreboding passed over us, as awareness arose that every time
the dolphins quit the clear blue air and rejoined the water, they
were returning to a lethal habitat. Although the well had been
capped, the Gulf was still toxic. The dolphins were at the top

not possibly survive long. They were playful and exuberant and
right before us, and they were likely doomed. It was difficult to
balance that knowing, but it was the only possible response to
the moment. All we could do was stand on this fragile, frightening edge: taking in the worst and the best in one moment.
Now and in the years to come, we will need both acts of beauty
and beautiful acts to get us through our planet’s great challenges. It won’t be easy. There will be times when making an
outrageous, collaborative mural at a flooded school or offering
a coat to a stranger is, given our own dire predicament at the
moment, the very last thing we feel inclined to do. That’s all
right. We don’t have to be heroes. Yet stretching beyond the
comfortable and personal to the unknown and shared is in
itself an act of heroism, and what we touch in that mysterious
beyond is, more often than not, amazement. Beauty might just
save the Earth—or at least our life on Earth.
Photo credits: Trebbe Johnson

Trebbe Johnson is the author of Radical Joy for Hard Times: Finding
Meaning and Making Beauty in Earth’s Broken Places, The World Is
a Waiting Lover, and 101 Ways to Make Guerrilla Beauty, and many
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founder of the global community Radical Joy for Hard Times.
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of the food chain, and that chain of nourishment was poisoned
all the way down the line. We fell silent. These animals could
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Skincentric Ecology
ANDREAS WEBER

After rain I run my hand through juniper or birches for the joy of the
wet drops trickling over the palm.

grazed the lichens, and I felt as though I could ingest the stone,
which had become palpable, touchable, edible. My vision

—Nan Shepherd, The Living Mountain

worked in two directions: by watching the lichens softening

THE MINERALS’ SKIN

They gave back my gaze, and receiving theirs made me soft.

E

very time I looked up from my writing, I saw the
lichens. They covered the opposite roof. It was a low
roof, not steep at all, wedged in between walls of grey
stones, covered by reddish clay tiles.
At first, when I found my writing place here, at the small
window looking over the other building, I had not noticed the
lichens, mistaking them for weathered patches. These beings—
composed of algae and fungi in a single organism—formed
rounded spots and spherical halos on the mineral surface.
There were black spots, and dots made of soft grey, and circles
that in their reddish hue seemed like transformations of the
clay itself. I let my eyes wander over the roof made of mineral.
Before my gaze, the lichens’ patches transmuted the surface.
The mineral bloomed, and its blossoms were slowly spreading,
touching one another, growing into each other, meandering
around the spaces in between, bleeding into one.
Where the lichens dwelt, the texture of the surface softened
and seemed almost creamy. My eyes softened, too. My gaze
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the stone, I was touched by them, and mollified by their touch.
The lichens were a dreaming of the rock. And I was a dreaming
of the lichens.
I had a lot of time to watch the roof. I was alone in a silent
house, spending some weeks between rows of olive trees in the
hills of Tuscany, high above Siena, to take care of the cats of
a friend’s friend. After my arrival, the succession of moments
gradually slowed down and left me with two companions to
reflect upon: stone and being. It was January, and in the night
the temperature outside dropped below freezing. On some
mornings, the high ridges to the southeast of Siena transparently shone through the mist.
The discovery of the lichens’ presence instilled not only pleasure in me, but also a sense of urgency. It was a sort of yearning, as though I should not waste a minute and pay due attention to what they gave to me. They watched me with the gaze of
living stone. They sat there, on that roof, as part of that roof, as
stone that, if you wait long enough, softens and becomes palpable as a living skin.
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ADMIRATION AND GRIEF

Whenever I raised my eyes to the lichens and their spherical
patterns on the tiles, I experienced a profound bafflement. I
had strong feelings but no words to express them. A clear, sharp
beauty slipped through my fingers. The lichens were there—
plainly there, just there—present, unmoved, soft and dimly
shining, like stone undone—and, at the same time, distant,
closed into themselves—making me feel that I could not reach
them. I could feel the pull of their presence, but it left a void.

My uneasiness... had to do with... how most
humans relate with other beings, and how
we share our world with them.... When they
suddenly speak, we are startled. We don’t
know how to respond.
I thought of Thomas Mann’s characterization of love as a
mixture of “admiration and grief,” a sentiment I had never
liked, since it seemed to be a narcissistic misunderstanding of
connection. But I felt something similar here—and feeling it
made me more uneasy. I was held in deep attraction—and in
endless distance. After all, those were just tiles with epiphytes
on them. Why did I experience their presence as meaningful? I
gazed upon them and felt watched. How?
My uneasiness was not just about my personal state of mind.
It had to do with something more general: with how most
humans relate with other beings, and how we share our world
with them. I felt bad because of the rule that we humans ultimately are strangers to other beings—to lichen-beings, tile-beings, algae, minerals, water, the stones of the blue Sienese hills.
Aren’t these just things? When they suddenly speak, we are
startled. We don’t know how to respond. We don’t know how
to welcome back. We are unhappily in love.
Sitting at my window overlooking the lichen blooms on the
roof, I was too overwhelmed by what I felt on my skin to give
in to this resignation. Although I was only watching them, the
velvet spheres out on the roof made my body tingle. They made
me joyful, nervous, and restless. It was a view of other beings’
skin. The voice inside that whispered to love back did not originate in my head; it was my skin murmuring. It was the soft and
touchable aspect in my own flesh that answered. My flesh could
not remain indifferent to being touched.
What let me open up to the lichens was that which was lichen
inside of myself, slowly softening the surface of a stone and

making it blossom with a velvet epidermis. What responded
within me was me-the-lichen, me-the-algae, me-the-mycelia,
me-the-rock. Its whispering came not as a pertinent voice, but
as a gentle touch from the inside, a sweetness that appeared
and disappeared and came back again, in waves of making and
unmaking, like a tender breath.
I realized that the slight taint in the beauty I experienced came
from not giving in to my own desire.
BREATHING TOGETHER

After lunch, I used to walk up the slope behind the house. My
companion, a black poodle, raced ahead, happy to move—although she seemed equally happy indoors, lying on the window
ledge looking out, keeping company with lichens and hills. The
sun was high. We strode past oak trees stretching their barren
branches into a transparent sky. We trod over crisp brown
leaves, along the withered manes of last summer’s grasses.
High in a tree, hunters had set up a shooting platform constructed out of crinkled boards and camouflage tarp, which silently awaited the arrival of the songbirds in spring.
Along the path, granite boulders pierced the earth, softly
rounded mounds of grey and white, orange and black. They consisted of stone and flesh, as did the roof tiles. They were covered
with dense crusts of lichens. The sun was warm. It had chased
away the hoarfrost, and now caressed the stone with careful
rays. At the ridge of the hill, where we paused before turning
back, a massive boulder rose up from the earth like a colorful
cupule, overgrown with vegetation. On top of the boulder, a
whitish circle rippled outward in waves, like a radiating sun.
While I sat on that massive stone, careful not to scar the lichen,
I found it difficult to tell where the lichen started and where the
stone ended. Both had become one being. And indeed: As the
lichens grow on the mineral surface, they feed from it. They
extract minerals and incorporate them into their bodies. A rock
that is colonized by lichens weathers a thousand times faster
than it does if it is not embraced by life. Lichens eat rock—just
as they eat sunlight. They transform rock into flesh. The being
of their flesh and mineral being have merged.
I sat on top of the hill and watched the minutes sink slowly into
the blue of the distant valleys. I caressed the coarse rocky skin
with my fingers, allowing our skins to merge. I lingered in the
presence of the lichens, touched by the lichens, as skin among
skin, as breath from the rock’s breath.
Metabolism is a way through which one being becomes incorporated into another, not metaphorically. Metabolism is a
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way stone becomes me. What in my heart felt like an exchange

grow on a portion of the trunk’s circumference where they are

with plant beings and fungus beings and rock truly was this

exposed to a certain amount of rain and sun. On other parts

exchange: Plants transform rock, and, by this pathway, my

of the trunk, green algae cover the bark with sulfuric yellow.

body—as I subsist on plants, like all life does—transforms from

The lichens have needs, and they act according to them. Often

rock into flesh. The same sort of transformation happens as I

I stop at a tree and let my hands glide over the soft coarseness.

breathe. I breathe in the exhalations of plants, and they breathe

The lichens are cool, and slightly moist, and they always have

in my body, whose building blocks of carbon are continuously

a tender grain, like exquisite velvet. I stay and breathe, and

broken down and shed through my lungs as CO2.

at some point I start to see the lichens as the selves that they

A rock that is colonized by lichens weathers
a thousand times faster than it does if it
is not embraced by life. Lichens eat rock—
just as they eat sunlight. They transform
rock into flesh. The being of their flesh
and mineral being have merged.

are, with needs and preferences. I don’t always achieve this,
but when I do, then the world suddenly shifts. Every physical
detail, every loop and bend of their thalli becomes a gesture of
their ways of being.
We are all family because we all share the feeling of being alive.
We all share ways of realizing this feeling. And we all share the
atoms and molecules that embody this feeling. We breathe one
another. And we perceive others striving for the same goals
that we strive for: Continued existence, connection with others,

A similar transformation happens when I eat: I convert the
bodies of other beings into my own. It happens when a root
digs into the soil, dissolving its grains and taking up its ele-

exchange of flesh through flesh. In the other beings’ matter we
can see ourselves before us, and at the same time we are this
being we see there.

ments. All those are the in- and out-breathing movements of

Our ways of being alive come about through bodies that are

how the stuff of this world is transformed through beings who

mutually breathing one another. At the same time, each in-

meet, touch, intermingle their skins, become one, and separate

dividual’s way of living according to his or her feelings is

again to become others. It is all breath. It is all touch. Every in-

unique. And each species’ tradition of fulfilling those needs is

corporation is a meeting of two sensitive surfaces, an exchange

equally unique. While stroking the lichens, this insight comes

of skin through skin.

to my skin literally as first-hand knowledge. Their uniqueness

In every moment, life is the birth of one being into another. I
am given to myself through others, and I can go on breathing
only by allowing myself to pass away into others. The lichens on
that roof were a direct part of this exchange. Some of the CO2
I exhaled yesterday found its way into their bodies. I looked
at my own flesh and blood. We were a physical continuity. We
were family. Skin is kin.
PERSONS OF MATTER

compels me—the sheer fact of this soft, coarse texture in its
pale white, here and now. The uniqueness of a self.

We are all family because we all share the
feeling of being alive. We all share ways
of realizing this feeling. And we all share
the atoms and molecules that embody this
feeling. We breathe one another.

When we experience beauty, something in us knows this. Our
sensible skin knows. Our breathing chest knows. Our eyes,

Biology has shown that each being is fundamentally “autopoi-

taking in light, and radiating light outwards with every gaze,

etic”: Living beings create themselves. Every breath is an act

know. We know that we are part and parcel of this grand ex-

of mixing, but also an act of auto-construction. Organisms are

change. We know that we are family.

those parts of the living flesh that show an insistence on re-

I have not revisited the silent stone house looking out over the
Sienese hills. But the experience has remained with me. So,
still today, lichens exert their magic everywhere I look. In the

maining an active center, an agent, someone to whom its own
being is of concern. From this biological perspective, a cell is a
subject with needs. A cell is a self. A self is a person.

forest close to my place in Berlin, they cover the trunks of the

This is not limited to biological organisms. Organisms express

winterly barren oaks with hues of whitish green. The lichens

a desire to be-in-connection, but everything takes part in
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desire’s yearning to become-through-mutual transformation.
Stones do. Their openness to new encounters manifests in the
slow withering of their crusts. Everything temporal partakes
in realizing desire. Everything that happens pushes it further.
The arrow of time is the arrow of desire. Time is there because
things happen, because atoms meet, because stones breathe
one another. Matter is social. Time arises because this cosmos
cannot sit still. It needs to share and connect.
If we need to share, then it becomes crucial to what degree our
sharing allows us to flourish. If we—granite-beings, lichen-beings, dog-beings, and human beings—need to share with
others, then the transmutations of flesh into other flesh are not
just silent mechanical processes, but always colored by yearning. If all of us beings need to share, this world is not a neutral
place but filled to the brim with feeling. All skin we encounter is sensible skin, like our own, which through its sensibility
transmits the urgency of the other’s desire to change form with
ourselves.
Our skin knows. Our skin even knows when it does not touch
other skin directly, but when we graze the surface of another
being with our eyes. Our skin knows, as it is led by the probing
fingers of the lichens slowly converting the stone’s longing into
sentient flesh. We are matter, and we feel through it. Living
through a sensitive skin is how matter feels itself.

starts. Where my epidermis blossoms, it meets the breath of
the world, which is the faint presence of every beings’ skin.
Feeling the lichen’s skin against mine means realizing that I
am myself an act of relating, not a separate individual, distinct
from other objects. Feeling this skin requests that I do my part
to make relating possible.
In the experience of beauty, we feel that we are family. We
realize that we are child and parent to what radiates outward,
to what calls us and mysteriously already knows us. It is flesh
from our flesh, be it as seemingly distant as the colored spheres
on a weathered roof, or seemingly as close as the microscopic
ridges on a tender finger that touches our palm. Experiencing
beauty means to recognize family and to feel welcomed into
connection. Only if we forsake it by putting a wall between
humans and the rest of living matter does the realization of
these ties result in “admiration and grief.”

To realize ourselves as alive means to realize
ourselves as family. Totally englobed and
absolutely unique. Free to act yet bound by
dreadful family ties that require reciprocity,
if only to continue breathing, in, toward
myself, and out, toward the other.

Aliveness means to partake in the desire to be, and in the desire
to connect. It means to let our skin be touched, to suffuse it

One of the most profound effects of encountering beauty is the

with otherness, and feel through it. Membership in the desire

impulse to radiate back—the pull to strive to express in words,

to share makes a person. Aliveness is personal. It is address-

music, or shape what has excited us by letting us know what we

ing us personally through our skins, through which we feel the

are part of. The experience of beauty incites us to give back by

other. We exist as threads of an endlessly extended myceli-

giving away something of ourselves, what Lewis Hyde calls the

um in which everything is of our own flesh and blood. At the

“labor of gratitude.”1

same time, all the bliss and all the suffering are experienced
by selves, by persons of matter, who yearn to become fuller

Undergoing beauty is, therefore, a profoundly social process.

through mutual transformation.

If we are blessed with beauty, we feel that we owe something.

BEAUTY IS FAMILY

cosmos. What is beautiful can only be realized if we reciprocate

To realize ourselves as alive means to realize ourselves as
family. Totally englobed and absolutely unique. Free to act yet
bound by dreadful family ties that require reciprocity, if only
to continue breathing, in, toward myself, and out, toward the
other. Beauty entails its own ethics. Although the experience of

We are in debt to the forces that are continuously creating this
with our own acts of beauty. Giving back beauty by creating
beauty is what drives many artists. Giving back aliveness for
having been enlivened is at the center of animist rituals. Both
are social gestures in which a person—human or non-human—
who has been kind to us is treated with kindness.

joy and emotional ascent associated with beauty elevates the

We can now understand beauty better: It is not the experience

self, at the same time it points in the opposite direction. Ascent

of an abstract principle, nor the glimpse of an ideal world. It is

comes through connection, and connection warrants a certain

the encounter of another person that shares the desire of the

attitude. We can only exist if we don’t put our ego in the center,

cosmos to be-in-connection with us. Beauty is a meeting that

because the skin is always shared. Where mine opens up, yours

has gone well, and we wish to give thanks for it by enabling
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more fecund encounters. Undergoing beauty is a social emotion
because the cosmos we are embodying in our flesh is a process
of intersubjectivity, of mutual breathing.
Being welcomed by family invites us to respond and to reciprocate. What is required—for our own sense of balance, for the
well-being of the person we just met, for the fecundity of our
shared cosmic body—might be as simple as saying thanks for a
blessing received. We can say thanks in many ways. One way is
to politely ask, and, if allowed, give a caress with the fingertips.
Feel the other’s skin and how it feels ours. Let the lichens feel
how vulnerable and open your flesh is, and sense how patient
and enduring the lichen’s is. Feel, and let feel, how in meeting
both become one, and many.
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Mercy
NICKOLE BROWN

Speak, beast.
		Speak.

Curled suburban cuddle in front of the fireplace,
possum-dreaming and paw-kicking, your fur
a tumbleweed down the waxed hallway, your ears
cropped and your tail docked,
		speak.

Or how about you? Yes, you: spotted neck stretched
towards what’s left of your acacia trees, neck as long as
a man’s grave is deep, I need you to fire that impossible
distance between your heart and tongue and
		speak. Speak,

you barred owls with the pink tip of a poisoned
mouse dangling from your beak, all your many neck bones
hinged in one spot so you can pivot your blinking
face to me. I am watching; I am waiting;
		

look at me and

		speak. Speak,

you black snake drowsing on the hot blacktop,
your forked tongue remembering the long kiss
of voles in tall grass, a memory gone when the woman
runs over you—then twice again, just to be sure. I need you
		

to speak. Speak,
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you jittering squirrels, you murder of crows, you quarrel
of sparrows, you pitying of turtledoves, you everyday
outside flick of life at the mercy of these coming winds, these rising
waters filthy and licking with flames.

		

Speak, sing to me, caw and fuss

		

among what brittle branches

		

left, I have opened my windows;

		

I am listening.

		Speak,

you hellbender—giant salamander you are—a rarity
now put on educational display, you eel-looking
haint once pulled up by fisherman in these mountains.
		

Speak, because no one knows who you are

anymore; you must make us remember. Turn your
slack maw to my tapping on the bent plexiglass
		and speak.
		

Say what it is you need to say.

Oh, and you. You with your thick skull blown apart
with a high-caliber swagger, your memory long
and your once trumpeting
gone, speak to me
from beyond.
		Tell me
what it was to have those ears of yours in fury,
raised like giant gray flags, how hard you fought,
and even once shot how you just stood there
confused, already dead but refusing to fall
until your knees buckled, the rest of you slumped,
and the great pillars of your tusks were
chain-sawed from your face.
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I need to hear especially

from you: I have a photo here of a man
grinning with your lopped-off tail in his fist.
I need you
		

to speak, dammit,

		speak.
		

Say what it is you need to say.

Or how about you: kin but safe
in a cage, I’ve heard your placid
chewing at the zoo—you took a sweet potato
from my hand with the wet, breathing end
of your trunk, slid it into the deep
socket of your mouth.
		I know that sound—
I smiled at your keeper, fed you another treat, but now,
		

now, I need for you to speak.

		

Try it—swallow down

		

that food and flex

		

your tongue, push out the

		

grassy air from those

		miraculous lungs.
		

I am waiting;

		

we are all waiting.

		

I am begging. Please, beast.

		Speak.
		

We are running out of

		

time; there are so many us, and what’s left

of you are
swaying in pens, rocking from side to side, sleeping and aching
and craving and thinking—I know you are thinking—
but not saying a damn word.
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No, not one, not one,
which is all we need,
I swear—all of you,

you birds and cicadas, all you flying, leaping, vine-grabbing
canopy beings, all you furred and quilled things too,
or you chittering in your burrows and hiding in the dark—
step from the mouth of your dens and speak.

Listen to me,
you belong here,

you with a mouth full of milk, with dirt under your claws, all of you
rooting and panting and hibernating and ruminating and standing
by the fence, watching us speed past in our cars.

Listen to me.
I need you to try,
try to say
just one word.

We can start slow with the low pleasure
sound, the delicious mmmm that closes the door to home,

then growl out that middle vowel and what comes after,
let the back of your throat issue forth a warning
and mean it, get angry with me,
because you’ve had enough, because if you don’t find these sounds

there will be nothing left.

Now, you’re almost there—

pull back your lips if you have them, show your teeth
if you have them, hiss, let out all the air, whatever air is left
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and in doing so take us back to all our beginnings
with the sound of waves, with that final syllable—sea.

Now try again.
Try again.
Try, please try.

All at once.
It’s such a small
word on which
your lives depend.

I’ll do anything.
Please, beast. Speak.
Say it, with me, now:

MERcy, merCY, mERcy, meeercy, merrrrcy, mercy, mercy, mercy.

Now, please. Try. Try again.

Repeat after me
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Original Participation
and the Recovery of
Primal Mind
BARRY COTTRELL

T

he purpose of this essay is to go beyond recorded
history into an exploration of mind in deep time—of
human consciousness spanning a million years or

The Acheulean is a widespread archaeological industry found

more. It is a journey, both anterior and interior, into the primal

around two hundred thousand years ago when handaxes and

mind of our early human ancestors. Early people displayed at

cleavers were replaced by the hafted, pointed tools of projectile

times a remarkably “modern” aesthetic sense, and I think they

technology.

also possessed—as the evidence suggests—a sacramental consciousness. Remembering and even re-awakening the primal
mind can bring healing to our painfully dislocated modern
consciousness. Doing so reminds us of who we truly are, and
this may offer a safe haven for humankind in the throes of profound transformation and chaotic transition into the unknown.
A process of deep healing takes place whereby the modern
malaise of alienation and the “metaphysical absence” are replaced by the well-being of primal presence.
THE HAND THAT MAKES

In the beginning is the cutting tool.
—Gregory Currie1

in assemblages throughout Africa and Eurasia and spanning
huge swaths of time—up to 1.5 million years—only ending

The early Acheulean—from around 1.7 to 0.8 million years
ago—is the time during which the morphology of the human
hand evolved into its present form. The main change was in the
shape of the trapezoid bone in the wrist from pyramid-shape
to boot-shape, which resulted in the expansion of the palmar
aspect of the hand. This enabled these early humans to
combine a power grip with a precision grip more effectively, making what was an already capable hand even better at
making and using tools. The grip could now carry out more and
more refined, two-handed manipulation of materials.
Whilst the human hand was evolving during this time into a
shape that is essentially the same as ours today, the human
brain was also growing—from its 600 cm3 (Homo habilis)

The study of human origins has revealed intimations of beauty

around 2 million years ago, to its maximum 1500 cm3 in

and a strong drive toward perfection of form amongst our

our Neanderthal cousins (Homo sapiens neanderthalensis)

Acheulean ancestors: their elongated, symmetrical “tear-drop”

around three hundred thousand years ago, near the end of

handaxes make a compelling claim for an aesthetic sensibility

the Acheulean. The brain size of Homo sapiens has shrunk

over a million years ago and for “a very deep history of aesthet-

during the last twenty-eight thousand years and is around 1350

ic production.”2

cm3 today.
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A VITAL SENSE OF FORM

“tools” have been found to exhibit is the shorter ratio, 0.50:1

With their improving manipulative skills and enhanced cog-

(also described as 1:2) where “the seamless gradient of propor-

nitive powers, by around 1.4 million years ago the early
Acheuleans were exhibiting an aesthetic awareness, which is
rendered in the characteristic simplicity, symmetry, and sometimes beauty of the Acheulean handaxe. The so-called great
handaxe tradition is the “longest-lasting entity in the human
cultural record.”3 While the Acheulean is defined largely by the
presence of handaxes, cleavers, and other large cutting tools,
many of these artefacts nonetheless present a paradox. As Pope
and colleagues observe:
The tool itself often displays such attention to detail in
terms of symmetry and form that they appear over-engineered for the range of simple functional tasks envisaged. The finesse, exactitude and apparent aesthetic sense
worked into what are essentially meat knives continues to
demand an adequate explanation, an explanation which
might throw some light onto the fundamental relationship between form and function in the material culture of
early humans.4

tion from 0.61 in shorter to 0.50 in longer bifaces may indeed
be one of the most remarkable things about the Acheulean.”5
Clearly our Acheuelan ancestors possessed a very acute,
“modern” sense of proportion over a million years ago that
manifests over eons in the form of their tear-drop biface. Yet
the paradox of the Acheulean over-engineering and the acute
sense of proportion displayed by these makers continues to
puzzle archaeologists. One explanation offered by a leading archaeologist is that “the bifaces reflect a primitiveness or ‘otherness’ in the behavior of Homo erectus.”6
However this simply re-describes the problem. It not only sidesteps the issue but also contradicts the earlier implied continuity and kinship between “us” and “them” in our shared acute
sense of proportion. In the exploration of deep time, there
is the continual danger of setting ourselves apart from the
“object” of our study. The suggestion of a primitiveness or otherness in the behavior of Homo erectus drives a wedge between
them and contemporary human beings when it is precisely the
nature of that relationship that ought to be addressed. This is
the impasse that arises when scientists try but fail to impose
the dogma of their “single vision”—the “objectivity” and the
materialistic assumptions of their utilitarian, uniformitarian,
technological imperative—upon people from our past, who
may simply have possessed a predominantly sacramental and
open consciousness. As archaeologist Adam Smith points out:
“If archaeology is to succeed in articulating the past with the
present in meaningful ways, then we must actively resist the
construction of rigid boundaries that set the ancient apart from
the modern as an ontologically distinct ‘other.’”7

The author/artist engraving a copper plate with the right hand using a precision
grip on the engraving tool (burin) to drive it through the copper plate, and the
left hand using a power grip to hold and resist the action of the burin. Used with
permission from the artist.

A LITURGY IN STONE

Stone is not only inert rock but a dormant intelligence,
sluggish in our zone, dreaming and metabolizing a molecule at a time.

These Acheulean makers had the intelligence, the aesthetic
sensibility, and the hand-eye coordination to engage with materials in a manner that demonstrates consummate care, attentiveness, and skill. There is even the strong indication that
the shape of these tear-drop “tools” in many cases conform to
the aesthetic proportion of the “Golden Section,” a proportion
expressed as the ratio 0.61: 1, used in classical architecture and
also underlying the European A series of paper sizes, allowing
an A4 sheet to be folded into two A5s, at the same time retaining the same proportion. Another proportion that longer

—Richard Grossinger8
Ceremonial, liturgical, and aesthetic concerns beyond the
utilitarian may have been prominent in the Acheulean mind.
If the artefacts are understood as having spiritual rather than
utilitarian value in a world where such conceptual distinctions
did not exist, they take on a different meaning, not so much as
tools—useful objects that have been made needlessly ornate—
but as emblems or prayers in stone, artefacts of a Pleistocene
liturgy. The value of the seeming excessive attention to shaping
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the form of the stone derives from an attitude of dedication—to
a devotional interaction between the living stone and human
being as one. Art historian T.J. Clark provides one way of
apprehending this when he says, “Form is a way of capturing nature’s repetitiveness and making it human, making it
ours—knowable and dependable.” He sees form as “controlled
repetition,” as if the materials of the natural world invite us to
carry out a variety of repetitive practices upon them; this variation in the sequence of operations had a logic and a “distinct
semantic force” for our Pleistocene ancestors, enabling “comprehension and control, giving pleasure by reason of some kind
of appropriateness, and so on.”9

through the shaping of an Acheulean biface could be the signature of a universal intelligence inherent in the Earth itself
expressed through the stone, rather than an idea or intention
inside the head of the artisan imposed upon inert matter.
Their repetitive actions and sequences of operations arising
from the substances of Earth, with a logic and a meaning of
their own, may have constituted the controlled repetition of religious ritual and even have incorporated the meditative chanting of prayer at a time before fully developed human language
had emerged. As scholar Theodore Roszak reminds us in his
seminal and powerful Where the Wasteland Ends:
Prejudice and ethnocentrism aside, what we know for a
fact is that, outside our narrow cultural experience, in religious rites both sophisticated and primitive, human beings
have been able to achieve a sacramental vision of being,
and this may well be the wellspring of human spiritual
consciousness.10
From this wellspring flow religious and philosophical traditions
that are characterized by a magical worldview. Roszak calls
these traditions the “Old Gnosis”—“the old way of knowing”—
that “delighted in finding the sacred in the profane.” In this old
way of knowing, through sacramental perception, any portion
of nature “can quite suddenly assume the radiance of a magical
object.”11
ORIGINAL PARTICIPATION

Suppose the whole of creation began to speak to
us in the silent language of a deeply submerged
kinship...Suppose...we even felt urged to reply courteously to this address of the environment and to join in
open conversation.
—Theodore Roszak12

Great Handaxe from Furze Platt-Berkshire, Natural History Museum, London, UK

In the context of a world in which all life is intrinsically sacred,
the semantic force of these forms could be expressing an
Acheulean spirituality; the emergence of the Golden Mean
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The capacity of material objects to “announce themselves”
and also to mediate ritualistically states of mind beyond ordinary everyday consciousness could have been integral to the
more mythical Pleistocene mind at home in an animated universe. In fact, it is conceivable that what was normal for the
early Pleistocene mind was a more diffuse, holistic awareness
beyond what for us today is ordinary everyday consciousness. It
may have been a participation mystique with the world around
them, with “identity” for our early to middle Pleistocene ancestors being a more open sense of self that was intimately embedded and extended within Earth’s “aura” or consciousness
and that, for us, has been superseded by the modern mind.
The great mythologist Joseph Campbell writes: “As the infant
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is linked to its mother in a profound participation mystique,

For Barfield this eclipse of our fundamental nature is not the

even to such a degree that it will absorb, and thus inherit, her

same as its destruction. The primal mind has simply been

tensions and anxieties, so has mankind been linked to the

squeezed out or repressed through modernity’s overemphasis

moods and weathers of its mother Earth.”13

upon rationality.

Deep within the layers of the human psyche there exists a more
primal mind, a mind open to, and participating in, the world
around it. Campbell has written of this early form of cognition,
how “there became established between the earliest human
communities and their landscapes a profound participation
mystique.” Wherever people went, they encountered plants,
animals, hills, all of which “became their neighbors and instructors, recognized as already there from of old: mysterious
presences which in some sacred way were to be known as messengers and friends.”14

destroy participation; it did evidence a change in the
center of gravity, or in the predominant direction, of participation between man and nature. And since then it has
been increasingly the case that, although participation is
still a fact, we are no longer aware of it; not only so, but this
nonawareness culminated in a positive, but quite erroneous, denial of the very fact of participation itself.17
Most researchers on hominid evolution, looking back into deep
time, ask what function or use an object would have served

British thinker and scholar Owen Barfield also believed that the
kind of world our ancient ancestors saw—and that humans have
continued to see until recently—was one in which human consciousness actively participated. He describes this early state of
innocence as original participation—“a primal unity of mind
and nature with no separation between inner and outer worlds.”
At that stage of the evolution of consciousness, the distinction between “self” and “the world” was not as rigid
as today.... Accounts of nature spirits; folktales and myths
about fairies, nymphs, and sylphs; legends of gods walking
the earth, are all rooted in this “participatory consciousness.” This was the kind of world (and consciousness) that
poets like Blake, Coleridge, and Goethe believed in and at
times felt.

The “Scientific Revolution” did not, because it could not,
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archaic communities in their struggle to survive. However, as
previously noted, this utilitarian assumption is questionable.
An alternative assumption is that the deep past may not have
been like the present, dominated by the overtly utilitarian
values that have always existed but have become dominant in
modern Western civilization. I suggest that early humans possessed a sense of the sacred; that they were soulful people with
hearts and minds who loved—and also presumably feared—the
Earth on which their lives depended, and within which their
lives were deeply embedded. These are essential attributes and
qualities that make us human yet remain beyond the grasp
of science where the question of “soul” and “the sacred” was
driven out of the scientific arena by the very denial of participation that Barfield and others describe.
As Gary Lachman points out from his interview with Barfield,

For Barfield, in his landmark book, Saving the Appearances,
the human mind is not an onlooker only, but a participant in
the “so-called outside world.” In perceiving the world, “we do
not passively observe what is already there, but participate actively in its process,” and “this includes the practice of science.”
This would have been true throughout history and pre-history
to different degrees, until the recent eclipse of our participatory awareness. He writes:
These books of mine... all... seem to draw attention to the
fact that there was awareness of participation between man
and nature, down to about the sixteenth or seventeenth
century—or let us say, to the Scientific Revolution—since
when it has been more and more rapidly disappearing;

“The fact that we are unaware of our ‘participation’ in the world
accounts for our alienation from nature, as well as our mastery
of it.”18 And this alienation projects an alienated vision onto
our deep past:
It is on that denial of participation that the whole methodology of natural science is based. That is why the denial
of participation has become implicit in the whole elaborate structure of hypotheses which constitutes the current
world-picture, including of course, our mental image of
our own past. The denial was not only positive but also
very sweeping, inasmuch as it affirmed, not only that there
is no participation now, but also that there never was, or
could never have been any such thing.19

that is to say, the awareness of it has been disappearing,

The subtitle of Barfield’s Saving the Appearances is A Study

not the participation itself, which is built in to the struc-

in Idolatry. The denial of participation is an illusion; but for

ture of the universe.

Barfield “the fact remains that on that illusion, or idolatry, the
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whole form and pressure of our age and its culture—the textbooks available to our students, the way we educate our children... have become inveterately and fixedly based.”20 The consequences of questioning this illusion are not to be taken lightly,
for it is “subversive in the most literal sense, and for that reason
it has become more than an illusion, it has become a taboo.”21
THE RE-ENCHANTMENT OF CONSCIOUSNESS

We are called upon... to change the myths
that are leading us toward extinction.
—Stanley Krippner22

with us asserts the fundamental continuity of our primal
consciousness.
The traditional sense of the modern subjective mind, “in here”
and the world as external, objective and “out there” is dissolved;
the whole world comes alive, animated by natural forces that
at the same time are imbued with the mythic. Hillman argues
that this re-mythologizing of consciousness is not “a regressive
plunge into the premodern world.”26 Rather, it is the recognition of the “fundamental continuity of psyche and cosmos”
that overcomes the basic split in the modern mind between “in
here” and “out there,” and also “then” and “now.”27

In his analysis of the modern Western mind, cultural historian
Richard Tarnas also points to this denial of participation:

Remembering our participation in the natural world entails the

If we were to isolate the particular characteristic of the
modern world view that distinguishes it from virtually all
premodern views, what we might call primal world views, I
believe we would have to say that the fundamental distinction is this: The modern mind experiences the world in such
a way as to draw a radical boundary between the human
self as subject and the world as object. The subject-object
divide, the sense of radical distinction between self and
world, which we could call Cartesian for shorthand, is fundamental to the modern mind. [By contrast, in the primal
world view] meaning and purpose are seen as permeating
the entire world within which the self is embedded. The
primal human walks through a world that is experienced as
completely continuous between inner and outer.23

direct line to the stirrings of Earth’s organic imagination. As

In many ways, modernity was very much about banishing the
deities of past civilizations in order to emancipate the modern
mind from irrational superstition. Spiritual experience was
denigrated as mystical and repressed in mainstream Western
society. However, as psychiatrist Carl Jung once pointed out,
“the gods have become diseases; Zeus no longer rules Olympus
but rather the solar plexus.”24
Similarly, psychologist James Hillman sees an imaginative
awareness of “the great God Pan” in our culture as vital to the
future health of Earth’s planetary ecology: “Is not a basic cause
of contemporary environmental devastation ‘out there’ a continuation of Western history’s determination to keep control
‘in here’ over the most potent and enduring of the ancients
Gods, to ensure that the Great God Pan stays dead?”25 The
re-enchantment of consciousness evokes a cosmos of self-presenting, expressive forms that speak to us from a “world ensouled,” where we imbibe and re-dignify the soul and spirit of
our early ancestors across time and place, whose communion
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remythologizing of our culture and a special, “faithful attention” to the transformative potential of the inner life, our own
Hillman puts it:
This faithful attention to the imaginal world, this love
which transforms mere images into presences, gives them
living being, or rather reveals the living being which they
do naturally contain, is none other than remythologizing.
Psychic contents become powers, spirits, gods. One senses
their presence as did all earlier people who still had soul.28
Faithful attention to the stirrings of the inner life of the soul
may involve solitude and a confrontation with the darker side
of the psyche where all the forgotten, the disused, and the neglected residues are fused into emblems of restoration of the
repressed. As Hillman says of the therapeutic value of fear:
“any complex that brings on panic is the via regia for dismantling paranoid defenses.... It leads out of the city walls and into
open country, Pan’s country.”29 It is here that we come face to
face with “Nature Alive” in its darkly creative, elemental power.
Panic, especially at night when the citadel darkens and
the heroic ego sleeps, is a direct participation mystique in
nature, a fundamental, even ontological, experience of the
world as alive and in dread. Objects become subjects; they
move with life while one is oneself paralyzed with fear.
When existence is experienced through instinctual levels
of fear, aggression, hunger, or sexuality, images take on
compelling life of their own.30
Here we are approaching the threshold shunned by the modern
mind with its fear of insanity and loss of self. It is the liminal
zone inhabited by the shaman, but also explored by artists courageous enough—or driven—to move into this psychic region
of fertile creativity. In many ways a deep, primal engagement
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with materials endorses the wisdom of historian Mircea Eliade,
who once said: “It is not enough... to discover and admire the
art of the primitives; we have to discover the sources of these
arts in ourselves, so that we can become aware of what it is, in
a modern existence, that is still ‘mythical’ and that survives in
us as part of the human condition.”31 When it comes to an exploration of our ancestors in deep time and the production of
their artefacts, it is perhaps even more important to “discover
the sources of these arts in ourselves,” to open up to the mythic
and participatory dimension of mind that still survives in us.

TOWARD WHOLENESS AND HOLINESS

As long as we profess ignorance about our own creature
manifestation and do not develop our energetic potentialities, we forget the crux of our astonishing existence.
—Richard Grossinger32
In this essay I have proposed that the seemingly excessive attention given by our ancient ancestors to the production of beautifully proportioned stone artefacts makes sense if their actions
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are understood as sacramental in origin, rather than purely

The memory of original participation, stored in the body,

utilitarian, and that they may have originated as a form of ele-

remains the basis of our perception throughout our lives,

mental prayer—that is, prayer in the widest sense of the word.

despite pressures to forget. (See this wordless dance I-VI,

For example, T.S. Eliot wrote in his poem, “The Dry Salvages,”

above.) Through our very own “creature manifestation,” our

of “the prayer of the bone on the beach.” By “prayer,” I mean

sensuous, animal body is our most immediate and tangible

communion between individual and universal consciousness,

guide to remembering the wholeness and holiness that has

between the many minds and “The One Mind,” using utter-

been our earthly inheritance since the beginning. For Abram,

ances (words, sounds, mantras) or images as the vehicle for the

“Whenever I quiet the persistent chatter of words within my

expansion and relocation of consciousness. It is not so much the

head, I find this silent or wordless dance always already going

supplicatory prayer of recent religions, asking an exalted being

on—this improvised duet between my animal body and the

for something we lack; rather it is a true communion of con-

fluid, breathing landscape that it inhabits.”39

33

34

sciousness with the cosmos, with “the root of the universe,”35
and with other non-human intelligences that orchestrate the
miracle of life in the natural world around us.
A human being is by nature a technician of the sacred, hardwired for beauty, sacrament, and wholeness; the healing of the
primal mind is a mode of presence, “present from the beginning.”36 Although briefly forgotten by the modern mind, Earth
holds this primal pattern and is now putting forward a very
strong voice for that pattern to be recognized anew. Through
this recognition we find healing and wholeness. Direct perception of nature’s mythic and spiritual dimension brings about
a transformation of awareness. Ecological visionary David
Abram invokes this mode of presence:
An eternity we thought was elsewhere now calls out to
us from every cleft in every stone, from every cloud and
clump of dirt. To lend out ears to the dripping glaciers—to
come awake to the voices of silence—is to be turned inside
out, discovering to our astonishment that the wholeness
and holiness we’d been dreaming our way toward has been
holding us all the way along.37
This is the radical transformation of consciousness that the
times we now live in call for—nothing less than metanoia, a
complete change of mind, facilitated by remembrance of origi-

Abram highlights the enormity and familiarity of our deep time
experience of being enveloped in Earth’s embrace, pointing out
that we all have our indigenous ancestry and that for tens of
thousands of years we lived as hunter-gathers with the participatory, animistic frame of mind.
The taboo in the modern Western world against remembering original participation and the primal sanctity that characterised the lives of early humans over vast swaths of time
must be lifted if we are to embrace wholeness and holiness.
Morris Berman writes: “What the child, the ‘primitive,’ and
the madman know, and the average adult fights to keep out of
his or her conscious awareness, is that the skin is an artificial
boundary; that self and other really do merge in some unspecified way. In the last analysis, we cannot avoid the conviction
that everything really is related to everything else.”40
Credits:
Engraving. Permission of Barry Cottrell.
Handaxe from Furze Platt, Berkshire (England), three hundred
thousand years old. Licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike International license.
this wordless dance-I-VI. Permission of Barry Cottrell.

nal participation as our primary reality.
In this essay, I have explored the human mind in deep time,
suggesting that the primal mind is calling for us to re-engage
with it in full consciousness, to recover that sense of participation with the world around us that I am convinced was the

Barry Cottrell is a practicing artist and writer. A graduate of Oxford
University, he also studied at the Ruskin School of Drawing and Fine
Art. A lifelong researcher into human consciousness, he is author of
The Way Beyond The Shaman: Birthing A New Earth Consciousness
(O Books/Moon Books, 2008). Website: www.drivenline.uk.

hallmark of early human life. Our sense of participation has
only been briefly eclipsed and is now coming back into con-
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A Forest Apologizes to Children
as the World Heats Up
LISA COUTURIER

You walked in my body
not so long ago, stood
against my veins of trees
and watched me breathe water.
You believed you were sunlight
swinging in my branches
and compared yourself to air.
The Black-eyed Susan drooped
in pain when you pinched off
her petals and sang Love Me,
Love Me Not, hoping some human
might offer you more than me
and my scarce promises made
of rain and breath and shade.
When you lost the enchantment
that dwelled in you as quiet
as turtles, you left to live in silence
and seriousness. Now, it looks like
you should’ve spoken up for me,
and I’m sorry I taught you my stillness.
Looks like the last leaves are
falling and the birds are gone.
My creek you swam in, where
wild strawberries grew,
ran dry through what became
the endless summers of your absence.
In these years, when so much snow
became rain, I’m sorry that,
even in this heat, you hardened
into years of cold weather.
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Japanese Maples
LISA COUTURIER

Autumn wind rushes up
around the stones and
bones of your sleep like
currents of blood in your
veins of branches,
like breath whispering
ten thousand invitations
for your leaves to dance.
Your leaves of stars are
the colors of red foxes,
golden lion tamarins
and yellow warblers.
It is the birds who
love you most, who
remember each year your
luminousness and fly the Earth
to rest in the fire of your arms.
Whether you are a maple named
Bloodgood; or Crimson Queen;
Fireglow; Ever Red; Garnet;
or Burgundy Lace,
birds will sing for you
their sweet music
about your melodies of light,
about your long life
on the hill of imagination.
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Inheritance
LISA COUTURIER

Children, suppose you
were born as birds.
Inside your hearts as
capable as magnets
would hover memories
of all the birds who
came before you.
Birds who were guided
by certain stars, rivers, coastlines,
the winds of mountain passes
and fields that must be flown
over to return home,
before they ever left.
That is, if you were birds
and I was your mother
and you fledged
and I abandoned you to flight,
you would find your way back
despite never being taught,
though not necessarily to me.

Lisa Couturier is author of the essay collection The Hopes of Snakes
and of the poetry chapbook Animals / Bodies, which won the New
England Poetry Club’s 2015 Chapbook Award. She is a Pushcart
Prize essay winner and a notable essayist in Best American Essays,
2004, 2006, 2011. Her work is included in the James Sowell Family
Collection in Literature, Community and the Natural World at Texas
Tech University.
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Regenerative
MELISSA K. NELSON

I

am a descendant of the Lynx moving along the edge
of forests. I am a descendant of Buffalo hunters on the
Northern Plains. I am a descendant of wild rice and

In greeting my ancestors, I recognize that I am touched with all

sweet lakes. I am a descendant of cranberry gatherers in the

and love. I am tied to them physically and metaphysically as

Turtle Mountains. I am a descendant of earth divers and round
dancers. I am a granddaughter of Mary Sauvage, Mary Cree,
and Mary Caribou, my indigenous foremothers, who were
given Christian first names and kept tribal markers as surnames. Boozhoo Nokomis!
I am a descendant of French Voyageurs seeking soft beaver
skins for money. I am a descendant of women who married
bears and made moccasins. I am a descendant of traders and
merchants carrying canoes loaded with animal pelts across
portages in the prairie. I am a descendant of fiddle players and
jiggers. Bonjour Grand-meres Poitra, Malaterre, Amyotte.

of the stories that they carried as human beings on the Earth:
their seeds, waters, traumas, legacies, worries, pains, victories,
my ancestral roots. As the late great poet John Trudell would
say, we need to recognize our true DNA, our Descendants-NAncestors. In the Anishinaabe language, the word for ancestor is aanikoobijigan, which is based on a root word meaning
“string or tie it together.” To be an ancestor is to be tied together throughout the generations. But what is it that ties us—
genes, behaviors, blood, languages, identities, breath?
As my Tongan elder friend Emile Wolfgramm often asks me,
“Are your actions worthy of the conspiracy of your ancestors?”
What did they have in mind for me and the future of our kin?
Ancestors give us life, so that is first and foremost. We wouldn’t

I am a descendant of boarding-school survivors and Michif-

be here without them. They provide identity and history.

language speakers, “half-breeds” and passers. I am a descen-

Through their stories of struggle and survival, they also give

dant of winter starvation survivors and rabbit trappers. I am a
descendant of relocated urban Indians raised by Catholic nuns
and frozen juneberries. Tansi Nokom! I am a descendant of the
Sixth Fire.
I am a descendant of Scandinavian women who made mead
and went to battle with metal shields. I am the descendant of Norwegian farmers growing barley in North Dakota
throughout the twentieth century. I am the descendant of

strength, perseverance, and courage. My ancestors have also
given me the ability to embrace a diversity of perspectives, representing both the colonizer and the colonized and the messy,
mixed spectrum between. In this reflection, they help me think
about what kind of legacy I can leave for future generations
and what kind of ancestor I want to be. I wonder what is it that
gets transmitted and why. Is this a deliberate act, like planting
a domestic seed in well-prepared ground, or is it a wild process,

Protestant preachers and elementary school teachers. I am

like big leaf maple seeds spinning through the sky after a big

the granddaughter of the Nelsons, Evansteds, and Semlings.

gust of wind? Trickster consciousness tells me, of course, that

Hei Bestomor!

it is both and neither.
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and warfare. We are the first people of this land, and my ancestors remind me to remember the regenerative powers of life.
“Just like the Thunderers and underwater beings, there are
many things beneath and around us to teach us to climb well,
to deal with opposition and conflict.”3
As Seventh Fire descendants, we seek out our original names
and clans from elders and teachers and relearn our languages
and practices, even if it is sometimes from internet classes, academic books, and state museums. If we are lucky, elders and
knowledge holders are available to talk with. In piecing together the ancestral patchwork of the Sixth Fire, I come to understand that even though it is crucial to revitalize cultural knowledge and practices and heal from colonial fragmentation, the
liberated, uncolonized spirit of the Earth is always available as
an ally. In the diversity and beauty of Mother Earth and Father
Sky I can find inspiration for my decolonized spirit. Regardless
of outer circumstances and projections, my learning spirits can
be nourished by the indestructible life force that surrounds us
and is within us. As one of my great teachers, the late physicist
and philosopher David Bohm, used to say, “There is a reality
independent of human thought.” Even though we inherit encyclopedias of human thought and collective experience (while
much of this is a blessing, a lot of it is limiting baggage) the
doorway of the present moment and our interwoven connection to non-human life reminds me of a liberated co-existence.
“In fact, the waters and rocks can be the very lessons themI want to be an ancestor who “remembered to remember” and

selves. In an Anishinabek view of the world, the laws of life are

who worked to restore the fragments of Turtle Island knowing

all around us.” And these natural laws are inherently based on

and being out of the wreckage of colonial collisions and mono-

a fabric of mutuality and reciprocity that is ultimately stronger

cultural assimilation. This is what it means to be a descendant

than colonial disruptions.

of the Sixth Fire. There was dislocation and ethnocide, cultural
rupture from boarding school, stolen and poisoned lands, and
enforced poverty and dis-ease due to oppression and racism.
The prophecy of the Fifth and Sixth Fires said there would be
much pain from so many relatives pushed off the Red Road
and forced into the Split-Head Society.1 Too many dying from
the “soul wound” of colonialism or disappearing in a bottle
of oblivion to self-medicate from the intergenerational grief
passed down.2 These are some of the legacies of colonialism
that I inherent. These mark my body, mind, and psyche in
subtle and overt ways: genetics and epigenetics and Adverse
Childhood Experiences (ACE) and endocrine disrupters. All

Given this inheritance and diverse basket of learnings, I want
to be an ancestor who nourished legacies of health without
forgetting the pain. I want to be remembered as someone who
helped create space to nurture a sense of belonging, belonging
to that fundamental fabric of wholeness that ultimately created
us and will absorb us once again. I want to serve as a pallbearer
for the burial of colonial, fragmented worldviews and practices
that support separation and to act as a midwife for a new/old
consciousness of justice and harmony, what we Anishinaabeg
call the Eighth Fire.4
There are times when we should permit death to come as com-

real and measurable on the geography of native presence.

fortably and beautifully as possible, embracing the mystery of

These traumas I inherit along with profound resilience, a faith

that needs to die: racism, sexism, colonialism, predatory cap-

in compassionate kinship, and a reliance on trickster play and

italism, greed, or what Leanne Simpson calls “extractivism”—

humor. We are the survivors of relocations, dispossessions,

the mining of land, waters, and human life for individual profit
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and greed. Some have called this the “commodification of the

I know that children are also very healing and can aid in this

sacred.” So much of this results from a lack of compassion and

process, but for me, it was a matter of focus. Due to my parents’

empathy and a predatorial, solipsistic existence. Capitalistic

traumas, I had to grow up quickly and often served as a parent

societies hellbent on Eurocentric notions of “empire,” “con-

for adults, so from a young age I felt that I would choose to be

5

sumerism,” and “progress” are obsessed with and addicted to
the power of domination and destruction. Much needs to die
and be composted to transform into something truly fertile
and nourishing again to all life, not just for select groups of
humans, the 1 percent. We also need to end ongoing cycles of
violence and trauma that perpetuate neglect, abuse, and violence. These are related to the structural inequities maintained
by the neocolonialism of capitalism, often simply called economic globalization. Ohlone/Esselen writer Deborah Miranda
refers to this as the “genealogy of violence.”

childless. I chose this not only to review my inheritance without
perpetuating unconscious patterns onto innocent lives, but to
lessen the pressure on the finite resources of the Earth—the
very “resources,” or more accurately, relatives, that held me
together as a child. I also knew that there are many parentless
children in the world that need care. If I wanted to care for a
child, I could always adopt. I also wanted to acknowledge and
honor all of the women who worked hard to win women the
right to not have children and stand in silent solidarity with
all of the women who had children even though it was maybe

I decided to end some of these cycles by not having my own bi-

not their choice or path. On a metaphysical level, I am com-

ological children. It was perhaps an extreme decision, but I felt

mitted to not being a host for hungry ghosts or a perpetrator

that I needed to heal myself and make time to understand my

of traumas onto new life. I left my children in the unborn spirit

inheritance before I could reproduce a healthy human being.

realm. This has been an austere sacrifice, but it feels like an
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authentic part of my life path. It is certainly not for others who

When those in power stand alongside the very industries

enjoy and benefit from the sacred gift of childbirth and bio-

that threaten the future of my generation instead of stand-

logically producing the next generation, which is a profound

ing with the people, it is a reminder that they are not our

and beautiful process. Yet for me, not having my own biological

leaders. The real leaders are the twenty youth standing

children was a way I could try to end something unhealthy and

with me in court to demand justice for my generation and

unconscious and to open space for other, non-biological explorations and creations.
This came, of course, with some grieving. Hospice work is often
about embracing the grieving process. It includes peering into
one’s shadow stories and hidden fears. Grieving work involves
opening up painful spaces of immense sadness and loss through

justice for all youth.7
Young, strong, and growing, these are the people of the Eighth
Fire. You met some of them at the beginning of this section.
I have been honored to serve with them as midwife, witness,
teacher, mentor, friend, student, and ally.

individual, family, and cultural lines. It can also reveal unconscious shame, guilt, and trauma that can precipitate opportunities for healing and transformation. These opportunities are
available in extraordinary and ordinary moments, whenever
someone holds a safe space for difficult conversations or for
divergent worldviews to collide and coalesce. I want to be an
ancestor who facilitated space for these types of inquiries and
explorations, to be present and authentic in the face of inevitable pain or conflict. As poet Robinson Jeffers put it, “The calm
to look for is the calm at the whirlwind’s heart.”6 I do this as a
teacher and youth mentor, and most significantly as a lover,
partner, daughter, friend, and sister. As the saying goes, when
you have no children of your own, all children are yours, and
we can serve as nourishing mothers or ancestors at any time as
needed or requested.
To balance the grieving work, I also want to be an ancestor
who served as a midwife and witness to a new/old consciousness, to the Eighth Fire, the new generation of young people
who are strong, beautiful, and united despite pressures to stay
isolated and divided. This is the generation of proud Métis,
Mestizo, Hapa, Creole, queer, fluid, passionate young people
who are healing the relationship between the Indigenous and
the settler, the colonizer and colonized, the feminine and the
masculine, and are consciously choosing to walk the Green
Path, the Pollen Path, the Red Road, and the Beauty Way to a
peaceful co-existence on this precious Earth. This generation
is rejecting colonial divisions and is rising up and out of the
drowning anguish of our times with hip-hop music, Round
dance, Earth poetry, and new collective structures (i.e., permaculture coops, artist collectives, and urban farms) dedicated to
harmony and justice. They are the Guardians of the Waters,

Together in the San Francisco Bay area we have been planting
seeds, the Three Sisters—Iroquois white corn, with numerous
varieties of squash and beans—and other sacred foods given
to us by Creator and our web of kin: strawberry, tobacco, sun-

they are Earth Guardians, they are countless young people

flower, and others. Through the Cultural Conservancy, we grow

speaking out about climate disruption and gun violence.

these beautiful plants at an organic farm to nourish ourselves

Earth Guardians co-founder Xiuhtezcatl Roske-Martinez, who

and others and practice food sovereignty. We feast on them

helped file a lawsuit against the U.S. federal government and

and learn and teach the whole process from seed germination

fossil fuel industry, shares:

to various harvesting and cooking methods. Hungry youth
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come to us seeking to relearn ways to connect to and celebrate

NOTES

healthy, local foods. They come hungry for their ancestral

1. This is a term I first heard from Sakej Henderson to refer to the Native youth who went to
boarding or residential school in the United States and Canada and had to “split their heads”
between being Indian and being assimilated into white society. I’ve written about it in M.K.
Nelson, “Mending the Split Head Society with Trickster Consciousness,” in M. K. Nelson, ed.
Original Instructions: Indigenous Teachings for a Sustainable Future (Rochester, VT: Bear and
Company, 2008), 288-97.

seeds to nourish their bodies and indigeneity. Some also come
with handfuls of seeds and their own knowledge of farming and
planting, lessons from their families and communities, to share
with us. In addition to the delicious, cultivated food plants we
grow we also learn about elderberry, tule, Oregon grape, manzanita, willow, and other Native perennial plants that grow in
Northern California. For the first peoples of this land, these
plants serve as the basis for food, medicine, and craft, from
cough syrup to canoes.
Robin Kimmerer has shared that “to give a gift is to be as a
berry in our Anishinaabeg language.”8 I have received many
gifts of berries throughout my life: salmon berry, thimbleberry, huckleberry, blueberry, and blackberry from my homelands
in Northern California and Juneberry, chokecherry, cranberry, raspberry, and saskatoon berry from my homelands in the
Turtle Mountains of North Dakota, to name a few. These berries

2. See E. Duran, Healing the Soul Wound: Counseling with American Indians and Other
Native Peoples (New York: Teachers College Press, 2006) and E. Duran and B. Duran, Native
American Postcolonial Psychology (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995).
3. From J. Borrows, Drawing Out Law: A Spirit’s Guide (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
2010), 105.
4. Eighth Fire draws from an Anishinaabe prophecy that declares now is the time for Aboriginal/ Indigenous peoples and the settler community to come together and build the “Eighth
Fire” of justice and harmony.
5. I first heard this expression from attorney Claire Cummings in 1993, when she and the
Cultural Conservancy held a meeting under that title. The phrase was later used by Darrell
Posey in a major article, “Commodification of the Sacred through Intellectual Property
Rights,” Journal of Ethnopharmacology 83, no. 1-2 (2002): 3-12.
6. A line from Robinson Jeffers from the preface to Be Angry at the Sun and Other Poems
(New York: Random House, 1941).
7. Xiuhtezcatl Martinez quoted in Evelyn Searle Hess, Shoulder to Shoulder: Working Together for a Sustainable Future (Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2021), 102.
8. R. Kimmerer, “Reclaiming the Honorable Harvest,” at TEDxSitka, August 18, 2012,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lz1vgfZ3etE.

are my ancestors. Late summers they are usually dark and
juicy, sweet and tangy, delectable and intoxicating. Sometimes,
though, they are bitter and mealy, dry and acrid. But always
they are vivacious in some tangible way. To receive these gifts,
to ingest and absorb them into our bodies and beings, is a
vital act of nourishment. I have also received such numerous
gifts from my ancestors, the sweet and bitter, tasty and sour,
all nourishing my body, mind, heart, and spirit in potent and
mysterious ways. These berries bind my generations together.
So the ancestor I want to be is as a berry—to nourish, nurture,
inspire, and vitalize. I can be this as a specific seed planted as a
teacher in a classroom with eager youth, and I can also be that
seemingly random maple or cattail seed released by the strong
north wind to wander and flow wherever it needs to go.
Photo credits: Melissa K. Nelson
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What Does It Mean To Be
a Farmer in the TwentyFirst Century?: Apart and
A Part
MATTHEW R. SANDERSON

W

hat does it mean to be a farmer in the twenty-first
century? We do not yet know. The answer is being
uncovered, by labor of the mind and hand, through
creative processes in emerging communities. Or maybe it is a
rediscovery of agri-culture that was lived as a partnership, as
healing, conserving, and restoring life. Regardless, these creative processes must be nurtured in as many places as possible,
urgently, if there is to be an “us” or a “we”—a community, life—
well into the future. And that is the goal of being a farmer in
the twenty-first century: to pass on the capacity for life, a living
community capable of self-renewal, to the next generation, for
as long as our dying star will allow.
To be a farmer in the twenty-first century is to participate actively, vitally, in the creation of a new story. It is to use one’s
labor—body and mind and spirit—in the service of re-making
a broken agri-business through the practice of agri-culture.
What it means to be a farmer emerges from participation in
this new story, with others, human and more-than-human.
The new story has at its core a reckoning with this question: Are
you a part of the world or are you apart from the world? It is
the basis of a new creation story. It is an old question, an existential question, a question that goes straight to the root of the
problem motivating many of the other problems we face today,
including the one that encompasses them all: climate change.
The question is rarely, if ever, acknowledged explicitly in our
thoughts and actions, but all of us answer it routinely, even if
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tacitly, multiple times every day. The answer lurks in our deep
story—the unquestioned narrative each of us constructs over
the course of our life. The answer lurks in our sense of self, in
our identity.
Which is another way of saying that, in farming (and beyond),
we face above all else a cultural problem. Agri-culture—a principal interface of humans in nature—has been at the root of this
tragedy of culture, this identity crisis that now threatens life. It
also means, being at the root of the problem, that agri-culture
can be—must be—a principal means of working out answers to
the problem. If we face the “(a)part” question in this work, the
answers will support transitions to cultures that support life, in
all its forms, while our dying star still gives us light.

The goal of being a farmer in the twentyfirst century: to pass on the capacity for life,
a living community capable of self-renewal,
to the next generation, for as long as our
dying star will allow.
For too long, we presumed we had the right answer to the question. In the process of enacting this answer over millennia, we
have learned to our peril what it cannot continue to mean to be
a farmer in the twenty-first century. Because what it has meant
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to be a farmer has brought us to the precipice of collapse—col-

to a harmonious, just, equitable, or humane conclusion. The

lapse of species biodiversity, of human societies, of ecosystems,

deep story of dominion has come at a very high toll, measured

of life. We know now what our ancestors could not have known

solemnly in loss of life and destruction of community—human

or did not want to know. We now have the feedback, the evi-

and more-than-human. Today, less than two percent of the

dence—human and ecological—to know our answer was wrong.

U.S. population is directly engaged in farming. Farm incomes

A powerful story motivated our answer. So deep was it that it
was hard to call to the surface for reflection. It was more than a
story. It was a creation myth. For many—and especially many
in the United States—to be a farmer in the twenty-first century
means reckoning with a fundamental source of the “(a)part”
question: the “dominion” clause from the book of Genesis:
And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our
likeness: and let them have dominion over the fish of
the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle,
and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that

are approaching record lows, farm bankruptcies are surging as
family farms consolidate into ever-larger “business units,” and
far too many farmers, entrusted to steward life, are opting out
of life altogether, as suicide rates reach all-time highs in what
remains of our agri-cultural communities.

Technological supremacy and white
supremacy are not disparate ideas.
They share a common root in an identity,
in dominion.

creepeth upon the earth.
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God
created he him; male and female created he them.
And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it:
and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth
upon the earth. (Gen. 1:26-28).
Nearly three thousand years after Genesis was written, the
deep story of dominion and the role of farming in it are still
very much at the core of the dominant “deep story” in American
culture, and the dominant agri-culture. Former President
Donald J. Trump described a contemporary version of the
deep story in an address to the annual meeting of the American
Farm Bureau Federation on January 8, 2018: “We know that
our nation was founded by farmers. Our independence was
won by farmers. Our continent was tamed by farmers. So true.
Our armies have been fed by farmers and made of farmers. And
throughout our history, farmers have always, always, always
led the way.”1
We are living through the terminal crisis of this story. We are
now likely somewhere in the afterword, awaiting a new story—
the one that, like all good stories, shows us our image while
offering us a new way to imagine ourselves.

We have used our dominion, which we have interpreted as
a right—as an unambiguous license to extract life, to take
without giving—to craft “labor-saving” technologies that “free”
us from our connection to life through agri-culture, that free
us from the necessities of feeding ourselves and being in community. Under the guise of what we self-referentially called
“technological supremacy” and in the name of dominion, we
so precisely and comprehensively subdued life that we found
it possible, indeed desirable, to create in our minds a category
called “nature” to separate us from—life. Our story told us we
are different, we are separate, we are apart: apart from each
other, from “nature.” Over millennia, the deep story of dominion has made its way beyond the farms into the cities and the
broader society, which is now predominately a non-farming
society because it has so successfully destroyed agri-culture.
We see the effects in our relations with each other. We feel the
effects when we try to breathe the air. And now, our relations
with each other, and with the more-than-human world, are
making it more difficult to live.
For too many of us, it is also getting harder to breathe in the
year 2020. Too many people of color among us have been
killed while pleading for air under the knees of abusive police
officers. The coercive use of force choking people of color is
fueled by a cultural atmosphere saturated with white suprem-

Farmers may have participated in the construction of the

acy. The atmosphere of white supremacy enabling these kill-

United States. They may have helped win our independence

ings is an outcome of a culture that, from the very beginning,

from Great Britain. They may have tamed our continent. They

privileged whites and disempowered people of color, allowing

may have joined and fed our armies. But for far too many, the

wealth extraction from people of color and wealth creation

deep story of dominion motivating these acts did not come

for whites, which established a culture of racialized hierarchy
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passed down through the generations. And at the bottom of
that culture, from the very beginning of the country, there was
an agri-culture practiced by people who forcibly displaced and
killed the land’s original inhabitants, and who brought the ancestors of many people of color among us today against their
will, in chains, to this “new world” to enact a deep story of dominion, hubris, control, subjugation, mastery, domination.
Meanwhile, the air over much of California and the west is suffocating too many of us. The fires choking our skies and our
lungs are fueled by an atmosphere more soaked with carbon
than at any point in at least the past eight hundred thousand
years. The carbon-rich atmosphere exacerbating the fires is
an outcome of highly dense carbon plumbed from the depths
of the Earth not by people in community, but by people freed
from community, without obligation, without responsibility.
These are not isolated, disconnected events because technological supremacy and white supremacy are not disparate ideas.
They share a common root in an identity, in dominion. These
are enactments of a story, a very old, deep story. Are we a part
of or apart from life? The “(a)part” question still lurks within
us, but it feels more unresolved now, more unsettling. Agriculture can and should be a place where we enact answers to
the question, and in the process, heal ourselves, our communities, life.
To be a farmer in the twenty-first century is to recognize that

“And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful,
and multiply, and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have
dominion...”
There is trust in dominion. Dependent on the elements of life,
we are given responsibility to steward life, to replenish life even
as we have the capacity to subdue it, tame it, master it, control
it, dominate it.
To be a farmer in the twenty-first century is thus to appreciate
the power and meaning of the conjunction, “and.” In Genesis,
“and” adjoins concepts that seem to exist to contradict each
other: dark and light, land and sea, replenish and subdue.
Regardless of one’s orientation to Christianity, Genesis expresses the incongruities of life lived as a human, of life lived in
the human condition: We are dependent and autonomous, we
have choices and limits, freedoms and responsibilities.
We are apart and a part.
To be a farmer in the twenty-first century means enacting community with the human and more-than-human world. It means
practicing community, through agri-culture, which connects
us vitally in community, in support of life, indefinitely, or as
long as our dying star will allow. The farmers laboring through
this process, with hand and mind and spirit, are constructing
a new creation story. They are uncovering, or maybe rediscovering, what it means to be a farmer in the twenty-first century.

we are a part of, not apart from, life. This is the foundation
of a new story. For those claiming adherence to some form of
Christianity, the new story is found right there in the old story,
in the temporal ordering of the Creation as it is laid out in
Genesis, which tells us that humans were created on the sixth
day, not the first, following the creation of the elements of life:
dark, water, light, day, night, sky, land, sea, plants, trees, stars,

Matthew R. Sanderson is Randall C. Hill Distinguished Professor
of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work & Professor of
Geography and Geospatial Sciences at Kansas State University. His
research focuses on development, as a practice, a problem, and an
ideal. He is exploring means of fostering more regenerative, socially
and ecologically resilient communities, especially in rural and
agricultural regions.

living creatures in the sea and air, and on the land. Humans,
Genesis tells us, were formed of the Earth: “Then the Lord
God formed a man from the dust of the ground and breathed
into his nostrils the breath of life, and the man became a living
being.” (Gen. 2: 7).
This is a story not of unmarshalled independence or unmitigated license, but of an elemental dependence, of an inextricable
relationship with the life from which we emerge, to which we
return, and to which we are responsible. Created in a state of
dependence, humans are given, not born with, “dominion.”
To be a farmer in the twenty-first century is to appreciate the
sequential ordering of the dominion clause itself, which places
the obligation to “replenish” before the ability to “subdue”:
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NOTES
1. Remarks by President Trump to the American Farm Bureau Annual Convention, Gaylord
Opryland Resort and Convention Center, Nashville, TN, January 8, 2018, https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/briefings-statements/remarks-president-trump-american-farm-bureau-annual-convention-nashville-tn/.
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If We Forget about Having to Shout:
A Covid-19 Poem
SEAN PRENTISS

If we forget about shouting,
Hello, at neighbors,
neighbors yawning
opening windows to yell
back, How are you
holding up? while their
oldest daughter waves
madly at Little Girl, all seems
normal, just as all is
normal later as Little Girl
and I later lean into
windows that overlook
our marsh, watching
mergansers build nests,
excited to have these novel
neighbors—soon merganser
chicks that we’ll say Hello
to through glass.

Sean Prentiss is the author of Finding Abbey: the Search for Edward
Abbey and His Hidden Desert Grave, which won the National
Outdoor Book Award, and the author of Crosscut: Poems. He is
anthologized in The Center for Human and Nature’s new book,
What Sort of Ancestor Do You Want to Be? He is the author of
Environmental and Nature Writing: A Writer’s Guide and Anthology.
He and his family live on a small lake in northern Vermont, and he
serves as an associate professor at Norwich University.
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Kinship and the Geography
of Hope
STEVE COSTA

K

inship is a word I’ve only in recent years come to know
and appreciate. It’s a concept that, in retrospect, was
at the very essence of Geography of Hope, a weekend

gathering that took place nine times over the course of a decade
in the small village of Point Reyes Station on the coast of Marin
County, neighboring the Point Reyes National Seashore.

theme “Farming and the Rural Life,” and then a third conference, “Reflections on Water.”
In late 2012, Stephen Most, the writer of the documentary Green
Fire: Aldo Leopold and a Land Ethic for Our Time, visited the
bookstore and asked us to host a screening of the film. It didn’t
take me long after watching the film to contact Stephen and

The origin story of Geography of Hope began on the sidewalk

suggest we sit down and explore more than just a screening. I pro-

in front of Point Reyes Books, an independent bookstore that

posed that the next Geography of Hope celebrate Aldo Leopold,

my wife, Kate Levinson, and I purchased in 2002. There, a conversation unfolded with local Pulitzer Prize–winning writer
and kindred spirit Philip Fradkin about how best to launch his
new book, Wallace Stegner and the American West. Philip and
I began dreaming of a three-day gathering that would include
members of the Stegner family, Stegner’s students, and environmental leaders. In March 2008, Robert Hass, Barry Lopez,
Paige and Lynn Stegner, Rebecca Solnit, and many other

and we began planning with Curt Meine, Leopold’s biographer
from the Aldo Leopold Foundation; staff from one of the organizations that co-produced the film, the Center for Humans and
Nature (CHN); and Steve Dunsky and Ann Dunsky, who worked
for the United States Forest Service and are the film’s editors.
In March 2013, “Igniting the Green Fire: Finding Hope in Aldo
Leopold’s Land Ethic” became one of the most significant gatherings on the life and work of Leopold and featured twenty pre-

writers and wilderness advocates came together to celebrate

senters, including Leopold’s daughter, Estella.

Stegner’s work and life at the inaugural gathering.

By this time, Kate and I had sold Point Reyes Books, yet the

The conference was titled “The Geography of Hope,” a phrase
from a 1960 letter Stegner wrote describing the values of wilderness to Congress in support of the Wilderness Act. He concluded his arguments with these sentences: “We simply need
that wild country available to us, even if we never do more than
drive to its edge and look in. For it can be a means of reassuring
ourselves of our sanity as creatures, a part of the geography of
hope.” The words “Geography of Hope” hung, like a truncated Bible verse, behind the speakers at the West Marin School

Geography of Hope remained a point of continuity as we transitioned into new roles as the founders of a non-profit focused
on story, nature, spirit, and community—Black Mountain
Circle. The Geography of Hope event provided a sense of
kinship and increased a field of love between the staff of CHN
and Black Mountain Circle that only deepened over the years as
CHN sponsored the next five Geography of Hope Conferences.
Kinship with sister organizations has been central to the ecosystems of CHN and Black Mountain Circle.

gym, where three hundred Stegner “kin” gathered for one of

Each Geography of Hope offered opportunities for the practice

the most memorable literary events in the Bay Area. Given the

of kinship. Through intimate conversations, new kinships were

success and impact of the weekend, Point Reyes Books hosted

born among the presenters, the attendees, and the Tomales

a second Geography of Hope the following year, focused on the

Bay Watershed.
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Pt. Reyes National Seashore Walk with Black Mountain in background

Storytellers, wisdom keepers, poets, artists, and ecologists

to Chief Caleen Sisk of the Winnemem Wintu tribe. She told

Hope and the Center for Humans and Nature. Though Black
Mountain Circle has ended, during these perilous times, West
Marin continues to serve as a geography of hope, of refuge, and
of kinship. One example is the Point Reyes Sanctuary Project,
which I have created with the support of the Windcall Institute.
Beginning this year, we will be providing one-week stays at
second homes owned by privileged white people to sixteen
community organizers on the front lines of critical social and
environmental justice causes in Oakland. These activists face
increasing stress and burnout and often work tirelessly, without
resources to attend to their well-being. They deserve a rest, a
respite, and an opportunity to experience nature as a source of
resilience and rejuvenation. My hope is that this project can
inspire other regions in our country to replicate such an offering, this expression of kinship. In one form or another, even
though the Geography of Hope conferences are no longer held,
the work they inspired goes on, configuring and reconfiguring
hearts and minds with the wild assurance, as Stegner asserted,
that we are “part of the geography of hope.”

the story of salmon who are born, swim out to sea, and return

Photo credit: Carlos Porrata

came together and shared their vital stories of finding hope in
the land, considering how to think and act creatively about a
resilient future for the whole of community life. Through field
trips, we witnessed the kinship that exists between the forests,
ocean, creeks, rocks, farms, and their stewards—the farmers,
ecologists, water keepers, and park staff.
We learned that kinship is at the heart of Indigenous society, that
it is grounded in the land and all living beings. We were called
to re-matriation—a return to a spiritual way of life with respect
for Mother Earth—in order to heal and transform the legacies of
colonization, genocide, and patriarchy. We were inspired to consider what actions our ancestors and future generations needed
us to take: What kind of ancestors do we want to become?
This question resonated strongly for me on the final day of the
2018 Geography of Hope conference, “Finding Resilience in
Nature,” as we gathered on the edge of Lagunitas Creek to listen

to spawn and die in the coastal creeks, describing their ecological and spiritual importance and their miraculous journey.
German forester Peter Wohlleben, author of The Hidden Life
of Trees, then told us of trees talking to one another, experiencing pain, having sex, and sending out signals of distress about
the imminent collapse of our planet. Having been challenged
and inspired to become good ancestors by appreciating the interconnection of salmon, trees, and all life, we went to work
planting thirty willow trees along the creek to restore the local
watershed.

Steve Costa has forty-five years of experience in community
organizing, including as a Vista volunteer, an aide to California
Congressman Pete Stark, a program director for the Trust for
Public Land, and executive director of the City of Oakland’s
strategic planning office. He was co-owner of Point Reyes Books
in Point Reyes Station, California, and founder of the Geography
of Hope, which held annual ecological and environmental justice
conferences over many years. He was also co-founder and chair
of the Black Mountain Circle and is currently involved in projects
in Marin County.

I am grateful that my understanding of kinship has deepened
and widened from my experiences with the Geography of
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A New Chapter Began with
the Geography of Hope
KAMALA TULLY

I

n December 2014, I attended an event hosted by Point
Reyes Books at the West Marin School Gym. The gym
was sold out, packed with over three hundred people.
Point Reyes Books co-owners Steve Costa and Kate Levinson
stood up at the beginning, announcing their upcoming events,
including the Geography of Hope weekend conference on
“Women and the Land.” I sat up in my seat and leaned in, listening intently to the list of events that would focus on nature,
spirit, place, and women environmental writers. Immediately
my interest was piqued by the subject matter, the crowd
gathered that night, and the organizers, Kate and Steve, who
seemed to be such a dynamic duo. My kind of tribe. Having
lived in San Francisco for nearly two decades, I had made frequent visits to West Marin my entire life, specifically Bolinas,
but was not familiar with Point Reyes. In that moment, my life
indelibly changed.

were especially potent medicines. The messages the presenters shared that weekend—about our need for fierce protection
of the Earth and the importance of the relationship between
people, place, and nature—hit home. The incredible range of
women writers included Robin Wall Kimmerer, Kathleen Dean
Moore, Kat Anderson, Camille Dungy, Gretel Ehrlich, Wendy
Johnson, Melissa Nelson, Claire Peaslee, Lauret Savoy, and
Rebecca Solnit. After the weekend, I felt aligned, awed, and energized—and part of a newfound community.

The name of the conference, Geography of Hope, came from
Wallace Stegner’s 1960 letter to Congress in support of the
Wilderness Act. In fact, the first Geography of Hope conference, in 2008, was focused entirely on Stegner, my all-time favorite author. In high school, I read Crossing to Safety and was
instantly hooked by Stegner’s reverence for the west and his
eloquent yet straightforward style of writing about its people,
wildernesses, and places. In the years that followed, I read
every one of his books and still clearly remember the spring
day when I heard the news of his tragic death. Wallace Stegner
was and still is one of my literary heroes.
That this independent bookstore in Point Reyes held an annual
conference inspired by Stegner felt like kismet. I signed up as
a volunteer for the next year’s conference, “Women and the
Land.” At the time, my health was severely compromised, and
I was finding new ways of being with and healing my body.
Meditative walks in nature and laying down on the earth
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Steve Costa and Kamala Tully
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I immediately handed my resume to Steve and Kate and
began working with them soon after on their newly formed
non-profit, Black Mountain Circle. My first assignment was
finding speakers for the next Geography of Hope: “Call of the
Forest.” The theme was inspired by environmental visionary
Diana Beresford-Kroeger and her mission to educate people
about the ecological and spiritual importance of trees and to
mandate planting them. The weekend included the screening of Diana’s film, Call of the Forest: The Forgotten Wisdom
of Trees, panels of speakers and activists, and a guided walk
among the redwoods in a nearby state park. I learned firsthand
about the essential Geography of Hope ingredients—a plethora of dynamic and diverse presenters, direct experience on the
land, a strong call to action on behalf of the Earth, and scholarships that enabled young people to attend, as well as delicious
food, generous hospitality, and community building.
In 2017, at Geography of Hope: “Ancestors and the Land,”
the conversations centered around honoring ancestral connections to place and frank dialogues on community, culture,
immigration, and land. Diverse, intergenerational storytellers
from around the country—Lyla June Johnston, Nikky Finney,
Winona LaDuke, Cecilia Rodriguez, Larry Mercullieff, and
Greg Sarris—shared their wisdom, determination, clarity, and
care for humanity and the Earth. We engaged in spirited conversations about our histories and nation, centering BIPOC
(Black, Indigenous, and People of Color) voices. These riveting speakers called for greater accountability, truth telling, and
transparency.
At this juncture, we changed the format, wanting to go deeper
with fewer speakers. For the final two gatherings in 2018 and
2019, “Finding Resilience in Nature in Perilous Times” and
“Pilgrimage Redefined,” we decreased the number of presenters to just a handful so we could delve further into their personal stories and activism and increase engagement among
participants. The focus also changed from inviting writers to

wisdom but encouraging action, accountability, transparency,
and collaboration.
In 2020, the Geography of Hope chapter came to a close. Over
the past five years, Black Mountain Circle offered more than
seventy-five events and nine Geography of Hope gatherings.
Operating an events-based non-profit in the pandemic with so
many unknowns—how long it would last, the impacts of the
economic freefall and social-justice reckonings, and the basic
needs of housing, food, and day-to-day survival—we decided it
was best to put our organization to rest. With Black Mountain
Circle’s remaining funds, we “seeded” other like-minded organizations in our local area, including Sogorea Te’ Land Trust
(Ohlone), Indian Cultural Organization (Winnemem Wintu),
West Marin Climate Action Network, Mesa Refuge, Natura
Institute for Ecology and Medicine, Weaving Earth, Walking
Water, Windcall Institute, and Earth is Ohana. We see the
work of these organizations as integral to this moment and as
continuing our mission in various forms.
Black Mountain Circle’s work has always been about offering experiences that directly and tangibly connect us to land,
community, and spirit. I sincerely hope we have also “seeded”
hundreds of people with a deep understanding of this vital and
life-affirming connection and the knowledge that our actions—
how we live, the choices we make, and what we center and
value—matter, not only in this moment, but for future generations. It is thanks to the Geography of Hope that my life
intersected and became powerfully interwoven with Steve,
Kate, and Black Mountain Circle; the Center for Humans and
Nature and other like-minded organizations; countless wisdom-keepers, storytellers, and activists; and our community in
Point Reyes and beyond. Even as the final chapter for Black
Mountain Circle is in sight, I know we are part of a worldwide
community that will carry on.
Photo credit: Kyla Epstein

inviting activists and movement leaders. We still honored the
direct connection to land—planting trees and willows along
Lagunitas Creek and walking together in potent silence on a
pilgrimage walk in Point Reyes National Seashore. We came
together to collectively listen, speak, sing, pray, honor, witness,
and hold ourselves accountable for the impacts of climate
change on current and future generations. Our aim was to

Kamala Tully is program director at Mesa Refuge, a writer and
artist-in-residency center in Point Reyes, California. She previously
served as a co-director of Black Mountain Circle. She has more than
twenty years of experience in events, program development, and
partnerships in the fields of integrative healthcare and online/print
publishing. She consults with arts and health non-profits in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

create more interactive and generative gatherings, serving as
a means to build community resilience and provide an antidote for the political, spiritual, and environmental upheaval of
the times. This shift felt like an important one in the evolution
of the Geography of Hope—not only offering inspiration and
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Wave Patterns
NANCY BERTELSEN

W

hen the country shut down in March to stem the
pandemic, I began each day by going outside to
sit and do nothing but sense. I listened to the
twelve species of birds who live around me, watched the winds
moving each tree according to its structure, my eye drawn to
the intensity of greens. I listened to the creek roar in the spring
and go quiet in summer and fall. Interspersed were the sounds
humans make—cars, voices, power tools, a bouncing ball. I
sensed them all—plant, animal, mineral, human—as beings
held within a watershed. By late spring, I’d just sit, and a peace
came over me. When Steve Costa asked me to reflect on the
impact of the Geography of Hope conferences, I realized that
the teachings that had informed my community work, my art
making, were finally seeping into my nerves.
As a white person of privilege—descended from early American
colonists who called themselves Separatists and from nomadic
Sami people in Northern Scandinavia—it is taking decades of
listening to Native people, people of color, people who were
not raised with a “subliminal presumption of superiority” to
unravel my inbred Separatism. I remember Robin Kimmerer
addressing the language of separation that leads to exploitation. She asked us to think of the Earth as “she,” as kin, with
whom we are in continuous exchange. After hearing Caleen
Sisk, chief of the Winnemem Wintu, I wanted to follow her
home because she was the most natural human being I’d ever
met; all parts of her life—tribe, family, work, ritual, and activism flowed together. I remember Winona LaDuke talking
about becoming an elder who made her ancestors proud and
her descendants grateful—for “straightening stuff out” and
healing the intergenerational wounds.
In this time of inwardness, I feel a shift underway, from whiteperson-think toward field-awareness. Aleut elder Ilarion
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Merculieff described birds in flocks of thousands flying into
and through one another “without clipping a wing” because of
their attunement to the field holding them. He learned from
his teacher that connecting through the heart opens you to the
many languages of wind, tides, seals, birds, and other humans.
And in the heart, there is also grief, for the harm we white
people have done to the Earth and to indigenous people. Lyla
June Johnston of the Diné tribe spoke of standing in the center
of grief and invoking the power of forgiveness that re-connects
and unlocks “all the medicines of the Earth.” And that we must
begin with forgiving ourselves and extending that forgiveness
outward to others.
I am grateful beyond words for Steve Costa of Black Mountain
Circle, with his partner Kate Levinson and his team of Kamala
Tully, Elizabeth Ptak, and Suzanne d’Coney, along with the stalwart support of the Center for Humans and Nature, for those
many years of readings, films, wisdom, and stories. Over time,
your endeavors have dispensed those medicines of the Earth
upon her people. Know that work has sent out wave patterns to
souls and places and endeavors beyond your imagining.

Nancy Bertelsen is an artist, poet, and psychotherapist who has
worked for over forty years to build community through art and
education. Nancy participated in the founding of The Sonoma
Institute, an innovative graduate program in clinical psychology.
She was involved with The Dance Palace, a community center
in Point Reyes Station, expanding the reach of its education
and arts programs. For eleven years she was board president
of Gallery Route One, where she initiated and led the Latino
Photography Project.
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Gratitude to Black
Mountain Circle
WENDY JOHNSON

I

n these last hours of 2020, a long year of global pandemic
and political unrest comes to a close. This is a time of racial
reckoning, accelerated climate catastrophe, and economic

hike on Black Mountain, a tour of Drake’s Bay Family Farms

inequity. In spite of this truth, I am grounded in gratitude for the

Gospel Flat Farms in Bolinas or a visit to Worsley Organic Farm.

gift of life and for the awareness of the brevity of this gift of life.

All of these events featured land-based authors and local envi-

During this challenging year, I have gathered almost every
Friday for a morning of “Za-Zoom” communal meditation with
forty or so dedicated friends and practitioners from the Heart
of Compassion Zen sangha, based in Point Reyes, California.
Point Reyes is a true spirit home for me, deep in the heart of
ancestral coast Miwok territory. Our two children were born
and welcomed into the world by compassionate physicians
and midwives from the Point Reyes Clinic. And over the past
decade, from 2009 to 2019, in mid-March my heart has been
strengthened by engaged involvement in the iconic Geography
of Hope literary conference sponsored by Black Mountain

oyster and beef operations, or of Straus Organic Dairy. Our afternoon also included an immersion in Star Route Farms and

ronmental leaders in conversation. Poetry and wild language
wove us together in a tapestry of land and water appreciation.
By early evening on Friday, we returned to Point Reyes for an art
walk, visiting local studios throughout the town. At sundown,
we convened in Toby’s Feed Barn and sat on sweet alfalfa hay
bales for a glorious locally-sourced supper of enhanced arugula
salad, Drake’s Bay beef stew or veggie hash, and braised local
greens galore, finishing the meal with a sumptuous West Marin
bread pudding.
The 2009 Geography of Hope conference was initiated with

Circle and Point Reyes Books.

welcoming words from beloved organizers Steve Costa and Kate

In these perilous times, just reviewing the themes of the eight

chair, writer, and organic peach farmer David Matsumoto

Geography of Hope conferences that I fully participated in has
helped me cultivate resilience and ecological renewal. “Pilgrimage
Redefined,” “Resilience in Nature,” “Ancestors and the Land,”
“Call of the Forest,” “Women and the Land,” “Igniting the Green

Levinson. The event was enlivened by the honorary conference
and his family, Marcy Matsumoto and their daughter, artist,
farmer, and Taiko drummer Nikiko.
In particular, I remember the Matsumoto family following

Fire,” “Reflections on Water,” and “Writing on Farming and

with drum and story the opening remarks of chairman Greg

Rural Life” are part of my creative circulatory system.

Sarris of the Federated Indians of Graton Rancheria. Chairman

Perhaps because it was my first Geography of Hope conference, I
vividly remember participating in the 2009 “Writing on Farming
and Rural Life” event. Some 150 participants gathered in Point
Reyes on Friday, March 20, 2009, for an afternoon of pilgrimage before the formal literary conference began. We fanned out

Sarris welcomed the assembly to the unceded territory of Coast
Miwok and southern Pomo lands with unsparing truth and raw
language. The evening unfolded and ran into the dark hours
of the Point Reyes night with story and tribute from five renowned local authors.

across West Marin, choosing from a range of cultural and ag-

The next day, Saturday, March 21, 2009, we hosted full-on

ricultural adventures: a walking tour of historic Point Reyes, a

literary panels featuring some fifteen authors and local land
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Tree Planting

activists. The topics ranged from “Planting the Seeds of Story”
to “Farming as Personal, Farming as Political,” and the evening
ended after a wonderful meal with “Stories from the Land.”
The conference closed on the spring equinox, Sunday, March
22, 2009. A potent panel of local Point Reyes artists, storytellers, ranchers, and farmers regaled the community with local
history. It was my pleasure to convene this dynamic panel,
beginning with a vernal equinox ceremony and introductory words from chairman Sarris. West Marin representative
and dairyman Bob Giacomini, with family roots in the Swiss
mountain region of Northern Italy, conveyed stories of his long
Point Reyes ranching history. Bob then introduced neighbor
Vivian Straus, who entertained us with spicy and savory tales
of her iconic dairy parents, Ellen and Bill Straus. Vivian was
followed by local poet and fifth-generation cattleman Sam
Dolcini, and then by poet and fifth-generation organic farmer
Peter Martinelli. Next came beloved elder Phyllis Faber, who
as a distinguished wetlands biologist helped to found the
Marin Agricultural Land Trust alongside her lifelong friend
Ellen Straus. Our morning ended with lively stories and dairy
tales told by next-generation leader Lynn Giacomini Stray,
who helped to diversify the Giacomini family business of
cheesemaking.
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Just as this community session began with chairman Sarris,
so did it close with his remarks advocating the importance of
Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Indigenous sovereignty, calling for a fresh geography of hope grounded in ancestral
landscape and language.
Brother David Steindl-Rast reminds us that gratitude is the
heart of prayer. Raw and grateful prayer for the health of the
human and more-than-human world infuses the continuous
practice of Black Mountain Circle. Gratitude gives rise to a
fresh geography of hope and to the broken-open heart of compassion. In these tumultuous times of radical uncertainty, may
we be grounded in friendship, service, undomesticated art, and
the enduring truth of the living land.
Photo credit: Carlos Porrata

Wendy Johnson is a lay ordained dharma teacher in the Zen
tradition of Thich Nhat Hanh and the San Francisco Zen Center. She
lived and trained at Green Gulch Farm Zen Center from 1975 to
2000. Wendy is a garden mentor to the Edible Schoolyard Project
and a founding instructor in the Environmental Landscape program
at the Indian Valley Organic Farm and Garden project. She is the
author of Gardening at the Dragon’s Gate.
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Re.member.ing
CLAIRE PEASLEE

A

dream is unfurling inside the ground. The earth that
touches the soles of our walking feet is dreaming us
into life. For much of our presence on Earth humans
understood this: we knew ourselves to be starlight, freshwater
streams, the miracle of our own hands.1 Then we forgot. Lately,
people are wayfinding to recover earth intimacy—to generate
new, old ways of dwelling in the biosphere’s imagination.
One such spark-across-a-synapse rose from greater Point
Reyes, a place of generative beauty in coastal north-central
California. An idea for Earth-spirit-celebration lit up like the
glow of dawn beyond Black Mountain (or “coyote’s knuckles”).
This massif of ancient sea-floor basalt, rising in the compasspoint-of-new-beginning, lent its name to Black Mountain
Circle. The group called people together at the mountain’s foot.
Many accepted this invitation. We came to learn, to celebrate,
and to inter-soul-nourish. Hundreds of us, from near and far,
participated in multi-day councils convened nine times in
eleven years. We explored stories and habitats, feasted on creativity and local food, opened our hearts, and wove our insights
into a new ancient basket. Into this vessel we poured love and
gratitude, grief and fury, our passion for the living Earth.
Greater Point Reyes was the alchemist turning us toward
home, a geography of hope.

We walked this geography, as well: on pilgrim hikes to the crest
of Black Mountain; on silent water-walks in four seasons; on
visits to marshes, farms, forests; on a workday to help restore
a salmon stream. We bowed to the sacred in the land and to
one another.
Waves of light now continue to spread from Black Mountain,
illuminating our new, old pathways upon the dreaming Earth.

Claire Peaslee is a teller of natural history who loves to facilitate
immersive experiences for people outdoors. She contributes nature
essays to the West Marin Review and Bay Nature Magazine and
has appeared on public radio. Claire offers an experience of living
in concert with the land called “Listening to Gaia.” She worked for
Point Blue Conservation Science, producing their Quarterly Journal
and other communications, for thirty years. Claire is a West Marin
Community Fellow nominated by Black Mountain Circle.

NOTES
1. In this lexicon the word “earth” names the underfoot matrix of soil, groundwater, rock,
roots, mycelia, microbes. And “Earth” is the name of our planet: it is a proper noun just
like the Roman-god names of other nearby planets. Both words are sacred, invoked with
reverence.
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How I Was Reared through
the Geography of Hope
PIRO HIROKO ISHIZAKA

I

t is not an exaggeration to say that the series of Geography
of Hope conferences hosted by Black Mountain Circle
guided me onto the path of living my soul’s work. I write
this sitting in the apartment I just moved into, which overlooks
a natural river flanked by large volcanic rocks full of weighty
presence and a lush tropical jungle full of vibrant life on the
island of Kauai. I came here to start a non-profit that truly
honors nature and people, with a soul-family sister-friend. I
would not have met her, nor would we be here now, literally, if
it weren’t for the life-changing catalytic magic of the Geography
of Hope conferences.
A few months after I moved to Point Reyes, when I was about to
attend my first Geography of Hope conference in March 2011,
the major earthquake, tsunami, and Fukushima nuclear disaster happened. Being from Japan, I was struck by a feeling of
deep anguish larger than that concerning myself or my family
and anyone I know closely, though fortunately no one I knew
well was affected directly.
I felt tremendously held—in heart-full sympathy and empathy
extended toward me and my country of origin—at the
Geography of Hope conference during those days of shock.
Even though I was still new in town and didn’t know that many
people, I was treated with care, as though I were a beloved
family member in grief. I can still recall the warm hugs Steve
Costa always gave me.
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That the theme of the conference was “Reflections on Water”
somehow did not seem coincidental in my deep-feeling state. I
felt the reverberation of the catastrophic effects of the tsunami
waters that took lives away, and the water that gave hope as
seawater used to cool the nuclear reactors. In the mysterious
ways that human consciousness sometimes steers events unknowingly in a prophetic direction, the choice of the theme
of the conference for that year seemed to me a manifestation
of unconscious genius by Steve and Kate Levinson unknowably pre-sensing the deep currents of universal timing. Later
when I learned their personal history involving a tragedy—as
a reason behind them moving to Point Reyes, buying the Point
Reyes Bookstore, and starting Black Mountain Circle—I knew
that these undertakings were expressions of their deepest soul
purpose and service. When people bring such deeply felt intentions to their efforts, it seems to invoke mysterious forces to
open their doors, bringing in unfathomable results.
The magic of Geography of Hope conferences kept going. At
the 2015 Geography of Hope, “Women and the Land,” and the
2017 “Ancestors and the Land: Our Past, Present, and Future,”
I was bathed in influences that spoke eloquently to the deepest
notes in my being. Without me knowing it at the time, these
influences formed the course of my future. Most notably, at the
2017 conference, I met Ilarion “Kuyuux” Merculieff, a traditionally raised elder from the Aleutian Islands. I sought him
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out after I heard a pre-conference radio interview where he
spoke about the significance of Indigenous languages in relation to the land—that they actually carry the vibrations of the
land. This provided illumination for an inexplicable experience
I had at the 2015 Geography of Hope conference. When I heard
Ilarion address something I could not find any scientific explanation for, it was as if a light found the dark back corner of a
room I had been struggling to make out the shape of.
I was also profoundly impacted by Winona LaDuke and Lyla
June Johnston, and was fortunate to have a personal interaction with Winona and experience her enfolding maternal caring.
Little did I know that I would end up working to spread the
wisdom of Indigenous peoples after these experiences at the
Geography of Hope. After I volunteered at the gathering of
Indigenous elders from around the world on Kauai that Ilarion
organized later that year, I went on to work for the Wisdom
Weavers of the World organization that Ilarion co-founded.
More than just an interest or a job, much of what I learned and
got exposed to at Geography of Hope conferences and other
Black Mountain Circle events became the base fabric of my
entire way of being.
I am currently starting a new phase of my life, all aspects of
which can be traced back to the Geography of Hope conferences. I met the friend I will be co-creating the projects with
through meeting Ilarion, as she was the co-founder of the
Wisdom Weavers. We will be working on projects that uphold
the values and perspectives that Geography of Hope and Black
Mountain Circle sought to disseminate.
If anyone asks if Steve, Kate, Kamala Tully, Kailea Frederick,
and others’ labor of love was successful or impactful, I can
honestly answer that I am a living example of their success.
And that I owe the tremendous fortune of living my true, soulaligned life to their efforts. My expression of gratitude to them
is my continuing in their footsteps.

Piro Hiroko Ishizaka was originally made of water and elements in
Japan. Having perceived extraordinary expressions by nature, she
seeks to bridge the divide between humans and nature as sentient
existence in the way Indigenous peoples experience/d nature. She
hopes that may contribute to healing the human psyche and spirit.
She considers herself a bridge between cultures—East and West,
nature and humans, spirit and matter.
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Winterbreak
ALEXANDER MOORE

The upward dive of otter’s head cracks ice across a pond.
A freeze spreads over snowless Earth,
Thin, like Christmas cards,
Snapped before the Atlantic Ocean,
All aided by an airline.
		Smile.

Near Toledo, December’s sun paints an insect foggy.
They are suspended in air,
Molding warm breezes with their tired wings.
Across farmland, mist haunts above hay bales.
Plastic snowmen rolled by the sweatshop
Dot the muddy yards of Erie’s coast.
In the distance, a Greyhound roars.

Outside of Grandmother’s apartment,
Plastic bags struggle on an oak branch
Shredding into tinsel.
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They flap in the breeze, rustling, Everblue.
We slurp steaming cups of tea,
Hers held by zagging fingers.
Grandmother nears a century of seasons,
Recalls winter when it came and stayed.

Leaving New Year’s Eve on North Francisco,
Champagne raincoats dilute by drizzle.
The ball dropped one hour ago,
Fullerton’s concrete still shimmering.
She breaks from thrifted high heels,
Phantoms gripping our shoulders
In four degrees Celsius.

		Flash.
Otter swims into a crowd of reeds,
The sun shoving water
Above the banks of the pond.

Alexander Moore is a graduate student at the University of
Montana, Missoula where he is studying environmental philosophy.
His research interests are environmentalism of urban areas, Thoreau,
and wilderness. He completed an internship at the Center for
Humans and Nature in 2019.
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Stanislava Ivanova, Waterfall, acrylic on canvas with mica dust details, 24x36in, 2020.
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DARKRECONSTRUCTION
AN INTERVIEW WITH FEATURED ARTIST STANISLAVA IVANOVA
ANJA CLAUS

Anja Claus (AC): What motivated or drew you to choosing
urban nature as your artistic subject? Do you have some special
relationship or story about nature thriving in urban centers?
Stanislava Ivanova (SI): I was inspired by the resilience of
nature in the face of urbanization, and the beautiful patterns
and textures you can see when moss, wind, erosion, ivy, roots,
etc. are left unattended. Like the saying goes about weeds and
all, they just spring right up the moment you’re not looking!
I like that. I was always a city dweller—I was born in St.
Petersburg, Russia, and then I moved to New York City with
my family. I always lived out on the outskirts, though, where
things would be a little neglected, and alive with growth. Even
in the dead of winter the roses would bloom in the snow.
Constantly, there are glass and steel skyscrapers springing
up out of the ground. It’s hard to remember that they aren’t
forever. Inevitably, though, structures we build up become obsolete. Sometimes they are torn down. Sometimes they are decommissioned and given back to nature.
I am really into the vaporwave, lush lofi, and eco-brutalist art
styles. There’s something about an ugly concrete structure
overgrown with ivy, or the statue of David draped in blossoms,
set against a glitch background that just does it for me visually.
I love that feeling of equal parts of futurism and nostalgia all
together at the same time.

on a daily basis! There are not only cemeteries in the Cemetery
Belt, but also parks—Forest Park and Highland Park are really
awesome underrated gems that the city has to offer. Ridgewood
Reservoir is this old reservoir that got turned into a nature preserve, and it’s on top of a massive hill. So you go there, and
it’s overgrown and wild and pretty. And at night, it looks like
something out of The Witcher 3, you know? Spooky and ethereal. But you turn around and behind you is the city, spread out
and glittering and wild in its own way.
There’s the beach only half an hour’s drive away, out in the
Rockaways. And we drive out there for walks and to collect seashells. I’d like to try to use sand from there for textures in an
upcoming work soon. It’s gorgeous at night, and it’s cleaner
than Coney Island or something, because for most people it’s
really a hike to go to the Rockaways. Dark blue of the sea, and a
velvet sky studded with stars, silver sand, and soft fluffy reeds.
You go there, and you feel like you’re encountering something
bigger than yourself for a minute.
Really, it’s about nature being all around you when you’re out
where it’s not fashionable to live. You get a good dose of peace
and quiet, the produce is affordable, and the parks and the
beaches are right there if you want to go. I love to take walks
with my fiancé when the weather’s good and I’m in a good mood.
Get some photos of textures and compositions to use for future
paintings, maybe pick up some sticks or rocks or shells to hoard

AC: How do you relate to nature on a day-to-day basis where
you currently live?

for future works. It’s there if anyone wants to experience it.

SI: I live in Queens right on the border of the Cemetery Belt.
So, I actually see a bit more green than most New Yorkers do

and let nature surround you. It’s nice to hear the rain drum

I mean, it’s nice, you know? Sometimes it’s nice to just relax
against your window in the night while you sit there with a
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notebook and a candle, and a hot cup of tea. It’s nice to hear the

Bay Ridge—it’s kind of just there. It’s a more popular area now,

hiss of the sand falling from your hands back on the ground.

so a lot of repairs and construction have taken place, but when

All these things have been here long before we were, and they’ll

I was growing up it wasn’t the best maintained. There were sta-

still be here long after we’re gone. It’s kind of nice to remember

lactites, mold, and moss growing on the walls and ceiling of

how small we are.

the outdoor subway stations. Tall weeds took over empty lots.

AC: I love this quote from you: “Inspired by rain storms
beating against a window, the oil slick in the canal, and nature
taking back what once belonged to her.” I’d love to hear more
of your thoughts on this perspective.

There were tens of thousands of people living there, of course,
but it was a bit wild, a bit unkempt. And when I’d feel sad or
lonely, I’d go sit by the oceanside and watch the gold sparkles
in the water or sit by the window and feel the fresh nighttime
wind on my skin. The world would just fade away until there

SI: I grew up in Bensonhurst in South Brooklyn. It’s not quite

were only the sparkles of the sea, or the twinkling distant stars

the tourist-loved Coney Island, and it’s not quite the wealthy

in the night sky.

Stanislava Ivanova, Guiding Your Way, acrylic & copper leaf on scrap paper, upcycled frame, 8x10in, 2020.
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Stanislava Ivanova, Glacial, acrylic on canvas with holographic dust accents, 16x20in, 2020.

As an adult, I spent some time in Astoria as it was on the cusp

chemicals from manufacturing. But did the plants care that the

of being gentrified. For every construction project there was a

ground was toxic? Some didn’t. So you’d have all these bulky

half-forgotten alleyway filled with gravel and graffiti. It was, as

old warehouses and factories crumbling, and plants just doing

the young people today would call it, aesthetic. I found myself

their plant business, reaching up high to the sky.

drawn to the parts that hadn’t been built up, going on long
walks to explore and just take in the overgrown parts of the

So when I began to create my art it was a natural combina-

neighborhood.

tion of textures I saw every day—soft moss, crumbling brick,

More recently, I spent three years working in Red Hook, an old

old movie theaters (now sporting goods stores). No matter how

industrial area of Brooklyn. It has a lot of canals, but they are
quite polluted, and sometimes turn strange colors. Sometimes
there are oil slicks on the surface, just floating along. There are

blooming flower vines climbing higher and higher on walls of
much glass and metal and concrete we erect, in the end, nature
is going to have its way.

empty lots filled with wild growth, and parks that were aban-

AC: Why do you choose abstract impressionism to reflect the

doned and shut down due to the ground being full of toxic

urban nature dynamic?
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SI: To be honest with you, it kind of just happened. I didn’t
really plan on it. I thought for a long time that I wasn’t good
at art, because I didn’t have patience or interest in realistic art
styles. All my drawings of people always felt wooden and stiff.
When I would try to emulate popular art styles like manga or
whatever, it would just look like crap. And then I started experimenting with these abstract, sharp, flowy kind of strokes
in minimalist color schemes, just black and red, or black and
blue, or something, and I tried posting them online. It would
take me days to do one drawing. But I got comments like “this
isn’t real art” and “take your stoner doodles out of here,” and
like, I was just so demoralized for ages. And then in late 2018
I started just painting a bit for myself, just for fun. I was inspired by stuff like Yayoi Kusama’s work with all the mesmerizing dots and the infinity rooms. I’ve always blended slightly
different shades of blue and green to the point where my old
teachers used to call it “scary” and “terrible” and I leaned into
that heavily. I’d spend hours just applying gold leaf to stuff.
And then I was sharing my work with my friends both in real
life and online, and everyone was really encouraging about it,
so I started posting online again. When I shared my pieces on
Instagram several galleries reached out to me almost immediately, and I was able to show my work at a real art gallery for
the first time. It was just instantaneous, and addicting.
So of course, after getting all that encouragement and good
feedback I kept going and kept making things and bringing my
interest in vaporwave and chillwave aesthetic into it. As I keep
going forward, I have been trying to add more three-dimensional elements and textures because it just works for me. It
makes me happy. And it’s okay if I still can’t draw a person to
save my life. I’m making something that I think looks good,
and there’s people out there that like it, so it’s fine.
AC: Please share some of the process in creating your pieces.

it. It’s just a very natural evolution in each piece. I let it become
whatever it needs to be, and whatever it wants to be.
AC: What is your goal with each creation in terms of affecting
the viewer that sees your paintings? What do you want them to
see or feel?
SI: Really, I’ll just be happy if someone can feel like, ok, this is
bringing me joy and tranquility. This painting makes me feel
safe. This painting makes me feel happy. I want my painting to
let people feel relaxed, nostalgic, calm. I want them to remember those moments of rain beating against their windows and
feeling like they’re part of the universe.
There’s a song by Kesha called “Spaceship,” and at the end she
says, “I’m nothing more than recycled stardust and borrowed
energy, / Born from a rock, spinning in the ether.” I think that’s
my ultimate goal, making art that feels like that.
AC: What is your goal in life and has 2020 and 2021 affected
this goal in any way?
SI: I think I’d like to just be left in peace to make art. If I could
be a full-time artist, that would be nice. I’m still in the beginning stages of my career so there’s a long way to go! I had a
goal at the start of 2020 to participate in at least one art show
a month, but of course everything closed down. For a while I
didn’t even paint because the inspiration just wasn’t there.
In 2021 I’d like to get into murals, if I can. I was inspired by Sam
Skrimpz, a non-binary artist in New Orleans, who does these
amazing murals of birds and snakes and gators. When I first
started following them, they were painting these beautiful tiny
gator minis, and over time they transitioned into murals and one
day they posted, “Don’t be afraid to take up space,” and I felt that.
I work in my apartment and space comes at a premium so each
big thing I make is a risk, but I want to take up the space I deserve.

Like, how do you arrive at the palette?
SI: I just let the canvas speak to me! Every piece feels different.
It tells me what it wants to become. Then once I’ve heard what
it has to say I grab the tubes of paint my hands lead me to, and
I try to make what the canvas wants. For some people they have
sketches and plans and miniature versions of their plan and
mockups. For me, life just kind of, uh... finds a way.
I use a lot of blue and green, I think it’s just something I’ve
always been drawn to. My fiancé put me on to the shockingly
awesome combination of blue and orange. And growing up in
St. Petersburg I’ve seen my share of opulently gilded palaces to
the point that now, if it hasn’t got gold leaf on it, I don’t want
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Anja Claus is Senior Editor of Minding Nature. As Senior Editor she
guides strategy for content creation, art curation, and journal events.
She is also developing a new entry for the Center’s Questions for a
Resilient Future series focused on our connections with the Cosmos.

Stanislava Ivanova is an emerging non-binary queer artist from
Queens, NY who uses abstract expressionism to explore the
contrast between nature and urban life. Inspired by rain storms
beating against a window, the oil slick in the canal, and nature
taking back what once belonged to her. Ivanova is a professional
graphic designer experienced in digital and physical mediums
of art. Contact on Instagram at @darkreconstruction or on
www.darkreconstructionart.com.
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Stanislava Ivanova, Blossom, acrylic on canvas, 36x48in, 2020.
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FROM THE GROUND UP:
THE ART OF PLACE
WRENNA ROSE

I am sitting in a low-slung chair, tucked into the shade of a

stay perfectly still and watch as she makes her way across the

corner nook in my backyard. It has become my favorite place to

small patch of grass and clover. With three hops and a pause,

simply be, a space where I am learning to pause and listen and

Robin dips her beak into the still-damp ground and plucks up a

breathe. Even with the white sound of the distant freeway, my

beak full of earthen material. Then, she takes a few more hops

backyard is my sanctuary from the noise. The late afternoon
light is warm but not hot for my bare feet resting on the inlayed
brick patio. I am encompassed by the scent of fresh lilacs.
Soft tufts of blossoms burst from three large tree-like shrubs
that edge this sitting spot. I close my eyes and listen. I hear
Chickadees flitting between newly leafed aspens. Mourning
Doves gently coo from the wires above. A slight breeze plays

and pauses before lifting off onto the edge of the fence. She
disappears behind the lilacs.
I flash back to a few springs ago when a Robin family took
refuge in the crook of that same lilac tree. The discovery of that
nest awakened my sense of wonder. Witnessing that cycle of
life deepened my intimacy with the natural world. I grew more

the high notes of the windchime. The sporadic rhythm of last

in tune with the seasonal rhythms, honoring the sacred cycle

night’s rain drips from the shed roof. I hear the subtle flash of

of death and rebirth. I shifted from being an observer of my

wings and open my eyes. A Robin has arrived, her head tilted

backyard to participating in its ecosystem. I am an advocate for

and turned so her shiny black eye is looking in my direction. I

the lives who take refuge in this nook of wild space.
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Wrenna Rose, Watering the Earth with Our Tears

I get up from my sitting spot and say hello to a small mound

I healed layers of trauma and reclaimed my sense of self. This

of moss at the edge of the yard. Moss is one of the most mirac-

place is where I grew a deep intimacy with the interconnection

ulous beings. She thrives despite the fact that she completely

of life. I continue to witness the seasonal rhythms. I sense the

dries out each summer. Her presence is a testament to resil-

everyday sacred and commune with nature’s messengers. I can

ience, a small pocket of flourishing. I look up at the sky. It looks

listen past the daily noise and into the heart of life. I celebrate

like rain. Moss will appreciate the moisture and so will I. I take

the beauty and experience the loss that comes with tender

another deep whiff of spring. It smells like renewal.

impermanence. This place is where I rekindled my sense of

I survey this parcel of land that I have the honor of tending. It
is the first place in my adult life where I feel rooted and held
by the land, much like my childhood in the woods. This is the

wonder and deepened my sense of belonging. This nook of yard
is where I unfurled into my wholeness and rediscovered my
place in the world.

place where I learned about honorable stewardship. It is an

A strong connection with our environment rests at the heart

awareness that now extends beyond my yard. This is the place

of a healthy life and the health of our Earth. Whatever leads

where I learned to garden. I learned ways to heal the land and

to our disconnect, that detachment from nature makes

cultivate sustainable systems of support. It is the place where

us less likely to invest in her health and wellness. So how
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Wrenna Rose, Earth Tending
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Wrenna Rose, Dance for Renewal
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can we nurture a sense of place? How can we develop and
deepen our connection with the natural world, regardless of
where we live?
One way we can stay connected is to find and tend to the small
and large pockets of flourishing. We can begin with getting
to know the natural spaces around us. Start with something
small—your yard, the closest park or green space, a community garden, a favorite beach or spot in the forest, a nearby
field. You can even start with planting and growing something
from seed in a container beside your window or on a patio.
Revisit that pocket of nature as often as you can and across
the seasons. Allow yourself enough time to sit, feeling connected with the ground below you. Tune into the sights, sounds,
scents, and sensations that are alive within that nook of nature.
Be patient. You may need to listen and feel past the noise of
modern life. Deepen your attention to life moving through that
space. Notice the way you feel when you connect with nature in
this way. What changes over time? What cycles and rhythms
do you notice? What happens in your body as you drop into
the natural world? Allow curiosity into your observations. Dig
deeper into learning the names of the flora and fauna. What
native plants are growing in this space? What birds do you
see or hear? What trees can you name? Be open to talking or
singing to the trees or the birds or the wind. Allow yourself the
gift of connecting with the natural world in a reciprocal way.
Let her feel your presence and the gift of your attention. Extend
this awareness to other natural spaces.
My sense of place deepened when I spent time in the same
space over many seasons. The corner nook of my yard became
my favorite sitting place because it was accessible any time of
year. The more time I spent in that one spot, the more I noticed
what came and went through my yard. I became curious about
the birds and insects that gathered in my yard, as well as ways
to attract more life. That inquiry led to returning my plot of
land to a more wild, natural state with plants that thrive in my
climate. By regenerating the land with healthy soil and native
plants, my yard became a refuge for pollinators, local and migrating birds, and beneficial insects.
This experience awakened my consciousness and ignited a
desire to better understand what I can do to help heal and regenerate our connection with the natural world. Though I am a
seedling in the spiral of ecological awareness, I am devoted to
growing and learning. The more I learn, the greater my desire
to scatter seeds of awareness. I want to help others deepen
their sense of place and reconnect with our sacred Earth. It
is a process that grows from the ground up—one moment of
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awareness, one pocket of flourishing, one patch of land, and
one seed at a time. Will you join me in scattering the seeds?
Image Credits: “Watering the Earth with My Tears,” “Earth
Tending,” and “Dance for Renewal” by Wrenna Rose.

Wrenna Rose is a Creative Naturalist. Her current work explores
ways to deepen our sense of mindful presence and cultivate a
reciprocal, intimate and healing relationship with the natural world.
You can find her creative work at wrennarose.com.
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Oliver
GAVIN VAN HORN

A friend recently told me a lot of poets
don’t consider Mary Oliver a poet
Build that wall. Build that wall.
What puts a poet on the right side of an MFA
with a self-published chapbook
moldering in the basement of a Salvation Army
until it finally becomes useful as kindling?

Anyone who feels deeply, who cannot betray the raw grit of
a word for a shoehorned rhyme—anyone for whom ink is an
extension of feral spirit—anyone whose feet sink into a line
until they forget where their skin ends and begins—anyone
who rescues a person from the brink with a vision of the
shared threads between unlikely things—anyone who knows
warp needs weave, ebb needs flow, waxing needs waning,
light needs shadow, but flotsam or jetsam can float to shore
alone—anyone who hears music under the concrete, in
clouds, or in silence—anyone who writes because they don’t
know how else to scream at normal, how else to crack a
dam, how else to fling stones at giants, how else to make
sure there are no more glass houses or ceilings—these are
our poets.

May they never need a degree or a person
spilling their meet-and-greet cocktail on their nametag
to provide official confirmation and welcome to the club.
May they never doubt the breathing worlds
that pour fire through them and dance: emberglow on paper.
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Sing ’Til It’s True
GAVIN VAN HORN

I’ve got peace like a river in my soul.
–African American spiritual, arr. by William J. Reynolds

“The thing about singing,” said grandpa,
“is you have to keep singing for it to come true.”

So a small group gathers
beating steady rhythm
calls the salmon home.

And a mother, through tears,
rocks her baby, letter her know,
she’ll buy her a diamond ring.

And the ghost of Woody Guthrie,
a sharp twang that bounces
down the canyon, keeps repeating:

“This land is your land.
This land is my land.”

We wake, turn on the smokebox,
wires to our ears like thin tapeworms.
Keep singing

At the coffin, at the pine-grove,
in the still small silences of night.
Keep singing
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To remind yourself:
there didn’t have to be music in the world.
There coulda been blood and bruises

With no tourniquet, no balm.
There coulda been a pit
with no ladder

An ocean without dry land,
a storm without shelter.
There coulda been.

There’s no certainty
of benevolence. But
there’s music.

And you can sing
alone, in pairs,
or with the storm itself.

“The thing about singing,” said grandpa,
“is you have to keep singing for it to come true.”

Gavin Van Horn is Creative Director and Executive Editor at the
Center for Humans and Nature, where he develops and directs
transdisciplinary projects that seek to illuminate what it means to
become human within a more-than-human world. He is author of
The Way of Coyote: Shared Journeys in the Urban Wilds (University
of Chicago Press, 2018).
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ROSES
Christina Riley

Looking out of the corner window, the sea is cut in half. The
sun may be out of sight, but I know that it’s setting—it’s that
time of day. Again. With its last gasps of warmth the sunlight
slices through the window and saturates the air around me,
painting the walls orange, arousing a craving for ripe nectarines. The afternoon rays relay a message from the sun to tell
me it’s time to get off the internet. Stand up for the first time
in however long.
The room I’m in isn’t my own. I came to the coast to visit
family just a few days before lockdown, unsure when I might
get this chance again, and as the news of the pandemic unfolded its crooked wings I decided that it would be safer to
stay put. That was four months ago. Since then I’ve watched
the sun crawl further along Arran every evening, bouncing
along Goat Fell like the ball over karaoke lyrics waiting for
the next line.
From the moment I wake up in the spare room with the sun in
my eyes and, despite all my (admittedly half-hearted) efforts,
unidentified birdsong in my ears, time pulls and stretches and
sags through space until it misshapes itself into utter irrelevance. Every day the ripening sun hauls itself up across the sky,
up and up and up, slowing breathlessly to an almost complete
stop around 11:30 a.m., when it drags itself up to the zenith,
huffing and puffing like the Little Engine That Could before
sliding double speed down the other side.

At a time when it’s so natural to feel powerless, there’s a certain
energy that pulses though previously static air when accepting
the triviality of time—a new superpower sparking at the fingertips. Like when someone told me to relax my muscles when I’m
cold, and suddenly I could change the weather. Or to breathe
into those muscles when they’re tight, and suddenly I could
grow them longer. Of course, I had no real power to control
the environment or my body, at least not with a single breath.
It was not a controlling of the elements, but a guiding of them.

I see a meme on Twitter: “Study finds it’s 4pm most of the

We can’t make the waves stop crashing but, with a firmer grip

time,” and laugh out loud to no one.

of the wheel, it’s possible to twist and turn a little smoother,
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that used to grow in front of my gran’s house where I’d spend
summer holidays, and the first house I’d call home when
Scotland became that to me after seven years on the other side
of the Atlantic. In front of the pebbledash walls rose bushes
bloomed bouquets of fluorescent pink petals big enough to
bury my face in, bursting with the colour of the raspberry
sauce that was squeezed into my single scoop of vanilla ice
cream, spilling out of the top and swirling round and round
with every lick. My sister and I would leap over the roses as
soon as we heard that ice cream van sing-songing around the
corner, rolling up the street, painted white and orange like a
Solero on wheels.
I passed by that old house last year and all of the roses were
gone; the house’s new occupants tore their roots from the earth
in favor of a driveway. I understand that these houses were
built before many people had cars. (A vivid memory from my
childhood is of a family friend driving up in her little red convertible and taking my sister and me for a ride round the block,
one at a time as the number of seats would allow it. I waved out
of the window like a celebrity, wondering if anyone might ask
for my autograph.) I understand that now, more cars require
more space to keep them in. Still, I can’t help lamenting that
the cement isn’t very pleasant to stop and smell.
Back by the sea, the water blushes pink where clouds reflect
on its surface to rest at the end of another day. Continuing on
to slow things down. To give obstacles a little more time to be
drawn into focus, though not necessarily enough time to steer
out of their way completely.
From my temporary “office,” which consists of a side table
pushed against a corner window and a worn armchair on
which I can choose between leaning too far forward or too far
back, I see two seagulls soar past on the other side of the glass.
Swimming through golden light, they bathe in a warmth rarely

its roll towards the horizon, the sinking sun stains the sky with
that same raspberry sauce, and I can taste it all over again as it
slips down over vanilla clouds.
Out there so much of life floats on unchanged, melting from one
day into the next, adapting. We all adapt over time, for better
or worse; our ability to do so is how we’ve gotten this far as a
species, and it’s the only way we can continue. However, the
speed at which we adapt is relative—we have to act quickly, and
yet the actions we take will unfold slowly, rippling into times

reserved for them. Minute by minute, precious metals melt

we’ll never see. If humans halted our carbon emissions today,

through the air, silver to yellow to rose. Rose like the bushes

it would still take decades for the ocean outside my window
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to stop warming. This does nothing to overcome our feelings
of powerlessness and that’s difficult for us humans; it goes
against our desire to see the progress we make. To reap the
benefits and the credit, and to confirm that the sacrifices were
worth it. We just need to hope that they will be. Looking out of
the window, for every powerless day when all we can do to help
is to do nothing, there are moments—some more fleeting than
others—when it’s possible to slow down and sow the seeds for
roses we’ll never see.
I find some solace in knowing that by staying inside, doing
nothing, I have opportunities to literally stop and smell the
roses again. Pink and white petals form bowls for bumblebees
to roll around in with glee, daily sunsets provide evening entertainment, and fresh sea air soothes my screen-tired head. With
each lengthening day as spring becomes summer, a new color
emerges from the soil and unfolds its pastel petals; another
flutters past with crimson wings. Shells of creatures who have
lived full lives beneath the surface wash up, empty, keeping
their stories to themselves.
Strange and uncertain as this year may be, the sea, the horizon
and the pink sun that sets behind them remain the same. A
constant, a comfort, and the best view is from wherever I am,
whenever I stop to look.
Photo Credits: Christina Riley
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

“Roses” has also appeared in Crested Tit Collective’s Rewilding:
An Ecopoetic Anthology. Reprinted with permission of the
author and publisher.

Christina Riley is an artist based on Scotland’s west coast. Using
film and alternative process photography, found objects, writing
and installations, her work draws acute attention to the details of
the natural world with a particular focus on the sea. In 2019 she was
longlisted for the Nan Shepherd Prize for Nature Writing and later
that year started The Nature Library, a travelling library and reading
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space. She has recently been featured in The Clearing, Elsewhere
Journal and Gold Flake Paint and her photographic series The
Beach Today will be published by Guillemot Press in 2021.
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The book begins by outlin-

SHIVA ON FREEDOM, SEPARATION,
AND SURVEILLANCE

ing in broad terms what is at
stake in the struggle between

Kate Clark

the 1 percent and achieving the ideal of “One Earth,
One Humanity.” Arguing for
an embrace of the interconnected nature of freedoms,
Shiva and Shiva position

A review of Vandana Shiva and Kartikey Shiva, Oneness vs the

the wealthiest 1 percent as a

1%: Shattering Illusions, Seeding Freedom (Chelsea Green

force of greed, violence, and

Publishing, 2020)

separation. The latter gets

In her latest book, Oneness vs the 1%: Shattering Illusions,

more play in this chapter as

Seeding Freedom, Vandana Shiva, with Kartikey Shiva, offers

the authors articulate “three

an expansive critique of the most recent iterations of coloniza-

big separations” including

tion around the globe. The book constitutes a call to action in

the separation of humans from nature, humans from each

support of freedom and democracy as well as cultural and eco-

other, and the Self from our “integral, interconnected being”

logical diversity, and against control, separation, reductionism,

(16). This first chapter prepares the reader for the more ex-

and greed. Focused largely on the last two decades, Oneness

tensive empirical discussion of these concepts in chapters two

weaves together sweeping theoretical sections with empirically

and three. However, the early chapters do not give adequate

detailed and extensively referenced chapters. Kartikey Shiva is

definitional precision to the complex, contested, and dynamic

listed as a contributing author, though it is unclear who our

terms, especially the concept of freedom. Fortunately, chapter

author is at given points in the book, with “I” transitioning to

four does address the meaning of freedom and the varieties of

“We” on page 83, and then returning to “I” in the final chapter.

freedoms more fully.

Therefore, I refer to the authors as Shiva and Shiva below.

The second chapter introduces the “money machine” of the

The first and fourth chapters, “1% vs One Earth, One Humanity,”

1 percent and describes “an economic system shaped by the

and “How the 1% Subverts Democracy,” present the theoretical

rich and powerful, where unbridled greed and accumulation

basis of the book. In the authors’ words, “The story of the 1% is

are seen as virtues to be rewarded by society, instead of ab-

the story of greed without limits, without respect for the rights

errations that must be kept within limits through social and

of others, without responsibility for the consequences of their

democratic processes” (30). Here, the book turns away from

actions. It is this contest between sharing and greed, between

the “real economy” as a whole and toward the financial sector

interconnectedness and privatization, between Oneness and

and financialization—“tools of money-making, money making

the 1% that lies at the crux of this volume” (11). Conversely,

money” (30). It links this trend to increasing wealth inequality

chapters two and three, “The Money Machine of the 1%,” and

and to less freedom for most people. The reader is introduced

“The Technology Machine of the 1%,” are packed with empirical

to the book’s antagonist, Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates, as

evidence backing Shiva and Shiva’s diagnosis of the problem:

well as to Warren Buffet and the private investment institution

the power of the 1 percent.

Vanguard Group. Shiva and Shiva write that, “No matter which
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giant corporation we look at, Vanguard owns the highest shares
in it” (49). This chapter lays the groundwork for the focus on
concentration of economic power later in the book.

In addition to the Toxic Cartel, two
related themes are discussed: corporate
doublespeak, which equates theft and
biopiracy with creation and innovation, and
the misuse of the term “science” to veil antiscientific defenses of dangerous products.

foundation of genetic reductionism and determinism to argue
that what looked like an objective approach was in fact a “political project of domination and control.” “Then, as now,” they
conclude, “the issue is control. Then, as now, the prejudice of
the super-rich, and their fear of women, the poor, the migrant,
and the coloured, shapes what they call ‘science,’ as the ultimate
objective truth, when in reality it is the articulation of subjective prejudice, of fear of the other, of the uncontrollable urge
to dominate” (64-65). That urge to dominate is demonstrated
through case studies of Monsanto and others’ efforts to impose
their products—including Golden Rice and Roundup Ready Flex
Cotton—into markets. The authors describe sprawling efforts,
including those of captured academics, journalists, Nobel

Chapter three, by far the largest and most substantial, explores
the “technology machine” of the 1 percent. It links corporate
giants of today, including the biotech industry—“the chemical-military-industrial complex of our times” (58)—to the
Toxic Cartel, which “evolved the tools of killing” in WWII,
the Vietnam War, and others. For example, Shiva and Shiva
describe Monsanto and Bayer’s business dealings with “both
sides” in the world wars, and they link the companies’ products to Nazi war crimes. Moving forward in time, they write
that “the Toxic Cartel of the war has come together, once
again” (57), and includes BASF, Bayer, DuPont, Dow Chemical
Company, Monsanto, and Syngenta. “While the different corporations that came out of the war years are presented as separate, they are one in terms of past and present partnerships,

Laureates, and others who coordinate to protect and defend
genetically modified organism (GMO) technologies against scientific evidence. Going further, Shiva and Shiva label corporate
technology an “instrument of power and control” instead of a
tool whose usefulness can be assessed with science.
Shiva and Shiva “tell the story of Big Wealth and Big Money in
our times by focusing on Bill Gates and his role in destroying
self-organization in nature and society to engineer monopolies
through mastery, conquest, invasion and dictatorship by the
tools he owns and controls for rent collection, which in his double-speak, he calls innovation” (83). Shiva and Shiva consider
Gates to be a proxy for unveiling the workings of the new Toxic
Cartel because of his role in co-opting collective knowledge, enclosing the food commons, and funding geoengineering projects.

and their common ownership. Their biggest investors are the

Other tech tycoons are not spared in this critique, though Shiva

new financial giants, with Vanguard Group in the lead” (58).

and Shiva offer an especially scathing attack on Gates, calling

In addition to the Toxic Cartel, two related themes are discussed:
corporate doublespeak, which equates theft and biopiracy with

him, “the modern day Columbus” (80), a bio-pirate (94), and a
philanthrocapitalist “who did not invent anything” himself (83).

creation and innovation, and the misuse of the term “science” to

The focus on Gates and the critique of the Toxic Cartel points

veil anti-scientific defenses of dangerous products. The Shivas

toward the alternative vision of oneness. By oneness Shiva and

point out that these corporate actors “have no knowledge—they

Shiva mean “living and celebrating our many diversities, in-

only have ‘data’” (63) and are guided by a reductionist, me-

terconnected through bonds of compassion, interdependence,

chanical mindset. Shiva and Shiva offer a brief history of the

and solidarity” (148). This is the antithesis of the techno-

development of social psychology, molecular biology, and their

cratic worldview of the Gates-style one-size-fits all approach
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informed by corporate pseudo-science. However, there is a

that “the groundwork for genetic engineering was created with

tension—to my mind unresolved—in this book between the

funding from the Rockefeller Foundation, with profits made by

call for oneness and the authors’ forceful advocacy for cultural,

Standard Oil. Today, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation is

ecological, and biological diversity, and their rejection of uni-

playing that same role” (64). And when speaking of the “biopira-

versalized approaches.

cy” of seed diversity, Shiva compares the assembly of genome

In the final chapter, Shiva and Shiva return to an imperative

earlier colonialism” (99). Much of the second and third chapters,

to “break free of the 1%” (149). To this end, they explore three
Gandhian principles: “Swaraj: self-organization, self-rule,
freedom as autopoiesis; Swadeshi: self-reliance and creating
local economies; and Satyagraha: the force of truth, of creative
civil disobedience” (150). In this chapter they also offer strong
definitions of both freedom and democracy. The book as a
whole is a call to action with a vision of both the means and the
ends of achieving a shared future worth fighting for.

Many commentators take neoliberalism
to be a newer ideology for a new global
phase of capitalism. But Shiva and Shiva’s
discussion raises the question whether
the term neoliberalism offers us
something new or instead simply stands
in for ongoing iterations of the age-old
problem: colonization.

databases to the use of maps to “claim and steal territory in an
moreover, is dedicated to highlighting how the Toxic Cartel, first
assembled to wage war, is re-emerging with increasingly important new tentacles in information technologies and surveillance.
The two opposing narratives are occasionally sewn together:
Humanity stands at an evolutionary crossroads. We can
either choose to continue to walk towards our extinction
on the path shaped by the 1 per cent over the last 500
years, or we can choose to sow the seeds of the future as
members of the earth community, with a consciousness
and conviction that extinction is not inevitable. (148)
Nonetheless, the rhetorical variation—Is this moment novel
or simply the latest manifestation of a century-long development?—is striking. The former serves to amplify the urgency of
the call to action, but the latter provides more clarity and thus
more opportunity to better understand the moment.
The book can be read as a powerful critique of the currently
influential ideology of neoliberalism and the mode of reason it
privileges, yet the term itself and any explicit discussion of its

Throughout the book, there are two opposing narratives: one
that identifies this historical moment as exceptional and singular alongside the recognition that it is also just the latest in a
pattern developed over decades. Shiva and Shiva provide rich
histories connecting current corporate tech, chemical, and agriculture giants to their predecessors as far back as the 1930s
(and in some cases drawing deeper connections to five hundred

meanings are rarely explicit in the book. Indeed, one wonders
if the authors consider it a useful category and focus for radical
thinking and change in the future. They argue:
Many intellectuals wonder how we got into this mess. A
fashionable answer is ‘neoliberalism.’ But neoliberalism
is nothing more than the economic paradigm naturalizing
the violent imposition of corporate rule and the rule of the

years of colonization) and often explicitly link the agents of ex-

1 per cent. It is true that contemporary corporate global-

ploitation, who are separated by decades but employ essentially

ization, based on the neoliberal paradigm, has created the

the same techniques of oppression. For example, they observe

huge power of a handful of corporations. But corporations
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have not always existed. They were created as an instrument of colonization. They do not come into existence ‘out
of thin air,’ they are born out of contexts created by just
the right amount of power and money, in the absence of
democracy. (40)
Indeed, so much of the problem described—the closure of
the commons, privatization, upward concentration of wealth,
and the shift from public sphere to private sphere decision
making—are key elements of neoliberal theory. Many commentators take neoliberalism to be a newer ideology for a new
global phase of capitalism. But Shiva and Shiva’s discussion
raises the question whether the term neoliberalism offers us
something new or instead simply stands in for ongoing iterations of the age-old problem: colonization.
Another interesting tension in the book lies between individuals exercising power and a system of power. At times, the book
stresses the “greed” of the 1 percent, thus focusing on the personal desires of individuals, and later it talks about their “uncontrollable urge to dominate” (65). On the other hand, though, Shiva
and Shiva identify a system—which they define as an “economic
model” paired with a reductionist, mechanical worldview—as
the vehicle for human and ecological exploitation. “The 1% is
not just a number,” they write, but “an economic system shaped
by the rich and powerful, where unbridled greed and accumulation are seen as virtues to be rewarded by society, instead of
aberrations which must be kept within limits through social and
democratic processes” (30). The question remains, then, is the
problem that there is a class of innately greedy people, or that a
system divides and enforces classes of people, freeing some from
accountability while trapping others with the consequences?

and arguments are extremely well referenced almost without exception, and it draws on a wide spectrum of expertise, including
farmers, microbiologists, lawyers, and activists.
The 2020 edition of Oneness adds an epilogue, doubling down
on the book’s criticism of Bill Gates, this time for his rhetorical
and material responses to the Covid-19 pandemic. Interpreting
the meaning and consequences of how society has managed
the crisis, Shiva and Shiva write that:
[The] pandemic and lockdown have revealed even more
clearly how we are being reduced to objects to be controlled, with our minds and bodies as the new colonies
to be invaded. Empires create colonies, colonies enclose
the commons of the indigenous living communities and
turn them into sources of raw material to be extracted for
profits. This linear, extractive logic is unable to see the intimate relations that sustain life in the natural world. It is
blind to the diversity, cycles of renewal, values of giving
and sharing, and the power and potential of self-organising and mutuality. (179)
Oneness would be a welcome addition to upper-level high
school and lower-level college courses, especially in environmental, sustainability, or technology studies programs. It
would serve well as both a compliment and critique of ecological economics and environmental economics. Its coverage of
financialization, concentration, and corporate control would
serve sociology or politics classes on markets and political
economy. It will satisfy readers interested in a global perspective on the relationship between wealth inequality and concentration of power on the one hand, and human freedom and
ecological diversity on the other.

The book punches, with an assertive and passionate call to action.
It occasionally veers into hyperbole, such as in the first line of the
book: “For the first time in human history, our common future
as a species is no longer certain” (2). But it also offers, especially
in chapters two and three, a carefully presented analysis of how
the 1 percent continue to amass wealth and control. Its claims
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Kate Clark is the Director of the Environment and Sustainability
undergraduate program at Western Colorado University in the Rocky
Mountains of Colorado, where she also teaches in sociology and the
Master of Environmental Management program. She studies social
movements, environmental justice, and electricity policy.
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A descendent of both the

A LIFE STORY, AND PLAN FOR
PLANETARY REPAIR

occupiers and the occupied,
Beresford-Kroeger

Meribeth Deen

writes

that as a child she felt separated from the people around
her, “by nationality, religion
and class”(8). Orphaned at
the age of thirteen, she was
saved by her English heritage

A review of Diana Beresford-Kroeger, To Speak for the Trees: My

and

Life’s Journey From Ancient Celtic Wisdom to a Healing Vision of

her youth in the Magdalene
Laundries, institutions that

Diana Beresford-Kroeger could have written a dramatic
it. However, she admits to being a reluctant memoirist and sees
the telling of her life’s story in To Speak for the Trees: My Life’s
Journey from Ancient Celtic Wisdom to a Healing Vision of the
Forest as part of the fulfillment of the sacred trust passed onto
her by her elders. It is also a call to action: it asks that we learn to
listen deeply, as our ancestors did, to the trees and forests of the
world. If we can only hear them, writes Beresford-Kroeger, we
will hear the solutions to humanity’s most pressing problems.
I can’t decide whether it is ironic or perfectly fitting that this
story should be rooted in Ireland, a country that conjures
images of rolling green fields, not trees and forests. Ireland’s
story, as Beresford-Kroeger tells it, is one of systematic deforestation. The Penal Laws, enacted by the Protestant parliament
of Ireland in the 1600s, aimed to deprive Irish Roman Catholics
of economic and political power, making it impossible for them
to threaten the rule of the Protestant occupiers. In the ensuing
two hundred years, the Protestant minority would claim ownership of most of the land in Ireland. The occupiers cut trees

Beresford,

from spending the rest of

the Forest (Toronto, ON: Random House Canada, 2019).

memoir about childhood neglect and the journey to overcome

surname,

were later exposed as “nightmarish hotbeds of abuse and death” (24). Equally important is
the fact that she was saved from despair by the elders on her
mother’s side.
Beresford-Kroeger was sent each summer to a remote and
sparsely populated valley near Ireland’s southern tip. The
Lisheens valley is known for artifacts dating back to the time of
the Druids and for the devastation brought by English occupation of the area. The aging inhabitants of that place, who “held
their lands by birthright” and “still lived much the way people
had in the valley for hundreds of years,”(35) took BeresfordKroeger on as a sort of project, passing to her every story and
bit of traditional knowledge they held. Her many lessons, she
writes, taught her “ways of approaching the world that have
allowed me to accomplish everything big I’ve ever accomplished” (64).
In the Lisheens, Beresford-Kroeger learned the medicinal
properties of the plants that surrounded her, that “biodiversity
is a good thing, even for a cow,” and to value herself. Her elders

to build ships, to burn for industry, and to make it impossible

fortified her body, mind, and spirit, ensuring that she was not

for their enemies to hide. “The Celts were a woodland people,”

only capable of taking care of herself, but that she understood

writes Beresford-Kroeger, and during penal times, “the Irish

that “everything in the natural world possessed innate value

weren’t allowed to own trees or even certain seeds—they were

and was owed the same duty of care I granted myself and the

effectively only allowed to grow potatoes for food” (79).

people I held dear” (86).
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As a young scientist, Beresford-Kroeger started to encounter

of bioluminescence to trace cancer in cellular tissues, and she

chemical and biological explanations for the traditional plant

developed “stroma-free hemoglobin” that would prove useful

medicines she had been taught in the Lisheens. She made it her

in organ transplants and other biomedical procedures. In spite

mission to bridge the ancient world to the scientific one, and

of these accomplishments, she faced persistent discrimination

she developed a model of investigation that she says formed

in the male-dominated world of science and eventually decided

the basis of her career. In brief, that model involved studying

to follow her own path.

the links between a specific plant’s biochemistry and human
biochemistry. “I have never failed to find a point, or points,
where they meet. Every plant is intimately tied to human beings
and our health,” writes Beresford-Kroeger. “The people of the
Lisheens knew this and a great many other things. From those
first investigations through to the present day, I have been able
to scientifically prove almost everything they taught me during
my wardship” (102).

If every human on Earth planted one tree
per year for the next six years, we could
stabilize the climate and properly address
the behaviors that have destabilized it.

In the wake of her departure from academia, BeresfordKroeger and her husband Christian dedicated their spare
time to plant-finding expeditions. Her goal was to cover their
property, near Ottawa, Ontario, with trees that had the genetic
strength to survive drought, swings in temperature, and other
effects of climate change. “I wanted trees that were as close as
possible to virgin forest because their genome is the healthiest, though unfortunately only the runts have been left behind
in many forests,” she writes (135). When she found “quality”
trees, Beresford-Kroeger and her husband would introduce
themselves to the landowners and ask permission for seeds
and cuttings. She’d take these back to the farm, set up growth
trials, and plant the trees that survived and grew best. Their
property has become a refuge and lifeline to rare trees and a
monument to biodiversity.

Before completing her undergraduate degree, BeresfordKroeger was teaching a third-year botany class at University
College Cork. She took the job as an invitation to investigate
the connections between all living species on Earth and track
the evolution of plants from cellular algae to evergreens. Her
conclusion? “Trees don’t simply maintain the conditions necessary for human and most animal life on Earth; trees created
those conditions through the community of forests. Trees
paved the way for the human family. The debt we owe them is
too big to ever repay” (105).
As an academic, Beresford-Kroeger studied nuclear chemistry

The pursuit of this project evolved into a strategy for halting
climate change. “I call it the global bio-plan, a patchwork quilt
of human effort to rebuild the natural world that will envelop
the entire planet,” she writes (159), adding that if every human
on Earth planted one tree per year for the next six years, we
could stabilize the climate and properly address the behaviors
that have destabilized it. She elaborates on her thesis with the
following explanation: “Three hundred million years ago, trees
took an environment with a toxic load of carbon and turned it
into something that could sustain human life. They can do it
again” (159).

and the effects of nuclear radiation on biological systems; she

Perhaps the Irish government took inspiration from Beresford-

studied medical biochemistry and proved that certain chemi-

Kroeger when in 2019, they announced their plan to plant 22

cal pathways found in the human mind are also found in trees.

million trees in the name of carbon sequestration. Irish re-

She also adapted an electron microscope to harness the power

forestation efforts, which started in the 1980s, have already
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boosted the forest-cover in the country from 1 percent of the
land to 11 percent (at one time, forests are said to have covered
more than 80 percent of the “Emerald Isle”). However, the
government’s current plan has ramped up the planting of Sitka
Spruce, a quick-growing species native to the Pacific Northwest
of North America. Had the Irish government listened to
Beresford-Kroeger, or to the forest, they would have planted
aspen, willow, or even oak trees, despite their slow-growing
nature. They would have planted something native to Ireland.
Had they planted oak, they might have opened the door to the
fulfillment of a druidic legend which tells of a time when the
sacred oak woods of Ireland will one day be repaired starting
in County Clare, where the one-thousand-year-old Brian Boru
Oak still stands.
“The legend says that the idea will catch the world like a wildfire,” writes Beresford-Kroeger (209). Maybe the world is not
quite there yet.

Meribeth Deen is a recovering journalist living on Nexwlélexm,
an island on Canada’s west coast, on the unceded territory of
the Skwxwú7mesh Úxwumixw. She’s worked for various public
broadcasters, production companies, and publications. When she’s
not writing or enjoying family and nature, her energies are focused
on rebuilding local food systems, playing with plants and connecting
with neighbors.
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cultures) are educated to

DANCING WITH TRUTH

absorb these connotations:

Gavin Van Horn

truth and science are good,
straightforward,

pragmat-

ic, useful, rational guides;
myths
lusions,

are

fantasies,

misleading

ildis-

tractions, and irrationally
wrongheaded. Science is the
A review of Martin Shaw, Courting the Wild Twin (White River
Junction, VT: Chelsea Green Publishing, 2020).

enlightened future; myth the
enchanted past.

In contemporary contexts, we probably encounter myth most

I studied religion in an aca-

often when it is paired, unfavorably, with “truth” or “scientific

demic context, all the way

facts.” This happens with some frequency in television commercials or political ads. Something like, for instance, the following:
(Voice-over direction: A deep, gravel-washed voice, approximating Sam Elliot talking about the payload, torque,
and towing capacity of a Dodge Ram truck): Myth. John
Jacob Jingleheimer Smith wants affordable healthcare
for all. Truth. Smith is a monster who will consume the
bones of your young and old.

through to a PhD. Though
whether this makes me an expert on religious subject matter
is largely unverifiable, it is empirically incontrovertible that
the way I came to understand myth didn’t involve the kinds
of negative valences I previously described. As I argued in my
dissertation (yes, I went back and looked at this underappreciated bit of academic arcana), “Within the discipline of religious studies, the word ‘myth’ carries an entirely different set
of connotations: myths are considered powerful stories, valued

Truth and science we associate with a tangible reality for

by the community that tells them, that usually explain the way

which there is hard evidence and a chorus of expertise that

in which the world came into being and works, and meaning-

verifies true beliefs or claims and falsifies mythic beliefs and

fully orients and integrates people as a community within these

make-believe. Science is reliable and adult, myth is spuri-

larger stories.”1

ous and childish. The contrasting pairs are everywhere: true
versus false; science versus myth; reliability versus wish fulfillment; success versus failure in the world as it really is. The
popular Discovery Channel show Mythbusters—the premise
of which is to “test” unsubstantiated claims, internet hearsay,
or movie special effects, often with explosives—would not be
called “mythbusters” were it not for this demystified worldview. Small wonder perhaps that Mythbusters, after fourteen
seasons, moved to the Science Channel in 2017.

Every culture, I learned—ancient and extant, subsistence-based or technologically steeped—has myths. These are
the stories that animate the way we perceive the world; uphold
certain kinds of behavior as commendable (taking care of
strangers, for example) or abhorrent (being insatiably greedy,
for example); and plumb the mysteries of how we as humans
are related to other kinds of creatures and the lands we call
home. Myths range from grand cosmological narratives that
tell of origins (How the hell did we get here and what’s the

Most of us in the “modern” world (i.e., industrially driven,

shape of the world?), to eschatologies that scry the future and

economically reductionistic, anthropocentrically extractive

give us something to aim for (What will be our just rewards in
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this life or the next?), to more modest stories told on winter

his lot in with time-honored stories: “Stories worth their salt

nights about how we disrespect the salmon (or ancestors, or

don’t tell us to get cranked up with either naïve hope or vin-

faeries, or spirits, or gods) at our own peril.

egar-tinged despair. Stories tell us to keep attending to the

Some myths are more useful than others, some more adaptive,

grace” (7).

some more damaging. Perhaps the hardest myths to recognize

Courting the Wild Twin is diminutive as far as books go (at

are our own.

about one hundred pages, it can comfortably fit in the back

2

Yet when we attend closely to myths—and I would argue that we
absolutely should—we find that myths cannot be dismissed as
mere fantasy. Myths may be told to entertain—myths should be
told to entertain—but, if they are worth passing along, they also
disclose profound truths that enter the bloodstream. Myths are
the deep wells of the unconscious made visible, brought to the
surface to dance across the grass in magic slippers before disappearing beyond the hedge. Best pay attention.3
Which brings me to Martin Shaw’s book, Courting the Wild
Twin, a compact but potent ode, a compact but potent ode
to the importance of mythological narratives and archetypes.
A primary value of myth, Shaw emphasizes, is the way these
stories can work on you over time. A mythological story doesn’t
assert a logical statement or proposition, doesn’t tell you directly which path to choose in the woods. Myths may follow a
familiar formula (a, b, c), but the best of them fray at the edges
because there’s weaving to be done—your threads get knitted
into theirs. Dangerous business; necessary business.
Shaw comes boldly out of the gate with the first words
of the book:
The business of stories is not enchantment.
The business of stories is not escape.
The business of stories is waking up. (3)

pocket of your jeans), but it punches above its weight. A reminder that Shaw is after quality not quantity, each sentence
has the resonance of song rather than the mechanics of strictly
logical progression. There is, however, a three-part structure
that provides a scaffolding: First, an opening salvo on the importance of stories in conveying relatedness and wonder, reminding readers that words “can have fur and light in them.”
Next comes the core of the book, which explores the serpentine
twists and turns of two ancient tales, both of which involve the
leitmotif of a wild twin. Finally, we are given the gift of Shaw’s
reflections about the essential value of myth and storytelling
for dark times (i.e., now).

These tales are full of wisdom about
living. In our current moment, as we face
a restless Earth and persist in glorifying
extractivism as a way of life, Courting the
Wild Twin doesn’t offer a perfect antidote
or blueprint. What it does offer is an
orientation. The book also reminds us that
we don’t make this journey alone. It calls
not for greater individual heroism, but for
a greater depth of love.

And what exactly are we to wake to? Or putting the question
another way: What voices, whose stories, can we no longer
hear? The answer has something to do with broken relationships, our diminished conviviality with the earth under our
feet. What’s the breadcrumb trail back home? Shaw will throw

If the business of stories is waking up, as Shaw claims, for those
of us who may be sleeping, who feel as though we’ve lost our
way or that we’re swimming alone, Shaw offers up a mythical
archetype from which the book takes its title: the wild twin.
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According to Shaw, everyone has a wild twin from birth, some

tales—from the importance of certain colors, to golden balls, to

shadow that we’ve kicked out into the forest, or a part of our-

worms, old women, hybrid creatures, flowers, and milk—that

selves we’ve suppressed in favor of good manners and gentility.

would otherwise be obtuse, bizarre, or out of reach. (At least

He states, “I believe that in the labour of becoming a human,

they would be to me.) In Shaw’s hands, the clothes these tales

you have to earnestly search this character out, as it has some-

wear point to profound truths about relationships and recon-

thing crucial for you with it. It has your life’s purpose tucked up

ciliation; specifically, “that what we exile must be courted back

in its pocket. If there was something you were here to be in these

with beauty, that it must be met with respect, education and

few, brief years, you can be sure that the wild twin is holding the

imaginative intricacy, and that an alchemy of character is pos-

key” (9). The book is about locating this twin and courting it so

sible when such a journey is undergone” (46).

it will come home, which Shaw insists is a protracted affair. If
Shaw stopped there, this courting of the wild twin might have a
whiff of the self-help genre to it: an individual’s journey to psychological wholeness or something approximating such wholeness. And though that would have its own value, Shaw pushes
further. Courting the wild twin involves individuals, but the
exile of the wild twin is a cultural problem, too. In some ways,
the wild twin could be considered the wildness of the Earth
itself, which is now pushing back (via climate change, scorched
forests, and searing droughts, among other shifting baselines)

These tales are full of wisdom about living. In our current
moment, as we face a restless Earth and persist in glorifying
extractivism as a way of life, Courting the Wild Twin doesn’t
offer a perfect antidote or blueprint. What it does offer is an
orientation. The book also reminds us that we don’t make this
journey alone. It calls not for greater individual heroism, but
for a greater depth of love. Our ideological separation from the
land—turning living beings into objects, resources, plunder, underlings—is our exiled twin. Court the land back, Shaw advises.

against myths built on human dominion, wanting to be heard.

Repeatedly, Shaw counsels that this means learning how to

“Relatedness is how we wake up,” Shaw says; our path back is

way you wish to love it. That’s going to involve diligent listening,

not through “ownership but connection” (4-5). Stories can be
a vehicle for helping us attend to those connections. In particular, Shaw attends to two ancient tales, “The Lindworm” and
“Tatterhood,” both of which feature a wild twin. He alternates
between excerpts from these stories and his analysis of their
contents. But if it is analysis, then it’s a warm-blooded, squirming one, steeped in a sense of storytelling that, I would guess,
is lost to most of us. We’re accustomed to twenty-four-hour
news cycles. Doomscrolling has replaced the performative and
celebratory campfire yarn. Shaw keeps returning to this point:
How do we meet the urgent needs of the world and ourselves?
Slow down. The marrow of relationships depends on depth, on
dwelling with, not wham-bam-thank-you-ma’am encounters.

listen, “finding out the way the place wishes to be loved, not the
repetitious acts and an ever-deepening devotion” (89).
We’ve received the stats. The numbers keep pouring in.
Biodiversity loss; population growth; acres of rainforest felled;
climate crisis. And yet, by and large, nations fail to act. What
accounts for this gap between knowledge and behavior? I think
Shaw is circling that missing element. “Climate change isn’t a
case to be made,” Shaw avers, “it’s a sound to be heard” (74).
What should we listen for, then, and who should we listen to?
In folklore, ancient stories, oral narratives, indigenous tales,
and myth, it is usually the animals who possess the wisdom,
who know the way the world should work. (Somehow, with our
cleverness, we humans muck things up very easily, take what

But how can mythological tales help foster this kind of depth?

isn’t ours, chase after self-gain.) And listening, paying atten-

I, for one, am grateful to those like Shaw who’ve done the story-

tion to “deep down things,” as the poet Gerard Manley Hopkins

telling legwork and can explicate the symbolic details in these

put it (in “God’s Grandeur”), and patience are good places to
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begin: “Underneath a motorway there was once a road,” Shaw
writes, “underneath the road there was a lane, underneath the
lane there was a track and underneath the track there was once
an animal path. Hoofprints under the concrete. It is the animal
path that wants to walk you back into the ready receivership
of contact with your own soul. Very, very little in this book is
encouraging the allure of the swift” (89).
Despite the admonition to readers to slow down, Shaw himself
remains a busy storyteller. Courting the Wild Twin was released in 2020, but like the album output of an English rock
band in the 1960s, Shaw has already published another (All
Those Barbarians) and another (Wolferland). He’s got many
stories to tell. I’d eventually like to get to them. For now,
though, I expect the feral audacity of Courting the Wild Twin
will remain with me for some time, doing its work.

169, https://ufdcimages.uflib.ufl.edu/UF/E0/02/24/28/00001/vanhorn_g.pdf. I bang on a bit
more about this point in the dissertation. I focused particularly on the way that myths—rather
than being passé stories transcended by modern science—make sense: “Thus, myths ‘make
sense’ in at least two ways: they explain why the world is as it is, and they make, or construct,
sense; that is, they provide legitimacy for a particular view of the world that is enacted as
people live their lives.” The stories we carry around in our heads are potent shapers of landscapes, perhaps more so when we don’t know what we’re carrying around in our heads.
2. Philosopher Mary Midgley, having done much good and always cogent and persuasive
work on this subject, brings together many insights about modern cultural myths in her The
Myths We Live By (New York: Routledge, 2004). Her argument about the myth of human
supremacy can be found in distilled form in the following article, available on the Center for
Humans and Nature’s website: “On Not Needing to Be Omnipotent,” May 24, 2012, https://
www.humansandnature.org/to-be-human-mary-midgley.
3. It is worth pointing out a pair of recent books that also highlight the importance of
folklore in shaping our consciousness and ethical engagement with place. Liam Heneghan’s
Beasts at Bedtime: Revealing the Environmental Wisdom in Children’s Literature (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2018) casts a broad net and gathers in many distinctive insights,
while recognizing the indelible impact that children’s fairytales, nursery rhymes, and popular
stories can have upon our environmental sensibilities. There is much pleasure to be had in
revisiting these tales or discovering them for the first time through Heneghan’s interpretative
lenses. The other book, Sharon Blackie’s Foxfire, Wolfskin and Other Stories of Shapeshifting Women (Tewkesbury, UK: September Publishing, 2019), underscores the ever-evolving
possibilities of folkloric narratives. Her creative interpretations of time-honored tales from the
United Kingdom, Ireland, Europe, and Russia reveal the transformative powers inherent in the
tales themselves, as well as those that emerge from the ways we choose to engage them.

Myth may or may not traffic with science; however, mythical stories plunge their hands deeply into the dark waters of
truth. As Shaw puts it, “Storytelling is a wild way of telling the
truth” (42). Truth is commonly thought of as propositional: if
a, then b; w, x, and y add up to z. Shaw guides readers toward
a broader understanding, a deeper relation. Truth, if it is to
be found, must be wooed, carefully gathered, faithfully sought
after, and it may be always slightly out of reach. It is not something collected—it is too wild for that—but something with
which to dance. Shaw plays a fine music to get the toes tapping.

Gavin Van Horn is Creative Director and Executive Editor at the
Center for Humans and Nature, where he develops and directs
transdisciplinary projects that seek to illuminate what it means to
become human within a more-than-human world. He is author of
The Way of Coyote: Shared Journeys in the Urban Wilds (University
of Chicago Press, 2018). He is also co-editor of the forthcoming
Kinship: Belonging in a World of Relations (Center for Humans and
Nature Press, 2021).

NOTES
1. G. Van Horn, “Howling about the Land: Religion, Social Space, and Wolf Reintroduction
in the Southwestern United States,” PhD dissertation (Gainesville: University of Florida, 2008),
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CLIFI 2020
Amy Brady

Since at least the 1960s, when British sci-fi writer J.G. Ballard
published The Drowned World, novelists have written about
climate change. Over the decades, interest in the subject grew,
and, today, novels about climate are so popular they’ve become
their own genre—climate fiction, or “clifi,” as it’s sometimes
called. This past year was an especially productive year for clifi.
It brought us a wide range of styles and voices, including those
in the tradition of sci-fi, fantasy, and literary fiction. More
excitingly, it brought us a bevy of global perspectives from
writers publishing in English translation. The clifi of 2020 is
also notable for its optimism. Whereas the climate fiction of
previous years has tended toward the dystopian, these works
are more optimistic, even hopeful. In a year that was dark and
despairing for so many reasons, such complex but inspiring
novels helped readers to imagine a more just and sustainable future.

Chen Qiufan, trans. Ken Liu, Waste Tide
(New York: Tor Books, 2020).

Pitchaya Sudbanthad, Bangkok Wakes to
Rain (New York: Riverhead, 2020).

Cynan Jones, Stillicide (New York:
Catapult, 2020).

Catherine Hernandez, Crosshairs (New
York: Atria Books, 2020).
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Jenny Offill, Weather (New York: Knopf,
2020).

Lydia Millet, A Children’s Bible (New
York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2020).

Kim Stanley Robinson, The Ministry for
the Future (New York: Orbit, 2020).

Maja Lunde, trans. Diane Oatley, The
End of the Ocean (New York: Harper
Collins, 2020).

Anja Kampmann, trans. Anne Posten,
High as the Waters Rise (New York:
Catapult, 2020).

Amy Brady writes about arts, culture, and the environment. She is
the Deputy Publisher of Guernica magazine and the Editor-in-Chief
of the Chicago Review of Books, where she also writes a monthly
column called “Burning Worlds.” It explores how contemporary
fiction addresses issues of climate change.

Charlotte McConaghy, Migrations (New
York: Flatiron Books, 2020).
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THE YEAR OF AUTUMN LILACS

prickly pear cactus—and for their grassland
bird companions. It is high and dry enough to
provide at least the illusion of safe shelter above
2020’s relentless deluge of uncertainty, anxiety,
and change.
For millennia, the native prairie and Native
peoples held in place this sandy land under the
adjacent high bluffs. In the 1830s the forces of

CU RT M E IN E

94   CURT MEINE

I am pandemic sheltering at home, along the
lower Wisconsin River, at the eastern edge of
the Driftless Area, amid a grassland expanse
called Cassell Prairie. One basic fact of life here
is that the soil is sandy. The sand is the legacy of
a great flood that roared down the valley to the
Mississippi River at the end of the last glacial
epoch, seventeen thousand years ago. The flood
moved massive amounts of sand from what is
now central Wisconsin, transporting it into the
unglaciated Driftless, filling in the river’s channel
and leaving a level terrace that rises slightly above
today’s forested floodplain. The terrace is just
high and dry enough to make it a happy home for
drought-resistant prairie grasses and forbs—even

empire began to force open their ancient grasp.
In 1832 the Sauk warrior Ma-ka-tai-me-shekia-kiak, known to the white settlers as Black
Sparrow Hawk, sought to lead his people back to
homelands in Illinois from which they had been
removed under a disputed treaty. The United
States government organized a militia to prevent
any such return. That July, Black Hawk and his
mixed band of Sauk, Meskwaki, and Kickapoo
held off the pursuing American militia on a ridge
just upstream from here. The people fled across
the Wisconsin. Twelve days later, out on the
Mississippi River, the militia finally caught up
to Black Hawk’s beleaguered band, weakened
by battle wounds, fatigue, and starvation. Some
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two hundred and sixty Native warriors, women,

upon herself to plant the hedgerow to address

and children lost their lives, some to the mili-

an environmental problem. Cassell Prairie, its

tia’s assault, others by drowning in a desperate

blanket of perennial native plants stripped away

attempt to escape back across the Mississippi.

and its soils exposed, was vulnerable to the winds

The Black Hawk War marked the culmination of
Native resistance in the American East and the
opening of the next chapter in the trans-Mississippi West. Five years later, the Ho-Chunk Nation
lost its homelands in this portion of Wisconsin
through an egregious treaty imposed upon them
by the expanding American nation. Settlers soon
began to transform the land. Cassell Prairie took
its name from its first white immigrant, a doctor
and land speculator who arrived from out east
in 1844. Cassell became a settlement as lumbermen began to exploit the forests of north-central
Wisconsin, rafting white pine logs and lumber
on the Wisconsin River to downstream mills and
markets. The raftsmen paused at regular points
along the river to restock, repair, and imbibe.
Cassell Prairie was one of those stops. Farmers
arrived in the 1850s, turning over the prairie sod to
grow their crops. Cassell eventually gained several

funneling up the river valley. Sand and dust blew
through the schoolhouse doors and windows, disrupting her daily lessons and leaving her students
coughing. I don’t know if Kate considered herself
a conservationist, but she understood what a
windbreak was. She needed to calm the flying dirt.
And she must have had a green thumb. Her lilacs
thrived in the sands of Cassell Prairie. Others in
the neighborhood took note. My place, a mile
down the road, hides behind its own sheltering
hedge of deep-rooted lilacs.

In this year of autumn lilacs,
we have been forced to accept
disorder and find the beauty in its
midst. Stressed out, we have had
to become remontant, to come up
again and again and again...

houses, a post office and store, a blacksmith shop
and granary, and a one-room schoolhouse.

In those years, the dairy revolution was moving

Nothing is left of the hamlet of Cassell. It is now

across Wisconsin and came to Cassell Prairie.

just the spot where our narrow back road meets

Dairying provided an alternative to the soil-ex-

the state highway. Utility workers sometimes

hausting regime of continuous wheat and

park their trucks there. My neighbor relocated

row-cropping. The making of milk dominat-

here and preserved the weathered old granary and

ed farming here for the better part of the next

blacksmith shop. One legacy of Cassell, however,

century. But the marginal soils of the flood-

remains: a hedge of white and lavender lilacs a

plain were not the best suited for agriculture.

quarter mile long that lines the road and blossoms

As Wisconsin dairies grew in size and efficiency,

every April into fragrant glory. You don’t have to

many of the modest dairy farms in this neighbor-

watch for it to bloom; the valley’s prevailing west

hood blinked out. The old barns are still here, but

winds will tell you when the lilacs have opened.

they are still here. The once-busy local creamery,

Traffic on our road is usually light, dominated

two miles away, long ago morphed into a tavern.

seasonally by tractors, combines, and manure

The remaining farms now grow mainly corn and

haulers. But in the spring, lilac sniffers—including

soy. The most sorely worn-out fields and pastures

me—stop by for their annual hit of olfactory bliss.

have been returned to their native prairie grasses,

The hedge is a local landmark and features a sign

to milkweed and aster, lupine and goldenrod.

erected by our town’s historical society. These are

Nevertheless, Kate Babington’s hedgerow per-

old-growth lilacs. The sign notes that Kate Bentley

sists. Kate might have chosen back in 1896 to plant

Babington, a teacher in the Cassell school, planted

more drab or functional shrubs—denser dog-

the hedge in 1896. Local lore fills in missing

woods, maybe, or edible hazelnuts. Two genera-

details. As the story goes, Ms. Babington took it

tions later, from the 1930s to the 1950s, neighbors
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up and down the river valley established pine

But we are touching the edge of a future for which

plantations to slow the winds and hold the soils.

warning sirens have long been screaming. We still

But Kate Bentley Babington preferred lilacs. She

stand friend to friend to friend. But no more than

must have enjoyed their color and perfume as

three, please, masked, and at a proper social dis-

much as their utility.

tance. Through all of this, what friends will stand

In 1967 a thirty-three-year-old poet, Donald
Sidney-Fryer, paid a visit to Cassell Prairie. I don’t

Stand with me there at this moment and you

know much about Sidney-Fryer, but he intrigues

will see that the Babington lilacs have shared in

me. He was born and raised in New Bedford,

the weirdness of 2020. Back in the spring they

Massachusetts, the port from which Herman

barely blossomed. It is hard to explain why.

Melville has the Pequod embark on its fateful

Temperatures and rainfall here were, on the

voyage in Moby Dick. After serving in the U.S.

whole, about normal. There was no unusual late

Marines, he went to California to study poetry,

snow or killing frost. But the lilac bloom was a

ballet, and French. Sidney-Fryer came to this

dud, disappointing visitors to the hedge. Summer

place in the company of the prolific Wisconsin

was a bit wetter and warmer when compared to

writer August Derleth, who lived in nearby Sauk

the National Weather Service’s “normal period”

Prairie and in 1971 published Sidney-Fryer’s first
collection of poems. Among those poems: “The
Lilac Hedge at Cassell Prairie, 27 May 1967”:
Within the round of farms and far-off hills
Within this greater round of space and sky,
Amid the calls of owls and whippoorwills;—
This third successive twilight bids good-bye
To us alone below this one great eye
Whose deeper light of stars will soon descend.
Here by these lilacs breathing to the sky
Three stand enchanted at the twilight’s dusk
Linked in this mystic round of friend to friend
to friend.
But this remains of Cassell Prairie now: this
lilac hedge
Extending more than half a mile, this line
without a bend.
Beside this old road paved with earth, touching the future’s edge.
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with us at the lilac hedge?

(1981 to 2010). There was one ten-day stretch of
extra hot and dry, but conditions were not, one
would think, beyond what the lilacs have endured
regularly since 1896. Nonetheless, in mid-summer, all the leaves on the lilacs browned, shriveled
to a crisp, and dropped. This year, autumn arrived
in July. Then, in September, more oddness: the
barren branches of the lilacs began to open new
leaves, and then, remarkably, burst into flower.
We have had several nights of light fall frosts, but
the lilacs are “abloom with lavender and musk.”
This year, spring arrived in October.
Blooming out of season like this is rare but not
unheard of. Some trees and shrubs—forsythia,
rhododendrons, magnolias, apples, lilacs (evidently)—are capable of blooming more than once
in a growing season. Such species set their buds
for the next year right after their spring blossoming, so that the buds are ready to roll out come
the following spring. But when faced with unusual

In future worlds of further stars, what friends

or stressful environmental conditions, the plant

will stand at dusk

hormones will intervene and the buds open in the

By Earth-born lilacs all abloom with laven-

fall. It does no lasting harm to the plant, though it

der and musk?

will dull next April’s display.

I have had that poem magneted to my refrigera-

The botanical term for this ability is remontancy,

tor door for years. Its words show new shades of

from the French for “coming up again.” (Oh,

meaning amid the Covid crisis and as hard winds

Donald Sidney-Fryer, where are you when we need

of change whiplash the nation and the world. Owls

you!) Horticulturists made note of the occasional

and whippoorwills still call blessedly over Cassell

remontant lilac even back in Kate Babington’s day.

Prairie, solemn solace on these pandemic nights.

Charles Sargent, founding director of Harvard
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University’s Arnold Arboretum, observed one
such specimen of Syringa microphylla in 1917,
remarking that it was “far from being one of the
handsomest of the Lilacs,” but that if it “keeps up
its habit of flowering a second time in autumn it
will be at least interesting, even if other Lilacs are
more beautiful.”
In 2009, a commercial nursery developed a
new commercial variety of remontant lilac: the
Bloomerang®. It stirred up controversy. Lilacs
are supposed to bloom in the spring. One skeptic
remarked that “the prospect of lilacs blooming
again in September [is] akin to watching a burlesque dancer perform the same act into her
dotage—untimely and kind of creepy.” However,
the new variety proved popular among gardeners
and landscapers.
Kate Babington, who would have guessed it? Your
local hedgerow lilacs were double-blooming way
before double-blooming was cool or profitable.
Before climate disruption and global weirding
made us rethink such phenomena. Before 2020.
It all feels so out of whack. A lilac in bloom in any
season would smell as sweet—still, it just does not
smell right. It is not normal. But, as has been said,
it is what it is. The other day a friend stopped by for
a wary and socially distanced visit. I showed him
the flowering lilacs. He clipped off some sprigs to
take home to his wife and young daughter.

to come up again and again and again—an ability
that expresses itself along the future’s edge. That
future will bring more of the same, even as it disrupts the very definition of sameness. Sometime
and somehow, the Covid-19 virus will work its
way through the human population, and we will
discover ourselves occupying a new status quo.
Some will yearn and work for a return of good old
days of normalcy and predictability amid accelerating social and environmental change. Others
will strive toward a new and better normal that
recognizes and responds to such change. If we are
honest with ourselves—and if we strip the terms
of their political baggage—we might see within
ourselves both these tendencies, conservative and
progressive. We human animals, like all beings,
need stability and growth, simultaneously. In the
necessary process of adapting, we might find ourselves blooming out of season.
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In this year of autumn lilacs, we have been forced
to accept disorder and find the beauty in its midst.
Stressed out, we have had to become remontant,
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